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Performance assessment of Finite Volume methods in transient
simulations of hydraulic processes
Abstract
In this thesis, the development of a hydraulic/hydrological numerical simulation
model is presented. It considers the coupling of surface-subsurface flows, paying
special attention to the interactions among submodels. The surface flow is formu-
lated by means of 2D Shallow Water flow equations and 2D Zero-Inertia flow model
and includes hydrological components as rainfall or infiltration. Both models are
discretized using a hybrid implicit-explicit finite volume scheme and a full com-
parison is carried out in terms of accuracy and efficiency in several synthetic and
real world applications. The efficiency of the implicit scheme is evaluated in every
test case in order to emphasize it as a feasible acceleration technique for certain
situations. When rainfall-runoff simulations are considered, a correct estimation of
the infiltration water losses is of crucial relevance. With the aim of improving the
Green-Ampt infiltration model, a novel technique based on the fractional calculus
is combined with the surface flow models, leading to promising improvements in the
numerical results. On the other hand, two subsurface submodels are presented in
this work: 1) A 2D vertical-averaged groundwater flow model based on Darcy’s law
and Dupuit approximation. The coupling between surface and groundwater flows
takes place in the border connecting the phreatic level with the soil surface, lead-
ing to infiltration/exfiltration processes. 2) A drainage model based on 1D Shallow
Water equations capable of simulating transient flows in a pipe which can be lo-
cally pressurized. The pipe pressurization is estimated by means of the Preissmann
slot method. In this case, the coupling with the surface occurs at local points such
as manholes, where the exchange surface-sewer flux is calculated. Both subsur-
face submodels are tested and validated independently with several analytical and
experimental cases. Overall, the synthetic, analytical and experimental test cases




Ana´lisis de la aceleracio´n de ca´lculo en simulaciones de
procesos hidra´ulicos mediante Volu´menes Finitos
Resumen
En esta tesis se presenta el desarrollo de un modelo nume´rico para simulaciones
hidra´ulicas/hidrolo´gicas. Se considera el acoplamiento de flujos superficiales y sub-
terra´neos, poniendo una atencio´n especial a la interaccio´n ente ambos. El flujo
superficial esta´ formulado mediante las ecuaciones de aguas poco profundas en 2D,
as´ı como el modelo Cero-Inercia en 2D e incluye componentes hidrolo´gicas como
lluvia o infiltracio´n. Ambos modelos son discretizados usando un esquema h´ıbrido
impl´ıcito-expl´ıcito en volu´menes finitos. As´ı mismo, se realiza una comparacio´n
exhaustiva entre ambas discretizaciones temporales en te´rminos de precisio´n y efi-
ciencia en varias aplicaciones tanto sinte´ticas como reales. La eficiencia del esquema
impl´ıcito es evaluada en cada caso test con el propo´sito de su consideracio´n como
posible estrategia de aceleracio´n del ca´lculo para ciertas situaciones. Cuando se
consideran simulaciones en las que interviene la transformacio´n de lluvia en es-
corrent´ıa, tiene especial relevancia la correcta estimacio´n de las pe´rdidas de agua
por infiltracio´n. Con el propo´sito de mejorar el actual modelo de infiltracio´n de
Green-Ampt, en este trabajo se propone la aplicacio´n de una nueva te´cnica basada
en el ca´lculo fraccionario, que da lugar a mejoras considerables en los resultados
nume´ricos. Por otro lado, se presentan dos modelos de flujo en el subsuelo: 1) Un
modelo 2D de flujo subterra´neo en medios porosos basado en la ley de Darcy y la
aproximacio´n de Dupuit. El acoplamiento entre la superficie y el subsuelo tiene
lugar en la frontera que conecta el nivel frea´tico con la superficie del suelo, lo que da
lugar a los procesos de infiltracio´n y exfiltracio´n. 2) Un modelo de drenaje basado
en las ecuaciones 1D de aguas poco profundas capaz de simular flujos transitorios
en una tuber´ıa que pueden llegar a presurizarse localmente. La presurizacio´n de la
tuber´ıa se estima mediante el me´todo de la rendija de Preissmann. En este caso,
el acoplamiento con la superficie tiene lugar en localizaciones puntuales como sum-
ideros o alcantarillas, donde se calcula el flujo de intercambio entre modelos. Ambos
modelos subsuperficiales son validados de forma independiente mediante varios ca-
sos test con solucio´n anal´ıtica o datos experimentales. En general, los casos test
iv
sinte´ticos, con solucio´n anal´ıtica o datos experimentales presentados en esta tesis
ponen de manifiesto la gran aplicabilidad de cada sub-modelo de forma particular y
de ambos modelos acoplados.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The non-linear nature of the fluid mechanics equations generally requires numerical
approximations to find the solution of certain problems. Great effort has been put to
increase efficiency and accuracy of numerical methods in order to obtain solutions
to real-world complex problems in affordable computational times. In particular,
Computational Hydraulics has taken great advantage from numerical models in the
last decades. [25, 16, 11, 40, 41, 32, 61, 104].
Nowadays, a proper water resources management has to consider a hydrogeolog-
ical system as an integrated domain where surface water and groundwater interact.
Obviouosly, the degree of complexity of the problem increases if several coupled
sub-models are involved. A global conceptualization is required in order to cou-
ple different physical laws and mathematical models within different sub-domains.
Consistent coupling mechanics need to be considered and formulated in order to
establish a suitable communication among models.
In this thesis, a coupled surface-subsurface water flow model is considered. Figure
1.1 shows an sketch of the hydraulic/hydrological processes and situations that can
be found in natural and man-made domains. By assuming an arbitrary datum
from where all the vertical coordinates are referenced, three main frontiers can be
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remarked in this scheme: a pervious-impervious interface (zs), a separation between
saturated and unsaturated regions, which is termed phreatic level or phreatic surface
(hs) and the surface bed level (z). Regarding the surface flow, the water depth (h)
is always referenced to the bed level (z). From rainfall and natural runoff to the
water flow in sewer systems, all the processes are likely to be connected [34, 92, 72].






















Figure 1.1: Schematic view of all the hydraulic/hydrological processes involved in a
real-world situation.
This full environment is conceptualized and simulated by means of several sub-
models. On the one hand, surface flow is addressed from two different perspectives
of different complexity: 1) 2D Shallow Water equations (SW) [97] and 2) 2D Zero-
Inertia model (ZI) [74]. Both models are supplied with mass source/sink terms of
rainfall/infiltration, the latter modeled by three empirical laws (Horton [33], Green-
Ampt [77, 57, 76] and SCS-CN model [66, 59]). In the last years, fractional-order
derivatives have been applied to hydrological modeling [9, 85, 86, 6], water movement
in soils [71, 87] and solute transport modeling in both overland [21] and subsurface
flows [54, 87], since the classical advection-dispersion equation seems to fail to cap-
ture some important solute transport features.
Fractional derivatives, unlike ordinary derivatives, provide an excellent instru-
ment for the description of memory and hereditary complex processes. For this
3reason, although fractional calculus dates from XVII century, it has recently be-
come a research area of growing interest due mainly to the ever-widening range
of applications in Physics, Engineering, Chemistry, Biology, Economics. A general
overview on this research area is provided in [37, 53, 58, 68, 81]. In particular,
fractional calculus is a key tool in the study of anomalous diffusion: subdiffusion
and superdiffusion processes. These processes are described in detail in the excellent
report [58] and the authors focus the discussion on the case that the mean square
displacement of the particles growths as a power-law pattern in the course of the
time, unlike the Brownian motion.
Regarding the infiltration calculation, a fractional-order Green-Ampt infiltra-
tion model, which is a generalization of the classical model, was proposed in the
recent literature for a better fitting to experimental data [28, 96]. Namely, in [96],
a FOGA model is proposed for predicting the infiltration rates into columns of
non-homogeneous soil. This curve can exhibit a non-monotonic behavior, which fa-
cilitates the soil infiltration recovery during dry periods. In this thesis, the FOGA
model is combined with a distributed 2D surface flow model in order to improve the
modelization of the infiltration process in river catchments.
On the other hand, the subsurface is conceptualized by two flow types: 1) A
2D groundwater flow model through which the evolution of the phreatic level is
simulated and 2) a 1D drainage model that allows a representation of sewer systems
that normally operate under free flow conditions but can be locally pressurized. The
first one in based on a Dupuit model of groundwater flow in the form of a 2D Darcy’s
equation [102] which allows to compute the temporal evolution of the phreatic level
in a distributed domain.
Groundwater modeling has become a useful tool in the field of hydrogeology to
analyze the response of the groundwater to surface water changes, to evaluate the
recharge of aquifers or to predict the soil water quality due to human impacts [108].
The increase of computing power of personal computers along the last decades
has made also possible to model large scale ground systems. However, the main issue
when dealing with large domains is usually the lack of geological and hydrogeological
data to perform a proper characterization of the soil [108].
The urban drainge model allows the possibility of having an underground pipe
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network connected to the surface via manholes, drainage structures or culverts. The
pipe flow is simulated by means of a 1D SW model combined with the Priessmann
slot method which provides an estimation of the pressure head in the points in where
the flow is locally pressurized. This method has been succesfully applied in recent
years [75, 35, 44, 23].
Another key point of this thesis is the numerical simulation of mixed flows com-
bining free surface and pressurized flows, which is a practical tool to prevent possible
flood situations in urban environments. When dealing with intense storm events,
the limited capacity of the drainage network conduits can cause undesirable flooding
situations. Computational simulation of the involved processes can lead to a better
management of the drainage network of urban areas. In particular, it is interesting
to calculate simultaneuously the possible pressurization of the pipe network and
the surface water dynamics in case of overflow. The underground drainage system
assumes mostly free surface flow, that can be pressurized in specific situations.
Hydrologic/hydraulic modeling in urban environments is becoming a relevant
tool to predict and evaluate the effects of storm events due to the failure of sewer sys-
tems. When this occurs, the flow within the pipe becomes pressurized and overflow
appears in the linking elements as culverts or storage wells. The use of distributed
models for the surface flow simulation provides a more detailed computation of the
spatial variations of the variables of interest. Within the bidimensional domain on
the surface, this leads to detailed distributions of numerical results, such as the
water depth or the flow discharge. This is of special relevance in abrupt terrain
topographies or in urban areas where the buildings dramatically condition the flow
direction.
One of the difficulties of the numerical simulation of drainage networks is that
they flow mostly under free surface conditions but they are likely to become locally
pressurized due to the limited storage capacity. Under these conditions, a complete
drainage system model should be able to solve steady and transient flows under pres-
surized and unpressurized situations and the transition between both flows (mixed
flows). Many of the models developed to study the propagation of hydraulic waves
solve both system of equations, e.g. [103]. For this purpose, a few numerical schemes
derived from the Method of Characteristics (MOC) have been used. Other authors,
e.g. [24, 44, 35] developed numerical simulations applying the 1D shallow water
5equations within a slim slot over the pipe (Preissmann slot method). An estimation
of the conduits pressure can be obtained from the water level in the slot. This tech-
nique has been widely used to simulate local transitions between pressurized and
shallow flows but some stability problems have been reported [94] when simulating
cases with abrupt transitions. This work is focused on the development of a cou-
pled simulation model able to solve 2D overland flow in connection with a drainage
system that can be exceptionally pressurized.
The interest in the development of efficient hydraulic/hydrologic models has in-
creased over the last decades. A wide range of natural phenomena can be studied by
means of numerical simulation tools for predictive purposes. Flood events, rainfall-
runoff-infiltration processes, river swelling, phreatic level evolution or vegetation
dynamics are some examples of topics of interest in which computer simulation can
improve the management of natural hazards. It is traditionally accepted that the
most accurate mathematical models for simulating surface flows are based on the
Shallow Water (SW) equations. Nevertheless, the wide range of applicability of the
SW models to any type of overland flow has a counterpoint in the usually high
computational cost. In order to deal with this issue, simplified models have been
developed (Kinematic Wave, Zero Inertia (a.k.a. Diffusion Wave), Gravity Wave).
The Zero Inertia model is a usual choice for modeling overland flow under certain
conditions [74, 50]. This model neglects all the inertia terms of the SW model
momentum equations.
In computational fluid dynamics, the non-linearity of the governing equations
combined with the usually huge number of cells and thence unknowns in a complex
problem implies a large amount of computing effort and time. There is an interest
in developing efficient numerical methods. In general terms, numerical schemes used
to solve time dependent problems can be classified in two groups, attending to the
time evaluation of the unknowns: explicit and implicit methods. Explicit schemes
update the solution at every cell from the known values of the system at the current
time, whereas implicit schemes generate a system of N equations with N unknowns,
being N the number of computational cells multiplied by the number of variables
to solve for each cell. Explicit schemes are restricted by numerical stability reasons.
The advantage of using implicit schemes is that they are, in theory, uncondition-
ally stable, even though they may be less accurate than explicit schemes for unsteady
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flows when using large time step sizes. A compromise is required between stability
gain and accuracy loss on the results. Traditionally [106, 3, 93], this constitutes the
main reason for using implicit methods in steady state computations. In these of
problems, the accuracy loss during the transient state is not so important and the
possibility of choosing a larger time step for the simulation often allows the faster
calculation of the steady state. In order to maximize the simulation efficiency by
means of large time step sizes, some authors have applied implicit methods to SW
equations for solving 1D problems [14, 25] and 2D problems [15, 39, 47, 4, 89, 36].
There is a wide range of applications of implicit methods within the field of
computational hydraulics in both surface and subsurface domains. Some simplified
overland flow models have been applied in combination with an implicit numerical
scheme [99, 100, 101]. For example, the Zero-Inertia simplification of the Shallow
Water Equations, often termed as Diffusion Wave, has been reported as inefficient
when discretized by means of an explicit scheme compared to the implicit ZI model
[49, 50] or even the full SW equations [19, 98]. On the other hand, implicit schemes
are well suited for the temporal discretization of the groundwater flow models. This
is mainly due to the usually slow flow velocity which leads to very smooth transient
situations. The are several examples of implicit subsurface modelization that can
be found in the recent literature [73, 83, 84, 70, 8, 31, 55].
A fundamental point in the recent literature has been to get schemes that satisfy
the preservation of steady-states such as still water equilibrium in shallow water
system. The difficulty to build such schemes was pointed out by several authors
and led to the notion of well-balanced schemes or Property-C [26]. The explicit
implementation of the above scheme has proved to be well-balanced not only in
cases of water at rest but also in moving water steady state situations [62]. Ac-
cording to that work, numerical experimentation proves that careless discretization
of resistance may lead to a wrong equilibrium in steady state and to oversize and
inadequate values for the discrete friction forces, specially in wet/dry fronts that can
interfere with the stability of the numerical solution. The upwind unified treatment
of all terms, including boundary shear stress, ensures Property-C even in steady
cases with non-zero velocity [64].
Another relevant issue when dealing with shallow flows, regardless of the tempo-
ral scheme, is the correct treatment of wet/dry fronts in a flood wave advancing over
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an irregular topography. This is a nontrivial challenge for the development of an
accurate numerical scheme, as these situations frequently lead to extreme and non-
physical velocities in the wet/dry front, causing instabilities and a drastic reduction
in the numerical time step [65, 13]. In [56] a few techniques used in the last years
are classified in four categories: thin film, element removal, depth extrapolation and
negative depth. Each group has benefits and drawbacks regarding, for instance, the
correct capture of the wet/dry interface or the local and global mass conservation.
More recently, [62, 64] presented a novel procedure to deal with wet/dry fronts con-
sisting of the water positivity preserving and the friction losses limitation. This is
the strategy considered in the present work.
In the last decades, the effort has been put on a good balance between source
terms and fluxes [26]. However, this is not enough when dealing with realistic
scenarios where bed slope or friction terms play a dominant role over convective
terms and unrealistic non-physical solutions such as negative values of water depth
can appear due to the wrong estimation of the source amount. In those cases, one
option is reducing the time step size until the positivity is guaranteed or the non-
physical solutions are removed. The main drawback of this strategy is that the time
step size may be decreased in many orders of magnitude hence rising the number
of time steps done, and consequently the time needed to compute the solution.
Therefore, a good philosophy could be to adopt a correct estimation of the source
amount instead of reducing the time step size.
1.1 Goals
The main goals of this research can be summarized as follows:
• To formulate robust and well-balanced implicit numerical schemes for both
2D surface and subsurface domains in order to solve both transient and steady
flows. Unstructured meshes are used in order to get a better fitting of irregular
geometries, such as the curvature of a river meander or a steep mountain
catchment.
• To apply and validate a robust and efficient wetting and drying procedure in
combination with implicit surface flow models.
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• The performance assessment of surface flow models (Shallow Water vs. Zero
Inertia), linear matrix solvers (BiCGStab vs. Thomas algorithm) and tem-
poral discretizarion of the numerical schemes (implicit vs. explicit). These
comparisons are carried out in terms of results accuracy and computational
costs and will lead to several recommendations in order to choose the optimal
combination for each situation.
• The numerical implementation of several infiltration and rainfall-runoff conver-
sion models, studying possible improvements taking advantage of new math-
ematical techniques as the fractional derivatives. A novel application of this
method to 2D surface flow models for the simulation of real world domains is
also addessed.
• To develop surface-groundwater and surface-urban drainage coupling models
capable of dealing with both steady and transient situations.
1.2 Outline
This document is structured in five main chapters. Chapter 2 provides a detailed
description of all the conceptual and mathematical models used including the for-
mulation of 2D Shallow Water equations and 2D Zero-Inertia model for overland
flow simulations, classical infiltration laws together with the proposed improvements
based on the fractional calculus theory. The formulation for 2D groundwater flow
and 1D drainage is also presented. Chapter 3 discusses the numerical techniques
used for building the solution of all the governing equations, classified in two groups:
scalar equations and system of equations. Chapters 4 and 5 present the numerical
results reached in the framework of this thesis, classified in two main groups: Single
model tests cases (Chapter 4) and multi-model test cases (Chapter 5). The de-
scription of the two linear matrix solvers used in this work (BiCGStab and Thomas
algorithm) is addressed in Chapter 4, including a solver performance assessment for
several test cases. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes all the conclusions achieved from
all the numerical tests performed in this work.
CHAPTER 2
Governing equations
2.1 Overland flow mathematical formulation
2.1.1 2D Shallow Water equations
Free surface flows are usually described in Hydraulics by means of the Shallow Water
equations (SW), assuming that the vertical dimensions are small compared with the
horizontal ones [97, 62]. The vertical pressure gradients are nearly hydrostatic and
the horizontal velocity field is constant throughout the depth of the fluid. Vertically
integrating allows the vertical velocity to be removed from the equations. These
equations represent mass and momentum conservation along the main direction of
the flow and are a good description for most of the surface flow problems. The



















































= gh (S0y − Sfy) (2.3)
where the conserved variables are h representing the water depth (see Figure 2.1)
and qx = hu and qy = hv the unit discharges, with u and v the depth averaged
components of the velocity vector u along the x and y coordinates respectively. The
acceleration due to gravity is represented with g. The source terms on the right
hand side of the equations are written in terms of the rainfall intensity R, the soil
infiltration rate f , which will be properly define later, and the bed slopes of the
bottom level z in the x and y direction, S0x and S0y, respectively, given by:
S0x = −∂z
∂x
, S0y = −∂z
∂y
(2.4)
The terms Sfx, Sfy represent the friction losses in both directions, which can be








Friction in models based on SW equations is frequently modeled by the Man-












that represents the turbulent shear stress at the fluid-bed interface. In case of
considering cases of not pure water flows, such as mud or viscous flows, this term
should be modificated in order to take into account other friction laws, including
viscous stress or yield stress [64]. In this thesis, when dealing with viscous flows,
the next formulation is followed:
τx = 3µ(T )
u
h
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Figure 2.1: Coordinates representing water depth h and bed level z.
The 2D Shallow Water equations conform a hyperbolic non-linear system that













+∇ · E = S (2.9)
being E = (F,G), where
U = (h, qx, qy)



























S = (R− f, gh (S0x − Sfx) , gh (S0y − Sfy))T (2.12)













c2 − u2 2u 0
−uv v u




c2 − v2 0 2v
 (2.14)






−u(u · n) + c2nx u · n + unx uny
−v(u · n) + c2ny vnx u · n + vny
 (2.15)
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given by:

















so that the matrices that diagonalize the Jacobian are:
P = (e1, e2, e3) =

1 0 1
u− cnx −cny u+ cnx
v − cny cnx v + cny
 (2.18)
P−1 = − 1
2c

−u · n− c nx ny
2(vnx − uny) 2ny −2nx
u · n− c −nx −ny
 (2.19)
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Jn = PΛP






These properties are of interest for the type of methods used to discretize the
equations in this thesis.







u2 + v2 (2.21)
It allows the classification of the flux into three main regimes: subcritical Fr < 1,
supercritical Fr > 1 and critical Fr = 1.
2.1.2 2D Zero-Inertia Model
Equations from (2.1) to (2.3), also known as Dynamic-Wave model, have been
considered too complex for some applications. High computational costs are as-
sociated with that model when applied to domains with a large number of cells
[11, 16, 40, 41, 32, 61]. There are some strategies to simplify the full system. One of
the most commonly used is the Zero-Inertia model [74, 107], which neglects accel-









= R− f (2.22)
∂h
∂x
= S0x − Sfx (2.23)
∂h
∂y
= S0y − Sfy (2.24)
By defining the water surface slopes in x and y directions as
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= −∇(h+ z) (2.25)
equations (2.23) and (2.24) lead to:
Sx = Sfx, Sy = Sfy (2.26)
Hence, by replacing the friction slopes (2.6) in (2.26), the unit discharges in x and














By replacing the unit discharges (2.27) in the continuity equation (2.22), the
final ZI equation is obtained:
∂h
∂t








= R− f (2.28)
Equation (2.28) is a partial differential equation with parabolic character, where
the water depth h is the sole variable to solve.
2.2 Infiltration models
Infiltration is the process by which surface water enters the soil. This process is
mainly governed by two forces: gravity and capillarity action. In this section, three
widely used laws are presented, SCS-CN, Horton and Green-Ampt methods. All of
them formulate the soil infiltration capacity fp and cumulative infiltration volume
F in terms of several soil parameters.
It is important to highlight the difference between fp and the actual infiltration
rate f . In absence of ponding surface water, a rain event starting with a weak
rainfall intensity (R ≤ fp) leads to all the rain completely infiltrating into the soil.
On the other hand, if the rain intensity exceeds the soil infiltration capacity the
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surface becomes ponded. Therefore:
f(t) =
R(t) if R(t) ≤ fp(t)fp(t) if R(t) > fp(t) (2.29)
The cumulative infiltration F (t), up to time t, can be calculated by integrating






The Soil Conservation Service-Curve Number (SCS-CN) runoff model was origi-
nally developed by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service for estimat-
ing runoff from rainfall events on agricultural watersheds [66]. Nowadays it is also
used for urban hydrology. The main parameter of the method is the Curve Number
(CN) which is essentially a coefficient for reducing the total precipitation to runoff or
surface water potential, by taking into account the losses (evaporation, absorption,
transpiration and surface storage). In general terms, the higher the CN value the
higher the runoff potential.
Let us define the concepts of runoff or effective precipitation RO, rainfall volume
RV , initial water abstraction which infiltrates before runoff begins Ia and the poten-
tial maximum retention S. Hence, the potential runoff can be calculated as RV −Ia.
The main hypothesis of SCS-CN method is assuming equal relations between the





RV − Ia (2.31)
On the other hand, the water mass balance on the catchment lead us to:
RV = RO + F + Ia (2.32)
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By combining (2.31) and (2.32) and taking into consideration that the runoff




RV−Ia+S (RV > Ia)
0 (RV ≤ Ia)
(2.33)






The initial abstraction is assumed proportional to S:
Ia = αS (2.35)
where traditionally α = 0.2 for every watersheds [66] but recent studies suggest that
there is a wide range of values that work better than this value, depending on the
soil properties. The influence of this parameter was studied in [17].
It is important to remark that SCS-CN method was not designed to consider
time. When the method is implemented in a time-advancing simulator, the runoff
is calculated for every cell in every time step, using the cumulative rainfall since the
beginning of the storm.
For the determination of the Curve Number the guidelines provided in [66] should
be followed. Another important fact that needs to be considered is the Antecedent
Moisture Content (AMC) or Antecedent Runoff Condition (ARC), which represents
the preceding relative moisture of the soil prior to the storm event [90]. This pa-
rameter results useful in order to account for the CN variation among storm events.
Three possible assumptions can be considered: dry conditions (AMC I), average
conditions (AMC II) or wet conditions (AMC III) (see Table 2.1).
Traditionally [90], the Curve Number for dry or wet conditions has been recal-
culated in terms of the standard conditions according to (2.36) and (2.37):
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AMC Total 5-day rainfall (dormant season) Total 5-day rainfall (growing season)
I Less than 13 mm Less than 36 mm
II 13 mm to 28 mm 36 mm to 53 mm
III More than 28 mm More than 53 mm







On the other hand, some newer references [67, 59] recommend to use a conversion
table to compute both values.
The SCS-CN method can be extended in order to estimate the temporal distri-
bution of the water losses. By combining again (2.31) and (2.32) but solving for
F :
F =
S (RV − Ia)
RV − Ia + S , RV ≥ Ia (2.38)
By differentiating (2.38), taking into account that Ia and S are constant magni-






RV − Ia + S (2.39)






Horton’s infiltration model [88, 33] suggests an exponential equation (2.41) for mod-
eling the soil infiltration capacity fp:
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fp = fc + (f0 − fc) e−kt (2.41)
where f0 and fc are the initial and final infiltration capacities, both measured in
m/s and k represents the rate of decrease in the capacity (1/s).
The parameters f0 and k have no clear physical basis, so they must be estimated
from calibrating the model against experimental data. A good source for experimen-
tal values of these parameters for different types of soils can be found in [78] and is
summarized in [69]. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show the parameters for some general types
of soil, as presented in [2]. Note that no k values are shown. A value of k = 4.14hr−1
is recommended in the absence of any field data [2].
Soil type f0 (mm/hr)
Dry sandy soils with few to no vegetation 127
Dry loam soils with few to no vegetation 76.2
Dry clay soils with few to no vegetation 25.4
Dry sandy soils with dense vegetation 254
Dry loam soils with dense vegetation 152.4
Dry clay soils with dense vegetation 50.8
Moist sandy soils with few to no vegetation 43.18
Moist loam soils with few to no vegetation 25.4
Moist clay soils with few to no vegetation 7.62
Moist sandy soils with dense vegetation 83.82
Moist loam soils with dense vegetation 50.8
Moist clay soils with dense vegetation 17.78
Table 2.2: Horton initial infiltration for different soils. Source: Akan [2].
Soil type fc (mm/hr)
Clay loam, silty clay loams 0 - 1.3
Sandy clay loam 1.3 - 3.8
Silt loam, loam 3.8 - 7.6
Sand, loamy sand, sandy loams 7.6 - 11.4
Table 2.3: Horton final infiltration for different soils. Source: Akan [2].
2.2.3 Green-Ampt model
The Green-Ampt model [29, 57, 90] assumes a sharp wetting front at the position
z = s(t) (see Figure 2.2) separating a saturated soil region 0 ≤ z ≤ s(t) with a water
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content equal to the porosity θs from the unsaturated region s(t) < z with an initial
water content θi. Additionally, the water suction at the wetting front, denoted by
Ψ, is assumed to remain constant. Also, the vertical hydraulic flux per unit area in





where H(z, t) = Ψ + z is the hydraulic head and Ks is the saturated hydraulic
conductivity.
Figure 2.2: Sketch of the variables of the Green-Ampt infiltration wetting front.
The main assumption in the saturated region (0 ≤ z ≤ s(t)) is that q is constant












The surface water depth is used to define the upper boundary condition H(0, t) =
h0, assuming manometric pressure. The lower boundary condition, at the wetting
front position, is set as H(s, t) = s+ Ψ. Hence, the solution of (2.43) can be easily




z + h0 (2.44)
Considering the saturated region (Figure 2.2) as a control volume Ω with a
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ρ (v − vc) · ndc = 0 (2.45)
being v and vc the fluid and control volume velocities, respectively.






(v · n) dc = 0 (2.46)




− fp = 0⇒ fp = ∆θds
dt
(2.47)
where ∆θ = η − θi, being η the porosity and θi the initial water content.




= q, s(0) = 0 (2.48)








Once the function s(t) is known, the infiltration capacity fp comes from (2.47)
and the cumulative infiltration is evaluated as
F (t) = ∆θ s(t) (2.50)
The most common soil parameters are shown in Table 2.4, as presented in [76].
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Soil type θs Sf (cm) Ks (cm/h)
Sand 0.437 (0.374-0.500) 4.95 (0.97-25.36) 11.78
Loamy sand 0.437 (0.363-0.506) 6.13 (1.35-27.94) 2.99
Sandy loam 0.453 (0.351-0.565) 11.01 (2.67-45.47) 1.09
Loam 0.463 (0.375-0.551) 8.89 (1.33-59.38) 0.66
Silt loam 0.501 (0.420-0.582) 16.68 (2.92-95.39) 0.34
Sandy clay loam 0.398 (0.332-0.464) 21.85 (4.42-108.0) 0.15
Clay loam 0.464 (0.409-0.519) 20.88 (4.79-91.10) 0.10
Silty clay loam 0.471 (0.418-0.524) 27.30 (5.67-131.50) 0.10
Sandy clay 0.430 (0.370-0.490) 23.90 (4.08-140.2) 0.06
Silty clay 0.479 (0.425-0.533) 29.22 (6.13-139.4) 0.05
Clay 0.475 (0.427-0.523) 31.63 (6.39-156.5) 0.03
Table 2.4: Mean values and standard deviation for Green-Ampt model parameters.
Source: Rawls et al. 1983 [76].
2.2.4 Fractional Order Green-Ampt model
In [96] the Green-Ampt infiltration model is generalized by considering the subsur-
face hydraulic flux as a fractional-order derivative of H. This is justified by means
of several empirical results that highlight some deviations of this theoretical model
from the field infiltration measurements in heterogeneous media and a generalized
Darcy’s law is used to improve the numerical results. As in the Green-Ampt in-










where Kα is the hydraulic conductivity with the proper dimensions for the fractional
model [lengthα/time], allowing the correct physical dimensions for the hydraulic flux
[length/time]. In addition, Dαz denotes the Caputo fractional derivative [22] of order
α with 0 < α ≤ 1, which is defined by















(z − r)−αg(r, t) dr (2.53)
is the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral operator of order 1−α where Γ denotes
the Euler’s Gamma function. It is well known [22] that if α = 1, then the operator
D1z coincides with the partial derivative
∂
∂z
. Thus, the fractional-order Green-Ampt
infiltration law (FOGA) can be described as a generalization of the classical version
of this law.
Using that the Caputo fractional derivative of the function g(z) = zj is given by
[22]
(Dαz g)(z) =
0 if j = 0Γ(j+1)
Γ(j+1−α)z
j−α if j ∈ N or j /∈ N and j > 0
(2.54)
it is possible to derive the FOGA infiltration law by using the fractional Darcy’s
law given in (2.51). The balance of the subsurface flux q = cte leads to a simple
governing equation for the saturated region 0 ≤ z ≤ s(t), and the function H is the






(DαzH) = 0, (2.55a)
H(0, t) = h0, (2.55b)
H(s, t) = s+ Ψ. (2.55c)
It is worth noting that in general the Caputo fractional derivative lacks the property
∂
∂z
(DαzH) 6= D1+αz H and thus the solution of problem (2.55) is not a linear combi-
nation of the functions 1 and z (see for example [22]). The solution of the problem




zα + h0 , 0 ≤ z ≤ s. (2.56)
and therefore it is now a linear combination of 1 and zα.
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Hence, the subsurface hydraulic flux is given by
q = KαD
α




where (2.51) and (2.54) have been used with j = 1 and j = α. Replacing the
expression of the flux (2.57) into the mass balance equation (2.48), the following




= KαΓ(α + 1)
s+ Ψ− h0
sα
, s(0) = 0 (2.58)
Note that if α = 1, then the initial-value problem (2.58) that governs the wetting
front s at each time level coincides with the classical Green-Ampt infiltration model
(see (2.49)) and one would recover the solution of that model. In this sense, the
FOGA model generalizes the classical Green-Ampt infiltration model.
From (2.57), one observes that DαzH has dimensions [length
1−α] and therefore
the dimensions of Kα must be [length
α/time] so that the subsurface hydraulic flux
q has the correct physical dimensions [length/time].
Table 2.5 shows a summary of the intermediate equations for both GA and
FOGA models. Note that if α = 1, both GA and FOGA models are governed by


























H(z, t) = s+Ψ−h0
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= KαΓ(α + 1)
s+Ψ
sα
Table 2.5: Summary of GA and FOGA models.
2.3 Groundwater flow mathematical formulation
By combining the Darcy’s law for saturated flow in porous media [20] with the
continuity equation for flows in porous media:








−Ks∇ [(hs − zs)∇hs] = Ss (2.61)
where Ks represents the saturated hydraulic conductivity and Ss the source terms.
Figure 2.3 shows the coordinate system for the groundwater flow model.















Figure 2.3: Subsurface coordinate system.
2.4 Drainage flow mathematical formulation
It is generally accepted that unsteady open channel water flows can be simulated
using the 1D Shallow Water or St. Venant equations. These equations represent
mass and momentum conservation along the main direction of the flow and are a
good description for most of the pipe flow kind problems. They can be written in a






















where A is the wetted cross section, Q is the discharge, I1 represents the hydrostatic
pressure force term, qe is the exchange discharge per unit length and I2 accounts for


























Figure 2.4: Coordinate system for 1D Shallow Water equations.
The remaining terms, S1D0 and S
1D
f , represent the bed slope and the energy grade








where R = A/P , P being the wetted perimeter.
Note that the superindex 1D is added to the source terms S1D0 and S
1D
f in order to
distinguish them from the ones corresponding to the 2D SW model. The coordinate
system used for the formulation is shown in Figure 2.4. It is useful to rewrite the






















In those cases in which F = F(U), when I2 = 0, it is possible to rewrite the












c2 − u2 2u
)
(2.70)
where u = Q/A is the flow velocity and c is the wave speed, defined as follows:







The system matrix can be made diagonal by means of its set of real eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, which represent the speed of propagation of the information:
λ1,2 = u± c, e1,2 = (1, u± c)T (2.72)
As in 2D SW model, it is very common to characterize the flow type by means
of the Froude number Fr = u/c, allowing the classification of the flux into three
main regimes: subcritical Fr < 1, supercritical Fr > 1 and critical Fr = 1.
2.4.1 Preissmann slot method
Water flow numerical simulation in pipe systems may require to model transitions
between surface flow and pressurized flow in steady and transient situations. The
governing equations for both flow types are different and this must be taken into
account in order to get a complete numerical model for solving dynamically tran-
sients. For the sake of completeness, the 1D pressurized flow governing equations
are presented in Appendix A.
In this section, the mathematical model is reformulated by means of the Preiss-
mann slot method. This technique provides a reasonable estimation of the water
pressure in cases of simulating pipe networks mainly unpressurized, with isolated
points of pressurization. The Preissmann slot approach assumes that the top of
the pipe or closed channel is connected to a hypothetical narrow slot, open to the
atmosphere, so the shallow water equations can be applied including this slot (see
Fig. 2.5). The slot width is ideally chosen equaling the speed of gravity waves in the
slot to the water hammer wave speed, so the water level in the slot is equal to the
pressure head level. The water hammer flow comes from the capacity of the pipe
system to change the area and fluid density, so forcing the equivalence between both
models requires that the slot stores as much fluid as the pipe would by means of a
change in area and fluid density. The pressure term and the wavespeed, assuming
rectangular cross section, for A ≤ bHmax are:
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and for A > bHmax:



























The ideal choice for the slot width results in:
cWH = c⇒ bs = g Af
c2WH
(2.79)
in which Af is the full pipe cross-section.
CHAPTER 3
Discretization using Finite Volume schemes
3.1 Scalar equations
In this section, a conservative first-order implicit upwind scheme for scalar non-
linear equations is presented and applied to the inviscid Burgers’ equation, as a
simple example.
3.1.1 1D non-linear equations










where a represents the wave speed and u, f the conserved variable and its flux,
respectively.
By considering a control volume Ω (which becomes a lenght in 1D) and by
integrating (3.1), assuming a fixed-in-time control volume:










dΩ = 0 (3.2)
In order to obtain a numerical solution, the spatial domain is discretized in a set














dx = 0 (3.3)
 
a+a a+a
Figure 3.1: Discretization of the 1D domain in computational cells.
By considering that the finite volume method considers the spatially averaged
value of the variables:
∫ xi+1/2
xi−1/2





dx = δfi (3.4)






δfi = 0 (3.5)
where ∆ui = u
n+1












(fi − fi−1)+ + (fi+1 − fi)−
]
=
















θδfn+1i + (1− θ)δfni
]
= 0 (3.8)
The discretization is done in terms of the weight θ for sake of availability to select
a fully-implicit (θ = 1) or a fully-explicit method (θ = 0). The fluxes evaluated in
n + 1 needs to be linearized in order to achieve a discrete linear equation. This
















+ a−i+1∆ui+1 − a−i ∆ui
(3.9)
By replacing (3.9) in (3.8) and rearranging in a coefficient form:
A∆ui−1 +B∆ui + C∆ui+1 = k (3.10)
where





, B = 1 + θ
∆t
∆x
















The time step choice when using explicit schemes is limited in order to avoid the
interaction among the other outwards waves from the neighbour Riemann problems
taking into account the wave speed a and the half-length of the cell ∆x/2. Hence,





being a˜w the average wave speed evaluated at each wall of the grid and CFL the
Courant-Friedrich-Levy number which is limited to CFL ≤ 1 for 1D explicit schemes.
Numerical example
The 1D inviscid Burgers’s equation is a simple non-linear and homogeneous scalar


























As example initial condition, let us consider a squared wave defined by:
u(x, 0) =
h1 ∀x ∈ (−∞, x1)
⋃
(x2,∞)
h2 ∀x ∈ [x1, x2]
(3.16)
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t ≤ tc ⇒ u(x, t) =









∀x ∈ [x1 + h1t, x1 + h2t)
h2 ∀x ∈
[





t > tc ⇒ h(x, t) =
h1 ∀x ∈ (−∞, x1 + h1t)
⋃(






∀x ∈ [x1 + h1t, x1 + (h2 + h1)√ttc)
(3.19)
For this example, let us choose x1 = 33.5, x2 = 77.5 and positive values of the
function (h1 = 1, h2 = 3). The spatial discretization was done by a uniform grid of
400 cells with ∆x = 0.25. The numerical results at times t1 = 3s, t2 = 6s, t3 = 9s for
both explicit (θ = 0) and implicit (θ = 1) time discretization and for several CFL
values are presented and compared with the above analytical solution in the Figures
from 3.2 to 3.7. The results show that the implicit methodology provides incon-
ditionally stable solutions but the larger the CFL, the more diffusive becomes the
numerical solutions. When using an explicit scheme, the solution becomes unstable
for CFL > 1, as expected (Figure 3.7).































































































































Figure 3.7: Fully explicit, CFL=1.1
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3.1.2 2D non-linear equations




+∇f = 0, f = (fx, fy) , a = (ax, ay) = df
du
(3.20)
where a represents the wave speed vector and u and f are the conserved variable
and its flux, respectively. By considering a control volume Ω (area in 2D) and by

















(f · n) ∂Ω = 0 (3.22)
where n is the outward-pointing normal vector to the surface ∂Ω.
Considering as control volume Ω a grid cell of area Si with Nw polygonal faces
of length lw, each with an outward-pointing normal vector nw (see Figure 3.8) and







(δf · n)−w lw = 0 (3.23)
where superscript n indicates the time level and:
(δf · n)−w = (a˜ · n)−w δuw (3.24)
where δuw = uj − ui with ui and uj being the cell average values of the variable u




uj − ui (3.25)
is the average advection speed at the cell edge.
Figure 3.8: Cell connectivity sketch in a triangular unstructured mesh.
Note that, as in the 1D case and following the upwind philosophy, only the
incoming components of the information (-) are taken into account in Equation
(3.23). The temporal discretization can be done in terms of a weight θ to select a















lw = 0 (3.26)
The fluxes at n+ 1 time can be linearized as follows [14]:
δfn+1w ' δfnw + anj ∆uj − ani ∆ui (3.27)
where ∆uj = u
n+1
j − unj . Note that the advection speeds are evaluated at the cell
centers in (3.27). It is worth mentioning that this first order Taylor expansion is
a valid technique for equations with weak non-linearities. Otherwise, an iterative
method should be applied in order to linearize the equation (e.g. Picard fixed-point
iterations method (see Appendix C for further details))
Therefore, projecting on the normal-pointing direction the ingoing component of the




]n+1 ' [(δf · n)−w]n + (anj · nw)−∆uj − (ani · nw)−∆ui (3.28)


























bw∆uj = ki (3.30)
where
















(a˜n · n)−w δunwlw (3.33)
Stability condition
For 1D explicit numerical schemes, the time step is chosen for ensuring the no-
interaction among the other outward waves from the neighbour Riemann problems,
taking into account the wave speed and the half-length of the cell ∆x/2. However,
the process is more complicated for 2D problems, specially if the spatial discretiza-
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max(|a˜w · n|) (3.35)






∆t = CFL minMesh(∆ti,w) (3.37)
where minMesh(∆ti,w) represents the minimum ∆ti,w value along the whole compu-
tational mesh.
In case of using structured 2D meshes, the maximum CFL number for the explicit
scheme is 1/2, whereas CFL=1 is allowed for some unstructured triangular meshes.
On the other hand, implicit schemes benefit from theoretical unconditional stability.
Hence, CFL number becomes a multiplicative factor of the maximum time step
allowed by the explicit scheme for stability reasons.
Numerical example
As an illustrative example, let us consider the 2D inviscid Burgers’ equation:
∂u
∂t
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Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the initial conditions and the analytical solution of
two Riemann problems proposed in [5]. The numerical solutions for various CFL
numbers using square mesh are shown in figures 3.11 to 3.16. The same conclusion





























Figure 3.10: Riemann problem 2. Initial conditions and analytic solution (pink
lines).
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Figure 3.11: Riemann problem 1. Fully explicit, CFL=0.5.
Figure 3.12: Riemann problem 1. Fully implicit, CFL=0.5.
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Figure 3.13: Riemann problem 1. Fully implicit, CFL=2.0.
Figure 3.14: Riemann problem 2. Fully explicit, CFL=0.5.
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Figure 3.15: Riemann problem 2. Fully implicit, CFL=0.5.
Figure 3.16: Riemann problem 2. Fully implicit, CFL=2.0.
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3.1.3 Application to 2D Zero-Inertia model
In this section, the Zero-Inertia model equation (2.28) is discretized by applying the
2D Implicit cell centered upwind Finite Volume scheme described. For simplicity of




√|S| ⇒ q = α(h)S = −α(h)∇(h+ z) (3.40)
Hence, (2.28) is transformed as follows:
∂h
∂t
+∇f = R− f, f = q (3.41)
This is an example of non-linear equation that requires iterations in the lineariza-
tion process due to the dependency α(h). By following the previous procedure for











[qn(h) · n] ∂Ω + (R− f)nΩ
(3.42)
Considering the control volume Ω as equal to the area Ai of cell i with Nw
polygonal faces of length lw, each with an outer-pointing normal vector nw and














The coefficients αn+θw (h) are non-linear functions of h. In case of choosing an
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implicit time integration (θ 6= 0), a linearization is necessary in order to solve the
equation system. In this model, this is done by means of the Picard iteration method.
Hence, evaluating αw at an intermediate step (iteration) m and the unknowns h at













Note that αn+1,mw coefficients are average-evaluated at every cell edge. The next
step is to reorder equation (3.45). For simplicity of notation, temporal indexes are
not shown:
αn+1,mw (h) ≡ αmw (h), hn+1,m+1i,j ≡ hm+1i,j (3.46)
Hence whenever m or m+ 1 superindexes are shown, they refer to time n+ 1 in the




























(zi − zj) +R∆t
(3.47)
Equation (3.47) can be rewritten in a coefficient form. Additionally, the general-









j = ki (3.48)
where
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hni − hnj + zi − zj
)
+ (R− f)ni ∆t
(3.51)
Expressions (3.48) to (3.51) together with the proper boundary conditions rep-
resent a system of equations conforming a N × N matrix, being N the number
of computational cells. For a structured rectangular mesh (Figure 3.17, left), this
results in a penta-diagonal matrix, as follows:

a1 bw bw
bw a2 bw bw
bw a3 bw
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bj1 bj4 ai bj2 bj3
. . . . . . . . . . . .

























whereas an unstructured triangular mesh (Figure 3.17, right) generates a non-




a1 bw bw bw
bw a2 bw bw
bw a3 bw bw
. . .
. . .
bw bw aN−2 bw
bw bw bw aN−1
























The linear system conformed by the matrix and the RHS vector needs to be
solved by means of a matrix inversion technique.
Figure 3.17: Inner cells for structured rectangular (left) and unstructured triangular
(right) meshes.
Boundary conditions
Apart from the internal elements scheme, it is necessary to formulate adequately sev-
eral types of boundary conditions. In this work, three different boundary conditions
are used: closed boundaries, h-fixed and free outflow.
- Closed boundary : For the closed boundary cells (Figure 3.18), it is assumed that
there is not any contribution from the boundary wall (w = wB), so the correspond-
ing term in the sums of the system (3.48) should not be considered:









j = kiB (3.54)
with









































Figure 3.18: Closed boundary cell.
- h-fixed : In this case, the water depth for the boundary cell iB is imposed into the
system matrix (3.48) at time level n+ 1 as follows:
hn+1iB = hfixed (3.58)
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This boundary condition can also be used to represent water depth variations in
time h(t).
- Inlet discharge:
In order to impose an inflow discharge (Q-fixed or Q(t)) as inlet boundary con-
dition, the system (3.48) is modified as follows:






The equation for the boundary cell iB becomes trivial and the inlet discharge Qin
is imposed within the right hand side of the system. Note that the inlet discharge
is assumed to be normal to the boundary cell wall.
- Free outflow : Free outflow is modeled by setting to zero the first spatial derivative
of the water depth respect to the normal direction of the outlet wall of the boundary
cell. This is done by calculating the water depth in the boundary cell (hiB) as the










The implementation of h-fixed, or free outflow boundary conditions is carried
out by modifying the linear system (3.48) as follows:
aiB = 1, bw = 0, ciB = h
n+1
iB (3.61)
In general, the scheme for the cells adjacent to these boundary cells (see Figure
3.19) needs to be reformulated, in order to extract from the equation of this cell the
known information about hiB and add it to the free vector ki. Hence, the system









j = ki (3.62)
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Figure 3.19: Cell i adjacent to an h-fixed boundary.
On the other hand, as the discharge is not explicitly solved in the ZI model, a
reconstruction of this variable is carried out at every boundary cell iB associated to
free outflow, by following the next procedure (see Figure 3.20, right):
• First, the unit discharge is defined at the inner walls of the cell iB and pro-
jected onto the normal vector as follows:
qw1 = αw1





hn+1,m+1j2 + zj2 − hn+1,m+1iB − ziB
dw2
(−n2) (3.67)
• The cell unit discharge qiB is built as the sum of all vectors:
qiB = qw1 + qw2 (3.68)
• The outlet unit discharge qout is obtained by projecting qiB onto the boundary
wall normal vector nout:
qout = qiB · nout (3.69)
• Finally, the full outlet discharge is computed by integrating the unitary dis-
charge for each cell all along the outlet boundary.
Figure 3.20: Free outflow boundary cell (left) and discharge integration scheme
(right).
- Inlet discharge: By following the same procedure as for the outlet discharge, the
inlet discharge hydrographs can be transformed into water depth variations in order
to obtain an adequate boundary variable for the ZI equation.
Depth-positivity-preservation condition
In order to preserve the positive values of the water depth variable, a numerical
fix proposed in [98] is used in this work. This condition automatically corrects the
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value of water depth at each cell interface, avoiding non-physical negative values in
complex situations, like dry-wet fronts in natural floodplains.
At each cell interface w (see Figure 3.21), a single value for the bed elevation is
defined as:
zˆw = max(zi, zj) (3.70)
The non-negative water depth is reconstructed at either side (i,j) of the interface
(w):
hˆi,j = max(0, Hi,j − zˆw), Hi,j = hi,j + zi,j (3.71)













required in (3.49),(3.50) and (3.51) are calculated by using (3.72).
Figure 3.21: Cell interface with a dry-wet situation.
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3.1.4 Application to 2D Groundwater flow model
Equation (2.61) is discretized by means of the same Finite Volume scheme. Hence
by repeating the same steps and considering each cell as a control volume Ω, and




























[f(h)nn] ∂Ω + SΩ
(3.75)
The flux of this model f = (h−z)∇h is a non-linear function of h. Considering the
control volume Ω as equal to a finite volume Ai of the cell i with Nw polygonal faces
of lenght lw, each with an outer-pointing normal vector nw and distance between




















This requires a linearization which is done by means of the fixed-point Picard iter-
ations:
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The next step is to reorder equation (3.77). For simplicity of notation, temporal
indices will not be shown:
hn+1,mw ≡ hmw , hn+1,m+1i,j ≡ hm+1i,j (3.78)
Hence, whenever m or m + 1 superindices are shown, it refers to time n + 1 in the




























(hj − hi) + ∆t
η
Si (3.79)








j = ci (3.80)
where


























(hj − hi) + ∆t
η
Si (3.83)
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3.2 Systems of equations
3.2.1 Application to 1D Shallow Water equations
The extension of the numerical scheme (3.10) to 1D Shallow Water equations is








Following [79], in order to provide a local linearization of the fluxes
δF = J˜δU (3.85)
it is necessary to build an approximate Jacobian matrix J˜ whose eigenvalues and
eigenvectors satisfy:












The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are expressed in terms of the average flux ve-
locity and wave speed:
































The wave strenght coefficients α˜k represent the variable variation coordinates in








Following [26], the source terms of the equation system (3.84) are also expressed


















in which the source streghts β˜k take the role of α˜k coefficients for the fluxes:











, β˜2 = −β˜1 (3.93)
The reader is referred to Appendix B for further details on the calculation of α and
β coefficients.

























The upwind finite volume philosophy, when adapted to conservation laws with
source terms, helps to formulate well-balanced schemes by means of a unified for-
mulation of the flux derivatives and source terms as reported in [62, 26].
















Figure 3.22: Example of pipe junction.
External boundary conditions
In order to solve a numerical problem, it is necessary to characterize the domain lim-
its by imposing some physical boundary conditions (BC). The number of boundary
conditions depends on the flow regime (subcritical or supercritical). Hence, there
are four posibilities for a 1D numerical problem (see Table 3.1).
Flow regime and boundary Number of physical BC to impose
Upstream subcritical flow 1
Upstream supercritical flow 2
Downstream subcritical flow 1
Downstream supercritical flow 0
Table 3.1: 1D SW model boundary conditions.
Internal boundary conditions
In the cases that consider pipe junctions, internal boundary conditions are necessary
in order to model this feature. Figure 3.22 shows an example of a 3 pipe junction.
The water level equality condition is imposed at the junction for all the pipes:





Discharge continuity condition is formulated depending on the flow regime. If water
flows in a subcritical regime at the junction:





= Q2(1) +Q3(1) (3.96)
On the other hand, if the flow regime is supercritical:








Storage wells are another common junction type. For these cases, the boundary
conditions are modified as follows:







where Awell and Hwell are the well top area and depth, respectively.
Stability condition




max (|uj|+ cj) (3.99)









3.2.2 Application to 2D Shallow Water equations
The extension of the scheme (3.30) to system of equations is next described for
the 2D Shallow Water equations. Let us consider a system of equations, written in
conservative form:










The 2D extension of the finite volume method to a system of equations with

































The focus in (3.104) is put on the flux and source terms contributions defined
at the grid edges w. The difference in vector U across the grid edge and the source
term can be projected onto the matrix eigenvectors basis, as follows:
δUw = Uj −Ui = P˜wAw, Sw = 1
2
(Si + Sj) = P˜wBw (3.105)
being A and B the wave and source strength vectors, given by:
Aw = (α
1, α2, α3)Tw, Bw = (β
1, β2, β3)Tw (3.106)
Then, the flux and source terms in (3.102) can be expressed as follows:
δ(E · n)w = JnδUw =
3∑
m=1




The time evaluation of the flux terms in (3.104) is done by means of the implic-
itness parameter θ:























with a linearization for the fluxes given by [14]:
(δE · n)n+1w ≈ (δE · n)nw + Jn,w∆Uj − Jn,w∆Ui (3.109)




bbw∆Uj = ki (3.110)
with































Expressions (3.110) to (3.113) together with the proper boundary conditions
represent a system of equations conforming a 3Ncells × 3Ncells matrix built in terms
of 3× 3 block matrices as follows:
A˜X = k (3.114)
The linear system (3.114) needs to be solved by means of a matrix inversion
technique. For a structured squared mesh, this results in a 3Ncells × 3Ncells multi-
diagonal-block matrix (3.115), whereas an unstructured triangular mesh generates
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a 3Ncells × 3Ncells block-matrix (3.116):

aa1 bbw bbw
bbw aa2 bbw bbw
. . . . . . . . . . . .
bbj1 bbj4 aai bbj2 bbj3

























aa1 bbw bbw bbw
bbw aa2 bbw bbw
bbw aa3 bbw bbw
. . .
. . .
bbw bbw bbw aaN−1




























































































The approximate Jacobian Jn,w of the 2D Shallow Water system (3.101)-(2.12)
together with the source and wave strengths are constructed in terms of the averaged

























This results in the next eigenvalues and eigenvectors:









































c˜w (δz + Sfdn)w = −β3w, β2w = 0 (3.125)
The magnitude dn is the normal distance between neighbour cell centers and
Sf,w represents the discrete energy grade line for the bidimensional case [62]:
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Sf,w =








(ni + nj) (3.127)
the average Manning’s roughness coefficient at the interface w.








β1,3w [1− sign(λ˜1,3w )], β2w = 0 (3.129)
Boundary conditions
It is necessary to formulate adequately several boundary conditions in order to
model any physical situation. Four different boundary conditions are used: closed
boundaries, h-fixed, Q-fixed and free outflow (see Figure 3.23).
Figure 3.23: Closed wall (left), h- or Q-fixed (center) and free outflow (right) bound-
ary conditions.
- Closed boundaries : They are considered as solid walls that completely block
the water flow. When a closed boundary is chosen, the model sets zero normal flow
across the boundary, but allows tangential velocities (see Figure 3.23, left).
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- h-fixed : In order to impose fixed values of the water depth h, the boundary
value hfixed is set as the new value for the boundary cell iB at time n+1 (see Figure
3.23, center), as follows:
hn+1iB = hfixed (3.130)
- Q-fixed : The imposed inlet water discharge Q (Figure 3.23, center) needs to be
converted to unit discharge x and y components, qx = hu and qy = hv, respectively,
by dividing by the inlet segment length Linlet and taking into account the inlet








Figure 3.24: Inlet water discharge boundary condition.
- Free outflow : On free outflow boundary conditions (see Figure 3.23, right), the
model calculates water depths and unit discharges applying the full equations from
the internal cells. Hence, no condition is imposed on these nodes. This should be
equivalent to assuming that spatial derivatives of water level (h + z) and velocities
are equal to zero.
Source terms limitation and wet/dry treatment
In this work, the strategy followed in [62] for an explicit Godunov finite volume
scheme is adapted to the implicit scheme presented. First the discrete friction terms
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are limited avoiding them to change the sign of the velocity within one time step.
By splitting them into a sum of two components βmS (bed slope) and β
m
F (friction)
βm = βmS + β
m
F , m = 1, 2, 3. (3.132)
it is feasible to define the following quantities coming from the Riemann Problem
between cells i and j at edge w:
q∗i = (hui + α
1e˜12)nx + (hvi + α
1e˜13)ny − β1S − β1F
qOi = (hui + α
1e˜12)nx + (hvi + α
1e˜13)ny − β1S
(3.133)
In case that qOi q
∗
i < 0 the effect of friction terms is overestimated to the extent
that flow could move back, resulting in an impossible situation. Accordingly, the









, β3F = −β1F (3.134)
in order to preserve the sign of the discharge.
Additionally, negative values in the water depth can appear due to the wrong
estimation of linearized source terms βm in subcritical flow [62]. In order to avoid
this undesirable situation, the following quantities can be defined with the aim of





















1)λ˜1, β2min = (−hnj + α2)λ˜2
(3.135)
Therefore:
• If h∗i < 0 and h∗∗j > 0, β1 is redefined not only to ensure conservation, i.e., β2
= −β1 but also to produce a non-negative value h∗∗j :
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β1 =
{
β1min if −β1min ≥ β2min
β1 otherwise
, β2 = −β1 (3.136)
• If h∗i > 0 and h∗∗j < 0, β2 is also redefined:
β2 =
{
β2min if −β2min ≥ β1min
β2 otherwise
, β1 = −β2 (3.137)
These cheap and simple corrections when discretizing the source terms allow to
build robust solutions recovering the conventional CFL condition, avoiding large
reductions in the time step size to ensure positive solutions [64]. The conservation
property or C -property [7], which requires the preservation of equilibrium states, is
ensured by a proper discretization of the explicit part in k.
Time step size
As in the 2D scalar case (Section 3.1.2), the time step is dynamically chosen as
follows:











Therefore, the CFL number becomes a multiplicative factor of the maximum time
step allowed by the explicit scheme. The present formulation follows closely the
results in [62] where the influence of the source terms was controlled by means of
the augmented Riemann solver.
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3.3 Algorithm organization and coupling mechanisms
3.3.1 General flowchart for implicit models
All the implicit submodels presented in this thesis follows the same main steps.
Within a simulation time loop (see Figure 3.25), two main algorithms run in every
time step: 1) the matrix construction process and 2) the solution calculation by
means of a matrix solver. If the system has a non-linear nature, these two steps are
repeated within a linearization loop until convergence is achieved.
Figure 3.25: General flowchart for implicit models.
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3.3.2 Overland and groundwater model coupling mechanisms
Overland and groundwater flow models are coupled by means of two ways: 1) The
water exchange at the soil surface, which is computed by means of the infiltration
rate f in the surface and 2) Infiltration/Exfiltration processes, based on the com-
parision between the surface water level h + z with the groundwater phreatic level
hs.
- Water exchange at the soil surface:
Water exchange through the soil is one of the connection mechanisms between
surface and groundwater flow models. Water from rainfall or surface flow infiltrates







Figure 3.26: Phreatic level recharging and water exchange in a typical surface-
groundwater interaction.
- Infiltration:
If the surface water level h + z of the cell i exceeds the phreatic level hs of the
neighbour cell j, infiltration through the common wall occurs (Figure 4.78, left).
The phreatic level is modified as follows:
(h+ z)i > hs,j ⇒ hs,j = (h+ z)i (3.140)
- Exfiltration:
If the phreatic surface exceeds the water level value of the adjacent cell exfiltra-
tion occurs (Figure 4.78, right). This is modeled by applying a correction on the
solution for the surface water depth h as follows:
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(h+ z)i < hs,j ⇒ hi = hs,j − zi (3.141)
Figure 3.27: Infiltration (left), exfiltration (right) and an example of combination
of exchange processes (lower).
Figure 3.28 shows a schematic flowchart with the main steps of the simulation
for the surface-groundwater coupled model.
3.3.3 Using different time steps
In order to reduce the computational cost of the simulations a time step optimization
strategy has been implemented. Since the groundwater flow is expected to be much
slower that the overland flow and the model benefit from the inconditional stability
of the implicit scheme, larger subsurface time steps shall be used. Both surface and
subsurface model communicate every N -th surface time steps, as shown in Figure
3.29.
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Figure 3.28: Surface-Groundwater coupled model flowchart.
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Figure 3.29: Same time step value for both surface and subsurface models (upper).
Establishing the communication after N implicit time steps (lower).
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3.3.4 2D overland flow + 1D drainage: Exchange between submodels
Several situations regarding the flow exchange between the surface flow and the sewer
system can take place. Figure 3.30 displays all the possible scenarios: 1) Inflow into
non-pressurized sewer, 2) Inflow into pressurized sewer, 3). Outflow over floodplain
(wet or dry). Every time step, an internal algorithm compares the values of the
surface water depth (h), pressure head in the pipe (hp) and the distance between
the bed of the flume and the invert level of the sewer (H = z + (zp + Hmax)), in
order to adequately estimate the exchange discharge in terms of the diameter of the
manhole DM , area of the manhole AM , and a coefficient C which accounts for the
energy losses at the manhole. The particular form used to formulate the exchange
discharge Qe follows closely the formulation suggested in [80].
Figure 3.30: Possible hydraulic scenarios in the coupled model.
3.3.5 2D overland flow + 1D drainage: Time step synchronization
The 1D system is solved by means of a SW model scheme using an explicit time
discretization (θ = 0) and therefore it requires a control on the time step in order to
avoid numerical instabilities. Hence the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition
(see Section 3.2.1).
The coupled model can be built combining explicit drainage model with either the
explicit 2D surface model or with the implicit 2D surface model. As the computation
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progresses from the initial condition to the future times using a global time step,
the fully explicit combination requires to use the most restrictive time step, so that
∆t = min(∆t1D,∆t2D) (3.142)
Figure 3.31 shows a schematic flowchart of the different model components.
Figure 3.31: Surface-Sewer coupled model flowchart.
CHAPTER 4
Single model test cases
4.1 Zero-dimensional (0D) infiltration tests for unsteady rain-
fall conditions
In this section, a set of test cases is presented in order to evaluate the application
of the infiltration models under different rainfall and initial conditions. The main
goal is to understand the influence of their parameters before inserting them in a
2D model for the surface flow simulation.
4.1.1 SCS-CN model
Some illustrative and verification examples (see Table 4.1) are presented now in
Figures 4.1(a) to 4.1(e). For all the cases the parameters considered are CN = 80
and α = 0.2. Case 3 is taken from [90]. These examples show that the SCS model
estimates the precipitation losses under steady (Cases 1 and 2) and unsteady rainfall
patterns (Cases 3, 4 and 5). When rainfall stops, the model freezes the water losses
(Cases 2, 4 and 5) even in the presence of surface water. This could be a possible
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Case Description
1 Steady rain event
2 Steady intermittent rain event
3 Unsteady storm pattern
4 Unsteady wet-dry-wet storm pattern
5 Natural storm pattern from dry conditions
Table 4.1: Summary of the SCS model test cases.
drawback when the model is applied to complex topographies where ponded areas
are likely to appear.
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(e) SCS case 5
Figure 4.1: SCS model test cases.
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4.1.2 Horton model
A case collection for testing the implementation of the Horton infiltration model is
presented now. These cases try to consider all the possible phenomenology in terms
of rainfall and initial conditions for a given setup. The same parameters have been
considered for all the cases proposed: f0 = 8cm/h, fc = 1.25cm/h and k = 3h
−1.
Case Description
0 Ponded soil with no rain
1 Steady rain event with R < fc
2 Steady rain event with R > f0
3 Steady rain event with fc < R < f0
4 Steady rain event + Initial surface water with R < fc
5 Steady rain event + Initial surface water 1 with fc < R < f0
6 Steady rain event + Initial surface water 2 with fc < R < f0
7 Steady intermittent rain event with fc < R < f0
8 Steady intermittent rain event + Initial surface water 1 with fc < R < f0
9 Steady intermittent rain event + Initial surface water 2 with fc < R < f0
10 Unsteady storm pattern
11 Unsteady wet-dry-wet storm pattern
12 Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern
13 Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern + Initial surface water 1
14 Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern + Initial surface water 2
15 Natural storm pattern from dry conditions
16 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water 1
17 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water 2
18 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water + Water inlet 1
19 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water + Water inlet 2
20 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water + Water inlet 3
Table 4.2: Summary of the Horton infiltration cases.
Case 0. Ponded soil with no rain. The simplest case is a permanent ponded
soil. The infiltration rate and cumulative infiltration curves predicted for this situ-
ation by the Horton model are shown in Figure 4.2.
Case 1. Steady rain event 1. If rainfall intensity is less than the asymptotic
final infiltration rate (R ≤ fc), all the water coming from rainfall becomes infiltrated
into the soil, as shown in Figure 4.3(a).
Case 2. Steady rain event 2. In this case, the rainfall intensity exceeds the
soil infiltration capacity from the beginning R > f0. This implies that the surface
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Figure 4.2: Horton infiltration Case 0 (Permanent ponded soil).
is continuously ponded and hence the actual infiltration rate is the same curve than
the one infiltration capacity fp predicted by Horton model (see Figure 4.3(b)).
Case 3. Steady rain event 3. In this case, the rainfall rate takes a value between
fc and f0. Initially, the soil infiltration capacity is greater than the rain intensity, so
all the water infiltrates. After a time of 25min (ponding time, tp), the infiltration
capacity falls below the rainfall rate and surface ponding begins (see Figure 4.3(c)).
Case 4, 5, 6. Steady rain event + Initial surface water. The purpose of
these cases is to check the dominance of the initial surface water level over the
rainfall. When all the surface water infiltrates, the rainfall intensity determines the
real infiltration rate f (see Figures 4.3(d), 4.3(e), 4.3(f))
Case 7. Steady intermittent rain event. A test case with intermittent rainfall
is presented now. No surface water is considered at the beginning, so the infiltration
rate and the cumulative infiltration are frozen in time until rainfall starts (Figure
4.4(a)). In this point, all the rainfall is being infiltrated until the ponding time is
met, since then the soil becomes ponded and both fp and f curves coincide.
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Case 8, 9. Steady intermittent rain event + Initial surface water. Two
different water inputs are added now at the beginning in order to check the behaviour
of the model (Figures 4.4(b), 4.4(c)). A small initial surface water depth lowers the
soil infiltration capacity to 5.5cm/h but it remains larger than the later rainfall rate
(3cm/h). This leads to a similar situation to that in Case 7. On the contrary, the
soil infiltration capacity is lowered to 1.6cm/h in Case 9, which is lower than the
3cm/h rainfall intensity. Hence, the soil becomes immediately ponded when rainfall
starts.
Case 10. Unsteady storm pattern. A more complex case is presented now
using a storm pattern given by the hyetograph in Table 4.3.
Time (min) Precipitation (cm/h)
0 - 10 1.5
10 - 20 3.0
20 - 30 8.0
30 - 40 5.0
40 - 50 4.0
50 - 60 3.0
60 - 70 0.8
Table 4.3: Storm pattern for Case 10.
In this case, an additional consideration should be taken into account. For the
first 20 min, the rainfall intensity is less than the infiltration capacity (see Figure
4.5(a)), so the real infiltration rate is equal to the rainfall rate (f = R). Because
of this fact, the actual infiltration capacity does not decay as given by Horton’s
equation. The reason, as indicated above, is the Horton’s model assumption of
water supply always exceeding the infiltration capacity from the beginning. Hence,
the soil has more infiltration capacity and the real infiltration at t = 20min needs










where F stands for the cumulative infiltration (that is equal to the rainfall volume)
until this ponding time.
Equation 4.1 needs to be solved by an iterative procedure, such as the Newton-
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Raphson method. Thus, the infiltration capacity is now a function of the actual
infiltrated water, not just a function of time. Finally, the real infiltration capacity
a t = 20min is calculated by evaluating (2.41) at t = tp:
fp = fc + (f0 − fc) e−ktp (4.2)
The rainfall intensity at t = 20min exceeds the soil infiltration capacity at this
time (see Figure 4.5(a)) so the real infiltration rate is equal to this capacity and
decays following Horton’s equation by replacing fc = fp and t = t − t′, being
t′ = 20min:
f = fc + (fp − fc) e−k(t−t′) (4.3)
An additional consideration must be taken into account. It is possible that
the recalculated infiltration capacity is greater than the actual rainfall rate. This
implies a non-physical situation with negative storage or run-off. The reason for this
behaviour is that the soil can not infiltrate more than the rainfall rate, so a limit in
the recalculated infiltration capacity must be imposed:
fp ≤ R (4.4)
The results for the infiltration rate, cumulative infiltration, cumulative rainfall
and stored surface water (we are asumming that there is no run-off) are presented
in Figure 4.5(a).
Case 11. Unsteady wet-dry-wet storm pattern. The motivation of this case
is to check the behaviour of the Horton model under a very irregular storm pattern
(see Table 4.4) with dry intermediate intervals. For the sake of simplicity, the
recalculation of the infiltration capacity is done just in the first storm. The results
are shown in Figure 4.5(b).
Case 12, 13, 14. Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern. Three cases
of unsteady storms starting from dry conditions are presented now (Figure 4.5(c),
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Time (min) Precipitation (cm/h)
0 - 10 1.5
10 - 20 3.0
20 - 30 8.0
30 - 40 5.0
40 - 50 4.0
50 - 60 3.0
60 - 70 0.8
70 - 180 0.0
180 - 190 1.0
190 - 200 6.0
200 - 210 2.0
210 - 220 0.6
220 - 230 0.3
Table 4.4: Storm pattern for Case 11.
4.5(d), 4.5(e)). The first one (12) is the reference case and it assumes there is no
surface water in the beginning. Then, two different initial water inputs are imposed.
In the last one (14), there is surface water at all times and it can be seen that this
fact dominates the infiltration rate, for any rainfall intensity.
Case 15, 16, 17. Natural storm pattern. These cases simulate a complex
storm pattern with very irregular rainfall peaks and some dry periods, which is
a common situation when simulation real-world events. The first case (15) is the
reference case. As in the previous cases, it is shown that under ponding conditions,
the rainfall intensity does not matter at all for the infiltration rate computation.
The results are shown in Figures 4.6(a), 4.6(b) and 4.6(c).
Case 18, 19, 20. Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water + Water
inlet For the sake of completeness, three full cases are presented now considering
every kind of possible situations: unsteady storm patterns with intermediate dry
periods, starting from no rain conditions but ponded soil, with an additional water
input at t=30 min. This can be considered as the run-off from other computational
cells, when the infiltration model is implemented in a distributed surface flow sim-
ulator. Three different inputs have been considered, in order to check the correct
interaction between the surface water and the rainfall. The results are shown in
Figures 4.6(d), 4.6(e), 4.6(f).
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(f) Horton infiltration case 6
Figure 4.3: Horton model test cases 1 to 6.
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(c) Horton infiltration case 9
Figure 4.4: Horton model test cases 7 to 9.
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(e) Horton infiltration case 14
Figure 4.5: Horton model test cases 10 to 14.
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(f) Horton infiltration case 20
Figure 4.6: Horton model test cases 15 to 20.
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4.1.3 Green-Ampt model
Some ilustrative examples are presented now (see Table 4.5), in order to understand
the full application of the Green-Ampt model and how it works under different
situations. The selected cases are, basically, the same used in the previous Horton
model section with minor changes. The parameters chosen (K = 1.27cm/s, Ψ =
2.54cm and ∆θ = 0.20) are the same for all the proposed cases, except for Case 6
which assumes an average suction head Ψ of 12, 7cm for a better results visualization.
Figures 4.7 to 5.12(f) show the results for all the cases.
Case Description
0 Ponded soil with no rain
1 Steady rain event with R < K
2 Steady rain event with R >> K
3 Steady rain event with R > K
4 Steady rain event + Initial surface water with R < K
5 Steady rain event + Initial surface water 1 with R > K
6 Steady rain event + Initial surface water 2 with R > K
7 Steady intermittent rain event with R > K
8 Steady intermittent rain event + Initial surface water with R > K
09 Unsteady storm pattern
10 Unsteady wet-dry-wet storm pattern
11 Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern
12 Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern + Initial surface water 1
13 Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern + Initial surface water 2
14 Unsteady dry-wet-dry-wet storm pattern + Initial surface water 3
15 Natural storm pattern from dry conditions
16 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water 1
17 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water 2
18 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water + Water inlet 1
19 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water + Water inlet 2
20 Natural storm pattern + Initial surface water + Water inlet 3
Table 4.5: Summary of the Green-Ampt infiltration cases.
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Figure 4.7: Green-Ampt infiltration case 0.
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(f) Green-Ampt infiltration case 6
Figure 4.8: Green-Ampt model test cases 1 to 6.
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(b) Green-Ampt infiltration case 8
Figure 4.9: Green-Ampt model test cases 7 and 8.
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(f) Green-Ampt infiltration case 14
Figure 4.10: Green-Ampt model test cases 9 to 14.
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(f) Green-Ampt infiltration case 20
Figure 4.11: Green-Ampt model test cases 15 to 20.
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4.1.4 Fractional-Order Green-Ampt model
A horizontal soil with closed walls is assumed with unsteady rainfall pattern for
the generation of the surface water (h = 0, u = v = 0, R 6= 0 at t = 0) in order
to examine the influence of the order α of the Caputo fractional derivative on the
infiltration curves. The parameters for the FOGA model ar: Kα = 3.53 · 10−6mα/s,
Ψ = 0.0254m, ∆θ = 0.2m3/m3. This numerical experiment represents a starting
point for the application of the FOGA infiltration method to natural storms in real





Figure 4.12 shows the temporal evolution of all the variables of interest: rainfall,
infiltration capacity, infiltration rate, infiltration volume, rainfall volume and surface
water. For illustration purposes, two choices of α have been considered: α = 1 and
α = 0.7.
By comparing the plots corresponding to α = 1 and α = 0.7 in Figure 4.12, it is
observed that when lowering the value of α, the infiltration rate globally decreases
for all times. This conclusion is consistent with the results obtained in [96] for a
continuously ponded soil.
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Figure 4.12: Unsteady rainfall: Temporal evolution the hydrological variables for
α = 1 (upper) and α = 0.7 (lower).
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4.1.5 Conclusions
In this section, several test cases have been presented with the main goal of under-
standing the behaviour of all the infiltration laws considered in this thesis under
different assumptions for rainfall and initial conditions. The main conclusions can
be summarized as follows:
• SCS model is not able to account for the infiltration of ponded areas when the
rainfall intensity is null. This fact limits the applicabilty of the method within
a distributed surface flow model.
• Both Horton and Green-Ampt infiltration laws show similar behaviours un-
der all the presented cases, including those with complex storm patterns and
independently of the surface initial conditions. Therefore, the choice of the
infiltration model could depend mainly on the availability of the soil parame-
ters.
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4.2 1D Shallow Water equations for drainage modeling
In this section, a set of test cases for 1D SW model is presented. Due to the most
of situations are strongly transient, an explicit scheme (θ = 0) is chosen in all cases.
4.2.1 Steady state over a bump
Following [62] a frictionless rectangular 25m× 1m prismatic channel is considered.
The variable bed level is given by:
z (8 ≤ x ≤ 12) = 0.2− 0.05(x− 10)2 (4.6)
and the initial conditions for the water depth and discharge:
h(x, 0) = 0.5− z(x), Q(x, 0) = 0 (4.7)
The different boundary conditions for the test cases simulated are summarized in
Table 4.6.
Test Upstream Q (m3/s) Downstream h (m)
1 0.18 0.33
2 1.53 0.66 (sub)
Table 4.6: Steady state over a bump.
Figure 4.13 (left) shows the generation of hydraulic jump that connects both
subcritical and supercritical regimes. In the second test case, shown in Figure 4.13
(rihgt) the connection is made without any shock wave and it can be mathematically
proved (and numerically checked) that this transition takes place in the highest
part of the bump. The solutions have been calculated by means of the explicit
configuration of the numerical scheme (θ = 0)
4.2.2 Dam-break
Dam-break is a classical example of non-linear flow with shocks. It has been widely
used to test the accuracy and conservation of the numerical scheme, as the exact
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Figure 4.13: Steady state over a bump (Test 1 (left) and Test 2 (right)). Initial
state (dashed line). Bed level (grey). Numerical solution (blue)
solution can be computed. In the case presented, an initial discontinuity of 1m :
0.5m ratio with no friction was considered. Figure 4.14 shows the good agreement















Figure 4.14: Dam-break test case. Initial state (dashed line). Numerical results
(blue dots). Analytical solution (cyan line).
4.2.3 Wiggert test case for local pressurization
The experimental case designed by Wiggert [103] and widely numerically reproduced
(e.g. [35], [10]) consists of a horizontal 30 m long and 0.51 m wide flume. A 10 m
roof is placed in the middle section, setting up a closed rectangular pipe 0.148 m in
height (see Figure 4.15). A 0.01sm−1/3 Manning roughness coefficient is assumed. As
initial conditions, a water level of 0.128 m and zero discharge are considered. Then
a wave coming from the left causes the pressurization of the pipe. The imposed
downstream boundary conditions are the same values measured by Wiggert (Figure
4.16).
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10 m
Wave
2.0 m 3.5 m 0.5 m
0.51 m
0.148 m
1 2 3 4
3.5 m0.5 m
Figure 4.15: Wiggert experimental setup.
Figure 4.17 shows the numerical results for the four gauges. The experimental
comparison is done only for the second one, due to data availability issues. An
overall good agreement is observed with only small numerical oscillations presented.
4.2.4 Transient mixed flow
The aim of the next test case is to prove the model in the simulation of large-scale
strong transients. It considers a uniform slope (0.1%) rectangular pipe connected to
a downstream valve ([45] and [46]). The lenght, width and height are 10km, 10m
and 9.5m, respectively, and the chosen Manning roughness is 0.015sm1/3.
As initial condition, a uniform water depth (8.57m) and discharge (Q = 240m3/s)
are assumed. From this state, the downstream valve is closed, generating a shock
wave moving upstream and pressurizing the pipe. Figure 4.18 shows the numerical
results obtained for the pressure head at three different times. For this simulation, a
500 cell mesh and a timestep given by CFL=0.5 have beed used. It is clearly observed
that the pipe pressure raises gradually with the upwards shockwave movement.
4.2.5 Transient flow in a 7-pipe looped network
In this section a simple looped pipe network (see Figure 4.20) is presented [105].
Each pipe is closed, rectangular cross-section, 1 m wide and 100 m long. The bed
slopes are S0,1 = 0.002, S0,2 = S0,3 = 0.001, S0,4 = 0.0, S0,5 = S0,6 = 0.001,
S0,7 = 0.002 and a 0.01m
−1/3s Manning friction coefficient is considered. A first
calculation provided the steady state from the following initial conditions:
Q1(i, 0) = Q7(i, 0) = 0.1m
3/s
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Figure 4.16: Upstream (a) and downstream (b) pressured head level.
Q2(i, 0) = Q3(i, 0) = Q5(i, 0) = Q6(i, 0) = 0.05m
3/s
Q4(i, 0) = 0
hj(i, 0) = 0.2m, (j = 1, · · · , 7)
and the upstream boundary condition:
Q1(1, t) = 0.1m
3/s
Free outflow downwards boundary condition has been imposed.
Junctions J1 and J2 are treated as normal confluences and a storage well of 5m
2
top surface is assumed in junctions W1 and W2. The previously computed steady
state is now used as an initial condition for a second calculation. A triangular
function of peak discharge QMAX and a period of 600 s (Figure 4.19) is imposed at
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the beginning of the pipe 1. The minimum discharge is 0.1m3/s:
Two different situations were studied. In the first one the peak discharge is fixed
to QMAX = 2.0m
3/s and the flow remains unpressurized all over the pipe system.
In the second case, the maximum discharge is increased to QMAX = 3.0m
3/s, so
pressurization occurs in some points of pipe 1. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the results
for the pressurized case. The results in pipes 3 and 6 have been omitted because of
symmetry reasons. The discharge at the center of the pipe 4 is constantly zero and
equal in magnitude but opposite in sign in the symmetric points, which verify the
simmetric character of the pipe network.
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Figure 4.17: Comparision between numerical results (blue), experimental data
(green dots) and numerical results from [35] (red dots) for the four gauges of the
Wiggert test case setup.






















Figure 4.18: Shockwave propagation in transient mixed flow at t = 100s (red),
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Figure 4.20: Scheme of the looped pipe network.
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Figure 4.21: Water depth time histories at grid points i = N/2 (red) and i = N
(blue) for punctually pressurized flow.









































Figure 4.22: Discharge time histories at grid points i = N/2 (red) and i = N (blue)
for punctually pressurized flow: The discharge for pipe 4 is recorded at locations
i = 1 (red), i = N/2 (grey) and i = N (blue).
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4.2.6 Conclusions
This section leads to the conclusion of the reasonably good applicability of the
Preissmann slot model for an estimation of the pressure values in unsteady situations
between both shallow and pressurized flows. This method takes advantage of the
similarity of both equation systems shallow water and pressurized flow) and provides
a simple way to simulate occasionally pressurized pipes, treating the system as an
open channel in the Preissmann slot. This results in an easier implementation of
the model because it avoids the managing of two separate systems of equations
(shallow water and water hammer) in order to model separately the pressurized and
the free surface flows. The use of an explicit scheme (θ = 0) implies a limitation on
the computational time step but allows to capture more adequately the transient
phenomelogy, specially when the pipes are pressurized. It is also remarkable the
possibility of adapting the method to more realistic systems, like pipe networks
which can be punctually pressurized. Some additional internal boundary conditions
are necessary in these cases, in order to represent pipe junctions and storage wells.
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4.3 2D Shallow Water equations
4.3.1 Mesh sensitivity analysis
In this section, a simple test case is presented in order to show the benefits of trian-
gular unstructured meshes (TU), in terms of its adaptability to irregular topography,
which is the most usual in natural environments, as river catchments.
This test presents a comparison between TU and rectangular structured (RS)
meshes with approximately the same number of cells (∼ 1500) in a 50m × 30m
domain with three bed irregularities, a square obstacle and two spherical humps
(see Figure 4.23). Both computational meshes are shown in Figure 4.24. A constant
Manning’s roughness value of 0.03sm−1/3 and dry initial conditions (h = 0m) are
assumed for the entire domain. All the boundaries are closed except the left one
in which a constant water depth of h = 0.3m is imposed. It should be noted that
the TU mesh offers the possibility of performing a local refinement in the areas of
interest. In this test case, the refinement is done on the spherical humps in order to
obtain a good discretization of the topography.
Figure 4.25 shows the evolution of the water depth h at t = 3s, t = 9s and
t = 600s for both RS and TU meshes. The unstructured and locally-refined mesh
shows a better fit to the rounded topography with the same number of cells in both
transient and steady states. Hence, it is the most suitable choice when dealing with
irregular beds. In this numerical example, the good behaviour of the implicit scheme
under both transient and steady wet/dry fronts is also verified (Figure 4.25). The
numerical scheme is capable of solving this phenomenology without noticing any
issues in both implicit and explicit versions.
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Figure 4.23: 3D representation of the domain (bed elevation is exaggerated 2 times).
Figure 4.24: Rectangular structured (left) and triangular unstructured (right)
meshes.
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Figure 4.25: Numerical results for the mesh adaptability study. Structured rectan-
gular mesh (left) vs. Unstructured triangular mesh (right). Water depth at t = 3s
(upper), t = 9s (middle) and t = 600s (lower).
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4.3.2 Water at rest
The motivation for this test case is to check the preservation of the C -property of
the model and thence if the source terms are well-balanced in still water situations.
The bed level is given by:
z(x, y) = max
{
0, 2000− 0.00032 [(x− 4000)2 + (y − 4000)2]} (4.8)
The initial quiescent water level is set in 1000m. The 8000m × 8000m domain
has been discretized by means of a 5000 cells unstructured triangular mesh. The
simulation has been run for 600s with CFL numbers of 2 and 50, leading to time steps
of 1.05s and 26.2s, respectively, without observing significant differences. Figure
4.26 shows the three-dimensional representation of the steady state and the cross-
sectional plot of the solution at the final time.
Figure 4.26: 3D representation of the steady state (left) and cross-sectional plot of
the solution at the final time (right).
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4.3.3 Transcritical steady state over a bump
This test case leads to a final steady state by which the implicit method accuracy
can be evaluated [63]. The case setup consists of a horizontal bed level with a bump
given by z(8 ≤ x ≤ 12) = 0.2 − 0.05(x − 10)2. The channel length and width are
25 m and 1.5 m, respectively. As initial condition, a uniform water level of 0.5 m
is imposed. The boundary conditions are a fixed water input discharge upstream
(hu = 1.53m2/s) and free flow downstream. CFL numbers up to 75 can be chosen for
reaching the steady state. Figure 4.27 shows the comparison between numerical and
exact solution for this case with CFL=50. Figure 4.28 shows the temporal evolution





































Figure 4.27: Numerical vs. exact solution for the steady state.
Initial state t=10 s t=20 s
t=30 s t=40 s t=50 s
t=60 s
Figure 4.28: Convergence to the transcritical steady state over a bump.
















Figure 4.29: L1 error vs. CFL number.
In order to evaluate the quality of the steady numerical solutions, the L1 error




∣∣hnumi − hexacti ∣∣ (4.9)
Table 4.7 and Figure 4.29 show the error values in terms of the CFL. In the
light of the results, it is clear that the implicit scheme provides a very good steady
solution for high CFL numbers.






Table 4.7: Transcritical test case L1 errors in terms of the CFL number.
4.3.4 MacDonald test case
This case was proposed by MacDonald in [51] and [52]. It represents a 1D configu-
ration for open channel flow in which an analytical solution can be obtained for the
steady state. The test consists of a rectangular channel 150m long with an irregular
bed level. A constant Manning friction coefficient of 0.03s/m1/3 is set all over the
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channel. A constant discharge of 20m3/s is imposed as inlet boundary condition
and a fixed water depth of 0.800054m is set at the outlet. The analytical solution
for the water depth along the channel is given by:






Although this case was designed for testing 1D numerical solutions, a 2D con-
figuration is assumed in the present work starting from dry bed initial conditions in
order to check the wet/dry algorithm in both transient and steady situations.
Figure 4.30 shows the comparison between numerical and analytical solutions. A
CFL number up to 300 can be reached without observing noticeable changes in the
steady solution. As in the previous test case, the L1 errors are provided, together
with the CPU time and the speed-up values, defined as the ratio between the CPU
times corresponding to implicit and explicit schemes (Table 4.8). Figure 4.31 shows
the representation of the CPU computational times and speed-up values, defined
as the ratio between the CPU time corresponding to explicit (texpCPU) and implicit





The implicit scheme shows a high efficiency in this case by reaching the steady
solution up to 12 times faster than the explicit version of the numerical scheme,
which requires 100.9s to complete the simulation. For the sake of completeness, the
graphical representation of the L1 error is also shown in Figure 4.32.
Scheme CFL tCPU speed-up L1 error
Explicit 0.9 100.9 - 0.545
Implicit 10 188.6 0.53 0.574
Implicit 35 58.1 1.74 0.573
Implicit 50 40.9 2.47 0.570
Implicit 75 28.4 3.55 0.565
Implicit 150 15.6 6.47 0.560
Implicit 200 11.9 8.48 0.577
Implicit 300 8.65 11.66 0.638
Table 4.8: MacDonald test case. CPU time, speed-up and L1 error.

























































Figure 4.31: CPU times and speed-up values for the MacDonald test case.




















Figure 4.32: L1 error vs. CFL number.
4.3.5 Circular dam-break
In order to test the behaviour of the SW implicit scheme under transient conditions,
a circular dam-break test is considered in this section. A square frictionless domain
of 200m× 200m with no slope is considered. All the boundaries are closed and the
initial state for the water depth is given by (see Figure 4.33):
h(x, y, 0) =
4.0 if
√
x2 + y2 ≤ 100m
1.0 otherwise
(4.12)
Figure 4.33 also shows the line that will be used to extract a longitudinal plot in
where the numerical solutions for several CFL numbers are compared to the exact
solution, computed as a 1D solution on the radial direction using a high resolution
grid (see Figure 4.34).
A 10363 cell unstructured triangular mesh is used for the spatial discretization.
Figure 4.34 shows the comparison between exact and numerical solutions for several
CFL values at t = 12s. In the light of the results, a good agreement between
numerical and exact solution is observed. As expected in a transient case, the larger
the CFL value the more diffusive the numerical solution becomes. Nevertheless, in
this particular case, an acceptable solution is found up to CFL=25. Figure 4.35
shows the comparison for the water depth values among several CFL numbers at
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t = 12s. As in the longitudinal profile, this 2D view shows the diffusion of the
solution as the CFL increases, specially noticeable with CFL=50.




















Figure 4.34: Numerical vs. exact solution for the dam break test case at t = 12s
(10363 cell mesh).
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Figure 4.35: Transient solution for the circular dam break test case at t = 12s for
several CFL numbers (10363 cell mesh).
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The computational times and the speed-up values for this test case are shown in
Figure 4.36. In this particular case, the implicit scheme needs a CFL of 50 in order
to reach the solution faster than the explicit one, which took 0.69s. Therefore, an
implicit temporal discretization of the SWE is not the most suitable choice for this
transient problem due to the diffusion of the numerical solution associated to the
large CFL number required to beat the explicit scheme.
In order to perform a mesh convergence study, the L1 error is computed for this
case for all the CFL values using 5 different computational meshes ranging from
1560 to 19389 cells. Table 4.9 shows the CPU time, speed-up and L1 error in terms
of the CFL number for all the meshes considered for this test case. The CPU times
for the first two meshes were negligible and they are not shown. All these data are
graphically represented in two ways. Figure 4.37 shows the L1 error with respect
to the CFL number for the 5 meshes. It can be seen that the error asymptotically
increases with the CFL value and decreases with the mesh refinement, as expected.
On the other hand, Figure 4.38 shows the results of the mesh convergence study.
The L1 error is plotted against the square root of the number of cells (both axis in



































Figure 4.36: CPU times and speed-up values for the circular dam break test case
(10363 cell mesh).
Another interesting comparison is performed in this test case. The simulation is
repeated by considering an implicit numerical scheme with θ = 1/2. A 10363 cell













































Figure 4.38: L1 error with respect of the mesh size in logarithmic scale for several
CFL numbers.
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mesh is used in this case. Figure 4.39 shows the longitudinal profiles of the numerical
solutions for several CFL values. It can be seen that the solutions become oscillatory
for CFL>2. This behaviour agrees with the non-TVD character of this scheme for
high CFL numbers [14].
Figure 4.40 shows the comparison between numerical solutions corresponding to
θ = 1 and θ = 1/2 for CFL=2 and CFL=10. As expected, the scheme with θ = 1/2





















Figure 4.39: Numerical vs. exact solution for the dam break test case at t = 12s


















Figure 4.40: Comparison between θ = 1 and θ = 1/2 numerical solutions (10363 cell
mesh).
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Ncells Scheme CFL CPU time Speed-up L1 error
1560 Explicit 0.9 - - 27.55
Implicit 0.9 - - 34.87
Implicit 2 - - 41.97
Implicit 10 - - 65.34
Implicit 25 - - 86.78
Implicit 50 - - 99.28
2830 Explicit 0.9 - - 21.92
Implicit 0.9 - - 29.70
Implicit 2 - - 35.44
Implicit 10 - - 61.89
Implicit 25 - - 75.43
Implicit 50 - - 93.85
5533 Explicit 0.9 0.31 - 16.91
Implicit 0.9 4.18 0.07 22.40
Implicit 2 2.18 0.14 27.18
Implicit 10 0.57 0.54 46.87
Implicit 25 0.3 1.03 62.59
Implicit 50 0.23 1.35 77.30
10363 Explicit 0.9 0.69 - 12.76
Implicit 0.9 11.51 0.06 17.76
Implicit 2 5.93 0.12 22.03
Implicit 10 1.7 0.41 39.82
Implicit 25 0.86 0.80 55.24
Implicit 50 0.54 1.28 67.49
19389 Explicit 0.9 3.08 - 9.50
Implicit 0.9 28.25 0.11 14.23
Implicit 2 14.29 0.22 18.05
Implicit 10 4.2 0.73 35.13
Implicit 25 2.11 1.46 50.03
Implicit 50 1.33 2.32 61.72
Table 4.9: Circular dam-break test case. CPU time, speed-up and L1 error.
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4.3.6 Tsunami test case
In order to test the implicit scheme in transient conditions with experimental data, a
tsunami test case in a 1/400 laboratory scale is carried out in this section [48]. This
case was also reproduced by other authors for testing 1D shallow-water schemes [13]
or Large Time Step schemes with CFL>1 [60]. Figure 4.41 shows the bed elevation
map and the gauging points where experimental data are available. The coordinates
for the three gauges are:
P1 = (4.52m, 1.196m), P2 = (4.52m, 1.696m), P3 = (4.52m, 2.196m) (4.13)
Figure 4.41: Tsunami test case topography and gauge locations.
The domain (5.488m × 3.388m) is discretized by means of an unstructured tri-
angular mesh of 19000 elements. A constant roughness Manning’s coefficient of
0.01sm−1/3 is set and a uniform water level of h + z = 0.0 is assumed as initial
condition. As in the experimental setup, all the boundaries are closed but the one
corresponding to the offshore incoming wave, which is defined as a temporal varia-
tion of the water level (h+ z), as shown in Figure 4.42.
The numerical simulation has been carried out using several CFL numbers for
the implicit scheme in order to establish a comparison between numerical and ex-















Figure 4.42: Inlet boundary condition.
perimental results. A 3D representation of the numerical results for water depth at
t = 0, t = 5s, t = 10s, t = 13s, t = 18s, t = 25s is shown in Figure 4.43 where a
proper solution of all the wet/dry interfaces is reached at any time of the simula-
tion. In order to validate the model, the numerical results for several CFL numbers
corresponding to the water level (h + z) are compared with the experimental mea-
sures provided by [48] at the P1, P2 and P3 probes (Figure 4.44). The numerical
results for the explicit scheme are also shown. A good agreement between numerical
and experimental results is observed, even for large CFL numbers. When choosing
CFL<1, the implicit scheme produces the same solution as the explicit one, ensuring
the consistency of the model. As expected, the larger the CFL the more diffusive
the implicit numerical solution is, but acceptable results are achieved until CFL=50
for all the considered gauges. The solution for CFL=200 is also shown in order to
remark the stability of the implicit numerical model. In this case, the diffusivity
of the solution is also due to the resolution loss of the inlet boundary data when
choosing large time steps.
Figure 4.45 shows the CPU times and the speed-up values. In this case, the
explicit scheme took 22.26s to complete the simulation. An speed-up of 1.14 is
obtained when using a CFL of 50 while an speed-up of 2.08 is reached with CFL=200.
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Figure 4.43: 3D representation of the numerical results for water depth at several
simulation times.




































































































Figure 4.45: CPU times and speed-up values for the tsunami test case.
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4.3.7 Conclusions
In general terms, all the results presented in this section show a good agreement
with the analytical solution or experimental data, even for large CFL numbers (up
to 300 in some cases) when the implicit numerical scheme is used. A quality loss in
the transient solution due to the high numerical diffusion is also observed when using
large time steps but the steady solution is reached without noticing numerical issues.
Hence, in the light of the results presented in this work, the overall conclusions can
be summarized in the next points:
• The presented implicit numerical scheme is robust, conservative and preserves
well the C -property regardless of the CFL value in quiescent water cases.
• Steady solutions are perfectly reproduced with large CFL numbers, up to 300
in the MacDonald test case presented in Section 4.3.4. The efficiency of the
implicit numerical scheme is remarkable in this case, leading to an speed-up
value of 12.
• A good agreement between numerical and exact solution is observed in strong
transient cases, as the circular dam break presented in Section 4.3.5. As ex-
pected, the larger the CFL value the more diffusive is the transient solution but
acceptable solutions has been found for CFL up to 25 in this particular case.
The tsunami test case presented also shows a good agreement between numer-
ical solutions and experimental data, even for large CFL numbers. Despite
the inherent diffusivity of the implicit transient solutions, the unconditional
stability of the model is pointed out in this case.
• Despite the fact that an implicit method normally requires less solution steps,
each one demands more computational time than the solutions obtained by
an explicit scheme. This strongly depends on the number of iterations the
matrix solver needs to do for achieving the convergence. Overall, the larger
the CFL the more diffusive the implicit numerical solution is. Nevertheless, if
the numerical diffusion can be assumable, the possible gain in performance due
to the high CFL choice can be a point in favour of using these kind of numerical
schemes under transient conditions. On the other hand, the steady solutions
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are perfectly reached regardless of the CFL value so the implicit methodology
is adequate and recommendable for solving the steady or nearly-steady flows.
• When applied to real catchment, An infiltration map which considers different
soil types improves significantly the agreement between numerical and experi-
mental hydrographs in both Horton and Green-Ampt infiltration models. The
calibration of the empirical infiltration models studied in this paper, Horton
and Green–Ampt methods, present a significant improvements over previous
published results corresponding to the Arna´s basin. The reason for this good
agreement between numerical and experimental data is the careful study con-
cerning the initial state of the catchment, in terms of surface water, and the
infiltration mapping.
• The 2D SW model for surface flow calculation allows to improve the hydro-
graph fitting in two ways. On the one hand, the coupling of Horton and
Green–Ampt models with a 2D surface flow model confers the possibility of
calculating the soil infiltration rate locally for each cell. On the other hand,
it is shown that the possibility of using infiltration maps in order to take into
account different soil or vegetation types improves the quality of the results.
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4.4 2D Zero-Inertia model
4.4.1 Mesh sensitivity analysis
Some cases are presented in this section to test de 2D Zero-Inertia model with a
double motivation. First, a comparison between rectangular structured (RS) and
triangular unstructured (TS) meshes is done. Second, the mesh size influence on
the implicit scheme performance is studied.
A 8km× 8km domain with the bed level given by:
z(x, y) = max
{
0, 2.0− 6.0 · 10−7 [(x− 4000)2 + (y − 4000)2]} (4.14)
is discretized by means of the computational meshes presented in Table 4.10. A
constant Manning’s roughness value of 0.01sm−1/3 and dry initial conditions (h =
0m) are assumed for the entire domain.
Mesh name Cell type Cell ordering Number of cells Local refining
RS1849 Rectangular Structured 1849 NO
TU1871 Triangular Unstructured 1871 YES
TU5674 Triangular Unstructured 5674 YES
Table 4.10: Mesh characteristics.
In all cases, the implicit scheme efficiency is measured by means of the speed-up
factor, defined as in Equation 4.11. The time step chosen for the explicit scheme
corresponds to the maximum that guarantees the stability of the numerical scheme.
This value is found by following a trial and error procedure.
Transient state
The main purpose of this first case is to check the need to use unstructured triangular
meshes in cases where the bed level has an irregular topography. In this test, a
propagating-wave front is simulated by setting a fixed-value of h = 1.0m in the
lower and right boundaries. Upper and right boundaries are closed. A comparison
between two meshes (RS1849) and (TU1871) with approximately the same number
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of elements is done (Figure 4.46).
Figure 4.47 shows the transient numerical solution for water depth at t = 2150s
with the implicit scheme on both meshes. The RS1849 mesh produces a bad adapta-
tion to the rounded geometry of the problem, contrary to the TU1871 mesh, which
allows a perfect fit when using irregular topographies. The dry-wet situation is cor-
rectly led by means of the positivity-preserving technique detailed in Section 3.1.3.
When the final steady state is reached (Figure 4.48), the good flexibility of the lo-
cally refined unstructured triangular mesh allows to calculate an accurate dry-wet
border around the bed bump.
Figure 4.46: Case 1 topography and meshes: RS1849 (left) and TU1871 (right).
Steady state
The previous test showed the benefits of using an unstructured discretization due to
the good adaptability to complex geometries. In this second case, the TU1871 mesh
is chosen for testing the implicit scheme performance against its explicit version.
Additionally, a second finer mesh (TU5674) is used in order to study the influence
of the number of mesh elements.
The case geometry and initial conditions are the same as those used in Case 1
(Figure 4.46) where all the boundaries take fixed values: h = 1.0m in the lower
and right boundaries and h = 0.75m in the upper and left ones. These initial and
boundary conditions lead to a steady state which is reached at t = 5000s.
A maximum explicit time step of 0.2s was found for this test case. Above this
values the numerical solution becomes unstable when using the explicit scheme. Fig-
ure 4.49 shows the final steady numerical solution for water depth h and water level
h + z for both triangular meshes. Figures 4.50 and 4.51 show the CPU computa-
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Figure 4.47: Case 1 transient numerical solution at t = 2150s: RS1849 mesh (left)
and TU1871 mesh (right).
tional costs for an implicit time step selection from 1s to 500s and the speed-up
values for both meshes.
In the light of the results, several conclusions are reached. First, the implicit ZI
model is suitable for solving steady states over a complex topography without any
restriction in the time step. In this case, a time step selection of ∆t = 500s allows
to complete the simulation 11 times faster than when using the explicit scheme with
the maximum time step choice. Secondly, a finer mesh provides a better quality
solution but also increases the computational time. This is specially remarkable for
the implicit scheme due to the equations system resolution step, which spends most
of the computational effort. This is the reason why the speed-up factors are worse
in the finer mesh. It is also worth to mention that, for this case, the speed-up factor
scales consistently with the time step size, independently of the mesh size.
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Figure 4.48: Numerical solution for Case 1 at final time: RS1849 mesh (left) and
TU1871 mesh (right).
Figure 4.49: Steady state over a hump bed at t = 5000s with TU1871 (left) and
TU5674 (right) meshes. Numerical solution for water depth h (above) and water
level h+ z (below).






















































Figure 4.51: CPU time and speed-up for Case 2 with TU5674 mesh.
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4.4.2 Tidal flow on a beach slope
An example of smooth-transient state is presented now. In this test case, presented




0.001x (x ≤ 300m)
0.01x− 2.7 (300m < x < 400m)
0.001x+ 0.9 (x ≥ 400m)
(4.15)
The tidal cycle has a period of 3600s and the water depth is given by







The case setup consists of a 500m×50m domain, discretized by a squared uniform
mesh of 250 cells. The Manning roughness coefficient is set to 0.03sm−1/3 and the
initial condition consists of a constant water level of 1.75m all along the domain.
All the boundaries are closed except the one where the tide is imposed.
Figure 4.52 shows the cross-sectional plots of the results for both implicit and
explicit ZI model and the percentage difference respect to the explicit solution. The
CPU times together with the speed-up values are plotted in Figure 4.53 and the
solver iterations required for convergence are shown in Figure 4.54.
The results show a good concordance between implicit and explicit solutions
with a maximum relative difference of 6% in the left boundary and less than 1%
in the beach area, which would be the region of interest if applied to a real case.
A maximum time step of 0.0075s was found for this particular case for the explicit
scheme.
The first conclusion for this test case arises from the CPU times results (Figure
4.53). The implicit temporal discretization of the numerical scheme provides a
freedom for choosing the time step, but a larger time step does not necessarily mean
a lower computational cost. This is because a large time step usually means that the
system solution process (linearization and matrix inversion) needs a higher number
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of iterations for achieving convergence (Figure 4.54). In this particular case, there
is an optimal choice of ∆t = 30s for the time step. Above this value, the solver
becomes less efficient. When the optimal time step is chosen, the simulation is
completed with a speed-up factor of 157, which means that the implicit scheme is a
very efficient way to deal with these kind of smooth-transient problems.
Another interesting conclusion is reached from Figure 4.54. For a given ∆t, the
number of iterations decreases when the tidal variations are slower, that is, low tide
and high tide. This fact supports the conclusion previously reached, regarding the









































































Figure 4.52: Cross-sectional plot of the numerical results for implicit scheme with
optimal time step choice (left) and explicit scheme with maximum time step (right)
at different times and relative difference between implicit and explicit schemes (be-
low).
























































Figure 4.54: Total iterations for a selection of time steps.
4.4.3 Verification with analytical solution
In this section, a verification of the model is presented by means of the comparison
of the numerical results with two analytical solutions for steady states. A 2D case
with radial symmetry is considered in which a 16296 cell unstructured mesh is used
for the spatial discretization (see Figure 4.55).
The first exact solution is built assuming z(r) = 0 and a constant Manning’s
roughness coefficient of 0.03sm−1/3. Under these conditions, the analytical solution
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Figure 4.55: Geometry and mesh corresponding to the analytical test cases.
where R = 200m represents the domain limit (see Figure 4.55), hR = 0.2m is the
water depth at r = R and q = 0.52m2/s is the steady unit discharge.
The second exact solution follows a different philosophy. A constant water depth
(h0 = 0.15m) is assumed for the whole domain in steady conditions. The same
roughness coefficient as in the previous case is considered. In this case, the spatial
derivative of the water depth in (2.28) cancels, so a solution for the bed level z can
be found:













where zR = 0.15. is the bed level value at z = R.
A unit water discharge of 0.5m2/s is set for this second case. Figure 4.56 shows
the comparison between numerical and exact solutions for both cases. The implicit
version of the numerical scheme is used. Several time step choices have been used
without observing significant differences in the steady numerical solution. In the
light of the results, a good agreement between numerical and analytical solutions is
observed.


































Figure 4.56: Comparison between numerical and exact solutions for the water level.
4.4.4 Validation with experimental test case
The experimental details and setup for this case is presented in [19]. A constant
rainfall of 300mm/h during 20s is assumed all over an impervious domain where sev-
eral obstacles are placed. The Manning’s roughness coefficient is set to 0.016sm−1/3.
The numerical results from implicit ZI model are compared against the experimental
data provided in [19]. The obstacles are assumed to be much higher than the pre-
visible water depth, so they are treated as holes in the computational mesh. Figure
4.57 shows the elevation map in a 3D projection, the unstructured triangular com-
putational mesh and the initial dry state. Figure 4.58 shows the temporal evolution
of the runoff for six different times.
Figure 4.59 shows the comparison between experimental and numerical outlet
hydrographs. The scheme performance analysis with CPU times and speed-up fac-
tors is shown in Figure 4.60. Even though the best fit is achieved by means of the
explicit scheme, a good agreement is also observed for the implicit scheme when
choosing a time step of 0.01s, that is 100 times larger than the maximum time
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step allowed for the explicit scheme (0.0001s). This time step selection provides a
speed-up of 9.4. The optimal time step choice for this case (∆t = 0.13s) leads to a
speed-up factor of 41.4. When using an implicit scheme together with a large time
step (as this one), the solution becomes more diffusive, so the hydrograph peaks
may not be well captured, as shown in Figure 4.59.
Figures 4.61 and 4.62 show the spatial differences at a given time (t = 9s) for
∆t = 0.13s (optimal) and ∆t = 0.01s, respectively. In the first case, local maximum
differences of 15.5% appear in the wetted perimeter, but the overall average differ-
ence is less than 0.5%. On the other hand, when ∆t = 0.01s is chosen, the local
maximum differences reduces to 2.2% and the average difference does not reach the
0.01%.
Figure 4.57: Elevation map and computational mesh (left) and initial state (right).
Terrain elevation has been exaggerated 10 times.
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Figure 4.58: Temporal evolution of water depth in logarithmic scale for t = 10s,
t = 20s, t = 50s, t = 75s, t = 100s and t = 200s. ZI model with dt = 0.1s
















Explicit, ∆t=0.0001 s (max)
Implicit, ∆t=0.01 s
Implicit, ∆t=0.13 s (optimal)










































Figure 4.60: CPU computational time and speed-up vs. time step.
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Figure 4.61: Absolute (left) and relative (right) water depth differences between
implicit (with optimal ∆t) and explicit (with maximum ∆t) schemes at t = 9s.
Figure 4.62: Absolute (left) and relative (right) water depth differences between
implicit (with ∆t = 0.01s) and explicit (with maximum ∆t) schemes at t = 9s.
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4.4.5 Valley flood simulation
The setup for this test is proposed in [1] to establish a comparison among different
simulation models applied to valley flood simulation. Figure 4.63 (left) shows the
valley bed elevation map. The domain is discretized by means of an unstructured
triangular mesh (7592 cells) (see Figure 4.63 (left)). A uniform Manning’s roughness
coefficient of n = 0.04sm−1/3 is set all over the domain. All the boundaries remain
closed except the inlet ∼ 260m segment in which a discharge hydrograph is imposed
(Figure 4.64) with a peak discharge of 3000m3/s. The evolution of the water depth
is registered in several gauges located as in Figure 4.65.















Figure 4.64: Inlet hydrograph.
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Figure 4.65: Spatial distribution of the gauging points and the inlet segment.
Figure 4.66 shows the initial condition and the temporal evolution of the water
depth over the valley for several instants of the simulation. The numerical results
given by the seven gauges are plotted in Figure 4.67. The comparison with the 19
numerical models presented in [1] is given in gauges 1, 3, 5 and 7. for the sake of
clarity, only the envelope of all these results is plotted. In the light of the numerical
results, all the gauges provides limnigraphs contained within the envelope of the rest
of the models, taken as reference.
Figure 4.68 shows the contour lines for water depth values equal to 0.5m. Again,
the comparison is made in terms of the envelope of the results of the rest of the
numerical models.
Figure 4.69 show the CPU times and speed-up values obtained in this case for a
simulation time of 28800s. The maximum time step allowed by the explicit numerical
scheme is ∆t = 0.03s, leading to a simulation time of 903.15s. In the light of the
numerical results, it is observed that the implicit scheme of the zero-inertia model is
significantly more efficient that the explicit version for all the chosen time steps. On
the other hand, it is observed again that larger time steps do not guaratize faster
simulations due to the large number of iterations needed to linearize the equation
when large time steps are used. In this particular case, the optimal time step is
∆t = 22s, that is, 733 times larger than the maximum time step allowed by the
explicit scheme, for stability reasons.
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Figure 4.66: Water depth values for t = 0s, t = 2500s, t = 7500s, t = 12500s,
t = 17500s y t = 108000s.













































































































































Figure 4.67: Water levels registered by the seven gauges and comparison with the
results provided in [1].
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Figure 4.68: Contour values corresponding to water depth values equal to 0.5m





























Paso de tiempo (s)
Tiempo de CPU
Speed-up
Figure 4.69: Computational time and speed-up value for several choices of time step.
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4.4.6 Rainfall/runoff on a real catchment
The Arna´s catchment is located in the northern Spanish part of the Pyrenees. The
altitude ranges from 900m to 1340m above sea level (see Figure 4.70, left) and the
catchment area is approximately 2.84Km2. The domain is discretized by means of
the local refinement strategies suggested by [17], resulting in a 6517 cells unstruc-
tured triangular mesh (Figure 4.70, right). The Manning roughness coefficient is set
to a global value of 0.03sm−1/3 for the entire domain. The catchment is assumed to
be impervious.
Six different simulations have been performed in order to determine the impor-
tance of bed slope magnitude and rainfall intensity in the convergence of the implicit
scheme and hence in the performance. For the first simulation (AR1), the original
altitude map has been considered (Figure 4.70, left). The bed elevation of this map
is multiplied by 1/10 and 1/50 factors in the AR2 and AR3 simulations, respectively,
in order to reduce the local slopes. A constant rainfall of 25.2mm/h during 1000s is
assumed all over the domain. These three cases are repeated by scaling the rainfall
intensity by a 10 factor, that is, 252mm/h maintaining the rainfall duration (Cases
AR4, AR5 and AR6). Table 4.11 shows a summary of the cases presented. In order
to illustrate the spatial distribution of rainfall/runoff process in this catchment, the
distribution of water depths for the case AR1 at six different times is shown in Fig-
ure 4.71. The outlet numerical hydrographs are presented in Figure 4.72, obtained
with the optimal time step for the implicit method and the maximum which allows
stability of the solution for the explicit method. The performance study is presented
in Figure 4.73 by means of the CPU costs together with the speed-up factors.
In the light of the results of Figure 4.72, very similar hydrographs are observed
with both implicit and explicit numerical schemes. Hence, the suitability of the im-
plicit scheme in each case is determined by the speed-up factor. The first case (AR1)
presents by far the poorest performance, becoming inefficient in comparison with
the explicit method. The reason for this behavior is the high number of iterations
required by the implicit scheme for linearizing the ZI equation under conditions of
high z gradients and low h values. When increasing the rainfall intensity by 10 (Case
AR4), the performance of the implicit scheme increases, even though the speed-up
factor does not reach 1.7 value.
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Figure 4.70: Arna´s catchment hypsometry map (left) and computational mesh
(right).
When scaling the hypsometry map by a 1/10 factor (Case AR2), the z gradients
become smoother, so the number of the implicit solver iterations decreases and hence
the efficiency of the implicit scheme increases, resulting in a speed-up value of 2.8.
If the original terrain is scaled by a 1/50 factor (Case AR3) the speed-up raises
again, reaching a value of 3.97. When the rainfall rate is augmented by 10 in these
two scaled z -maps (Cases AR5 and AR6), the speed-up values increase again (5.33
and 6.79, respectively), as in Case AR4. Hence, the global conclusion obtained from
these cases is that the weakness of the implicit ZI model resides in the combination of
high z gradients with low water depths h. When the slope values of the catchments
are not so extreme as in the Case AR1, the implicit ZI model becomes efficient
in comparison with its explicit version. Additionally, it has been shown that the
speed-up factor increases when lowering the z gradients of the catchments and when
increasing the rainfall rate, that is, the surface water depth.







Table 4.11: Arna´s catchment cases summary.
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Figure 4.71: Water depth in the Arna´s catchment at t = 100s, 600s, 1000s, 1500s,
2500s and 3600s.
















Explicit, ∆t=0.5 s (max)
















Explicit, ∆t=0.005 s (max)
















Explicit, ∆t=0.03 s (max)

















Explicit, ∆t=0.002 s (max)















Explicit, ∆t=0.03 s (max)














Explicit, ∆t=0.005 s (max)
Implicit, ∆t=13.0 s (optimal)
Figure 4.72: Arna´s catchment outlet hydrographs with explicit and implicit schemes.




































































































































































































Figure 4.73: Arna´s catchment CPU times and speed-ups.
4.4.7 Conclusions
In the light of the results presented, several conclusions have been reached:
• Unstructured triangular meshes provide an efficient way to discretize irregular
domains with a moderate number of elements.
• Implicit Zero-Inertia model becomes a very efficient way to simulate steady
flows and smooth transients, which include tidal flows over beach-like terrains
and rainfall/runoff situations over urban areas. Large speed-up factors (> 150)
have been reached, which shows the suitability of the implicit methodology for
solving these kind of problems. When the implicit ZI model is applied to a
real river catchment, its efficiency is affected by the high z gradients combined
with low water depths h.
• In general terms, larger time steps do not necessarily mean lower simulation
times when solving a non-linear problem by means of implicit techniques. The
optimum time step should be found in order to achieve the fastest simulation.
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4.5 2D Groundwater flow
4.5.1 1D test case with analytical solution
Let us consider a porous media with uniform values of saturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity (K = 1.25cm/s) and porosity (η = 0.4). A first configuration is set (Setup
1) where a water level of hs = 22.2cm and 0cm are imposed as inlet and outlet
boundary conditions, respectively, of a 1m lenght domain (see Figure 4.74, upper).
A second configuration (Setup 2) is considered by adding a slope to the impervious









Figure 4.74: Sketch of 1D test case for groundwater flow. Setups 1 (upper) and 2
(lower).
In both cases, the steady analytical solution can be easily found by solving the
Darcy’s equation with the appropiate boundary values. Equations (4.19) and (4.20)










ln (mhs − A) = B (4.20)
where m = −0.1 represents the impervious region slope and A = −4.89 cm, B =
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−676.78 cm and two constant coefficients.
Figures 4.75 and 4.76 show the convergence of the transient numerical solution to
the steady state. In both cases, a perfect fit to the exact solution is achieved. Both









































Figure 4.76: Comparison with analytical solution for Setup 2.
4.5.2 2D aquifer modeling with pumping
This test case is proposed in [38] and it consists in a 260m × 260m squared soil
(K = 3.82 · 10−5cm/s, η = 0.4) with four symetrical located extractors with the
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purpose of lowering the phreatic level of the central 60m × 60m area (see Figure
4.77). Figure 4.78 shows the initial state and the results for some different times. A
water level of hs = 30m is imposed in all the domain boundaries while a constant
phreatic level of hs = 30m is assumed as initial condition. The rate at which
the soil water is extracted at each point is qext = 1.62 · 10−6m/s. Figure 4.78
show the full numerical results at several times until the steady state. Note that a
rectangular mesh has been chosen due to the symmetric geometry of the problem.
Figure 4.79 shows the cross-sectional curves at the position x = 100m, where two of













Figure 4.77: Top and side views of the 2D aquifer case setup.
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Figure 4.78: Numerical results for the 2D aquifer at t = 20 days, 40 days, 240 days,
720 days, 1200 days and 4800 days.



















Figure 4.79: Cross-sectional view of the instant phreatic level at several times for
x = 100m.
4.5.3 Conclusions
In the light of the results presented in this section, several conclusions have been
reached. On the one hand, the groundwater flow model is able to reproduce the
exact solutions in steady conditions, even when the impervious region presents a
slope frontier. On the other hand, the aquifer modeling test case points out the
ability of the model to update the phreatic level position via local sources/sinks.
The results are coherent with the ones presented in [38].
4.6 Matrix solver performance assessment
In numerical linear algebra, the matrix solvers for linear systems Ax = b, where
A is a nonsingular square matrix with real values, x is the vector of unknowns and
b is the free right-hand-side vector, can be divided in two main groups: direct and
iterative solvers.
Direct methods allow to compute the solution x within a finite number of opera-
tions. Gauss elimination, LU factorization or Thomas algorithm would fall into this
group of solvers. In contrast, an iterative method uses an initial guess to generate a
sequence of improving approximate solutions, in which the n-th approximation is ob-
tained from the previous ones. This kind of methods should consider a termination
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criterion in terms of a given tolerance. An iterative method is called convergent if the
corresponding sequence converges for given initial approximations. Some examples
of iterative methods are the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods or the solvers within
the conjugate gradient family, as the BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized (BiCGStab),
considered in this work.
In this section, a performance assessment for two matrix solver (BiCGStab and
Thomas algorithm) is presented. The main goal is to find out the applicability of
both methods in terms of quality of the implicit numerical solution and efficiency.
Several 1D and 2D examples are presented for ZI and SW models.
4.6.1 Thomas algorithm
Classical Thomas algorithm
Thomas algorithm (a.k.a. tridiagonal matrix algorithm or TDMA) is a simplified
form of Gaussian elimination to solve tridiagonal system of equations
bixi−1 + dixi + aixi+1 = ci (4.21)
in where b1 = 0 and aN = 0 [3].

























The Gaussian elimination for these kind of systems follows a clear patern. By
replacing the coefficients of the main diagonal term di by:
d′i = di −
biai−1
d′i−1
(i = 2, 3, · · · , N) (4.23)
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and the term on the right hand side of the equation by:
c′i = ci −
c′i−1bi
d′i−1
(i = 2, 3, · · · , N) (4.24)

























where d′1 = d1 and c
′
1 = c1.
The last row of the matrix-system (4.25) contains only one unknown xN . Hence,





The solution of the remaining unknowns is calculated by sweeping upwards in




(i = N − 1, N − 2, · · · , 1) (4.27)
where xi+1 has already been calculated from the previous step. This method requires
an ordered sequence of the nodes.
An additional consideration is worthy of mention. When the Thomas algorithm
is applied to a numerical problem, boundary conditions are imposed before or after
the algorithm, hence they do not participate directly in the calculus. Nevertheless,
some of the coefficients can be a function of them. In 1D problems, the most common
procedure is to define a grid of N cells (1 ≤ i ≤ N) and set the cells 1 and N as
the boundary ones, so the boundary conditions are imposed in these cells. Hence,
the system solver acts along the inner cells (2 ≤ i ≤ N − 1), so the indices of all the
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Algorithm 1 Thomas algorithm for tridiagonal matrices
d′1 = d1 . Downwards sweep
c′1 = c1
for 2 ≥ i ≥ N do
d′i = di − biai−1d′i−1














Thomas algorithm formulation need to be adapted. On the contrary, when using
iterative solvers, boundary conditions are imposed within the matrix itself and then
the matrix is inverted. A typical system-matrix for 1D problems is shown in (4.28)
to (4.30):
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b2 d2 a2 0
b3 d3 a3
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Thomas algorithm for tridiagonal-block matrices
An extension of the Thomas algorithm for block matrices is presented now:
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Performing an adaptation of the Gaussian elimination presented previouisly, a
similar algorithm is obtained. Note that all the divisions have been replaced by
inverse matrices:
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Algorithm 2 Thomas algorithm for tridiagonal-block matrices
dd′1 = dd1 . Downwards sweep
c′1 = c1
for 2 ≥ i ≥ N do















c′N . Upwards sweep





c′i − aai (dd′i)−1 xi+1
end for
4.6.2 BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized method
The BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized (BiCGStab) [95, 30] is an iterative method for
the numerical solution of non-symmetric linear systems. It represents an evolution
of the BiConjugate Gradient Method, leading to a faster and smoother convergence.
This method benefits of the use of sparse storage for the system, since the most of
the matrix elements have zero value and it is adequate to avoid their storage. It
is also common to combine this solver with an efficient precontioning method. A
preconditioner P of a matrix A is another matrix such as PA has a lower condition
number than A. The rate of convergence for most iterative linear solvers increases as
the condition number of a matrix decreases. In this work, a strategy that combines
the BiCGStab solver using sparse storage with an ILU preconditioner is followed:
• Solver: BiCGStab (BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized).
• Preconditioner: ILU (Incomplete LU factorization).
• Storage: CSR (Compressed Sparse Row).
Figure 4.80: Example of a transformation from standard matrix storage to CSR.
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The chosen stop criterion consists of a cell-by-cell comparison of the variable of
interest between two consecutive solver iterations, as follows:
Err = max{∣∣hm+1i − hmi ∣∣} (4.34)
The solver performs iterations until the value of the error Err is lower than a
given tolerance TOL. The lower the value of the tolerance, the more accurate the
solution is.
4.6.3 1D Zero-Inertia equation
Case setup and explicit reference solution
The problem setup consists of a single plane with a 0.05 slope and a uniform Man-
ning roughness coefficient of 0.03sm−1/3. All the domain is initially dry (h = 0)
and h = 2m is set as upstream boundary condition while h = 0.001m is imposed
downstream. The high slope and water depth values are designed to force the model
(and solvers) to work under challenging conditions. This situation should emphasize
the differences between both solvers. In order to compare both the Thomas algo-
rithm and the BiCGStab solvers against a reference solution, an explicit numerical
solution is computed for three diferent meshes (50, 200 and 500 cells). Figure 4.81


















50 cells, t=3 s
200 cells, t=3 s
500 cells, t=3 s
50 cells, t=6 s
200 cells, t=6 s
500 cells, t=6 s
50 cells, t=85 s
200 cells, t=85 s
500 cells, t=85 s
Figure 4.81: Comparison of explicit numerical solutions for 1D ZI model at several
times using three different grid resolutions.
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BiCGStab tolerance analysis
BiCGStab, as any other iterative method, requires of a termination criterion in
terms of a tolerance. The lower the value of the tolerance, the more accurate the
solution is. Hence, it is essential to make an estimation of the necessary value of
the tolerance in order to perform a fair efficiency comparison among linear matrix
solvers. Figures 4.82 and 4.83 show the numerical solutions on a 50 cell and 500 cell

























Figure 4.82: Comparison of implicit numerical solutions for 1D ZI model at t = 9s

























Figure 4.83: Comparison of implicit numerical solutions for 1D ZI model at t = 9s
using several BiCGStab solver tolerances as stop criterion in a 500 cell mesh.
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Figures 4.84 and 4.85 show the relative error value for 50 and 500 cell meshes,
respectively, respect to the explicit reference solution. When the tolerance value is



















































Figure 4.85: Error values for the 500 cell mesh.
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Iterative Thomas algorithm tolerance analysis
As the 1D Zero-Inertia equation has a non-linear nature, the Thomas algorithm
solver requires to be implemented within a fixed-point iterations loop in order to
linearize the equation and achieve a more suitable numerical solution. Hence, it is
necessary to perform a tolerance analysis in order to find the optimal value of the
tolerance, as in the previous section. Figure 4.86 shows the numerical resuls (left)
and the number of iterations performed in the linearization loop (right) on 50 cell
(upper), 200 cell (middle) and 500 cell (lower) meshes. In this case, tolerances lower



























































































































































Figure 4.86: Comparison of implicit numerical solutions for 1D ZI model at t = 9s
using several Thomas algorithm solver tolerances as stop criterion (left) and number
of iterations (right) in 50 cell (upper), 200 cell (middle) and 500 cell (lower) meshes.
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Numerical solutions
Once the tolerance values are chosen, the numerical results generated for both mod-
els and their comparison are presented in this section in terms of the grid size and
the time step selection. As the numerical scheme has an implicit temporal dis-
cretization, the numerical instabilities due to large time steps are avoided. Figures
4.87, 4.88 and 4.89 show the numerical results generated by the Thomas algorithm




















ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.025 s, t=6 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.025 s, t=85 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.05 s, t=6 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.05 s, t=85 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.25 s, t=6 s




















BiCGStab, ∆t=0.025 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.025 s, t=85 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.05 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.05 s, t=85 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.25 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.25 s, t=85 s
Figure 4.87: Numerical solutions for the Thomas algorithm (upper) and BiCGStab
(lower) solvers using a 50 cell mesh.




















ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.002 s, t=6 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.002 s, t=85 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.01 s, t=6 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.01 s, t=85 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.05 s, t=6 s




















BiCGStab, ∆t=0.002 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.002 s, t=85 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.01 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.01 s, t=85 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.05 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.05 s, t=85 s
Figure 4.88: Numerical solutions for the Thomas algorithm (upper) and BiCGStab
(lower) solvers using a 200 cell mesh.




















ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.00032 s, t=6 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.00032 s, t=85 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.001 s, t=6 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.001 s, t=85 s
ThomasIter algorithm, ∆t=0.01 s, t=6 s




















BiCGStab, ∆t=0.00032 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.00032 s, t=85 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.001 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.001 s, t=85 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.01 s, t=6 s
BiCGStab, ∆t=0.01 s, t=85 s
Figure 4.89: Numerical solutions for the Thomas algorithm (upper) and BiCGStab
(lower) solvers using a 500 cell mesh.
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In order to quantify the quality of the numerical solutions provided by both
methods, the maximum and average errors with respect to the reference solution
are presented in Figure 4.90. For illustrative purposes, the errors corresponding to
the non-iterative version of the Thomas algorithm solver are also depicted in the
plots. The numerical values of these errors are also presented in Tables 4.12, 4.13 and
4.14, as well as the computational times (CPU times). The speed-up value shown in
Tables 4.13 and 4.14 is computed respect to the BiCGStab CPU time. Figure 4.91
shows the CPU times (upper) and speed-up values for Thomas algorithm (middle)

















Thomas algorithm 50 cells
Iterative Thomas alg. 50 cells
BiCGStab 50 cells
Thomas algorithm 200 cells
Iterative Thomas alg. 200 cells
BiCGStab 200 cells
Thomas algorithm 500 cells



















Thomas algorithm 50 cells
Iterative Thomas alg. 50 cells
BiCGStab 50 cells
Thomas algorithm 200 cells
Iterative Thomas alg. 200 cells
BiCGStab 200 cells
Thomas algorithm 500 cells
Iterative Thomas alg. 500 cells
BiCGStab 500 cells
Figure 4.90: Maximum (upper) and mean (lower) error values for both matrix solvers
in every mesh at t = 6s (logarithmic scale).
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Ncells ∆t CPU time Maximum error (%) Average error (%)
50 0.025 0.1 16.7 1.84
0.05 0.056 17.7 1.83
0.25 0.02 22.6 2.92
200 0.002 4.3 10.5 0.5
0.01 0.92 12.6 0.59
0.05 0.272 17.6 0.86
500 0.00032 67.376 7.42 0.2
0.001 21.332 10.1 0.3
0.01 2.724 12.8 0.38
Table 4.12: CPU time, maximum and average errors for BiCGStab algorithm solver.
Ncells ∆t CPU time Maximum error (%) Average error (%) Speed-up
50 0.025 0.064 17.9 1.62 1.56
0.05 0.036 20.6 2.41 1.56
0.25 0.015 22.9 4.59 1.33
200 0.002 2.38 17.5 1.38 1.81
0.01 0.512 20.6 3.13 1.80
0.05 0.136 20.9 4.98 2.00
500 0.00032 37.5 17.3 1.27 1.80
0.001 12.9 19.7 2.41 1.65
0.01 1.3 20.5 4.98 2.10
Table 4.13: CPU time, speed-up and maximum and average errors for Thomas
algorithm solver.
Ncells ∆t CPU time Maximum error (%) Average error (%) Speed-up
50 0.025 0.084 1.25 0.077 1.19
0.05 0.06 3.31 0.148 0.93
0.25 0.024 14.1 0.797 0.83
200 0.002 3.4 1.64 0.069 1.26
0.01 1.02 1.17 0.051 0.90
0.05 0.432 7.3 0.140 0.63
500 0.00032 53.5 2.61 0.059 1.26
0.001 22.07 1.7 0.051 0.97
0.01 5.76 4.15 0.038 0.47
Table 4.14: CPU time, speed-up and maximum and average errors for iterative
Thomas algorithm solver.













Thomas algorithm 50 cells
Iterative Thomas alg. 50 cells
BiCGStab 50 cells
Thomas algorithm 200 cells
Iterative Thomas alg. 200 cells
BiCGStab 200 cells
Thomas algorithm 500 cells























































Figure 4.91: CPU times (upper) and speed-up values for Thomas algorithm (middle)
and iterative Thomas algorithm (lower).
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4.6.4 Conclusions
Several conclusions arise from all the data presented in this section:
• As expected, maximum and average errors decrease as the grid is refined and
increase as the time step is increased, for both solvers.
• Maximum and average errors produced by the iterative Thomas algorithm are
lower than the ones corresponding to BiCGStab in all the meshes considered
in this section.
• Regarding the solver efficiency, the results show that the speed-up values are
strongly conditioned by the time step choice and it also depends on the grid
size. In the light of the results presented in Table 4.14, BiCGStab becomes
more efficient than Thomas algorithm when choosing large time steps and fine
meshes.
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CHAPTER 5
Multi-model test cases
5.1 Overland flow coupled with infiltration laws: Sensitivity to
topography
A set of synthetic test cases is presented now for a better understanding of the
infiltration response to rainfall, infiltration parameters and topography variations.
Several variations are performed on each case to study the sensitivity to the afore-
mentioned issues.
5.1.1 Case 0: infiltration parameters calibration
First of all, the soil type is the only factor considered. A basic fitting for infiltration
parameters is presented. The case consists of infiltration over a horizontal ponded
soil. The goal is to get an approximated equivalence between two sets of param-
eters of Horton (k, fc, f0) and Green-Ampt (K,Ψ,∆θ) infiltration models in ideal
conditions.
The fitting procedure is summarized as follows:
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1. The starting point consists of choosing the Green-Ampt parameters K, ∆θ
and Ψ so that they are adequate to represent the assumed soil characteristics
and initial water content.
2. It is assumed that both the Horton’s model final infiltration capacity fc and the
soil hydraulic conductivity Ks reach the same value representing the behavior
at large times (t→ T ).
3. The initial Horton’s infiltration rate f0 is set to the numerical Green-Ampt
initial rate f(t = 0).
4. The exponential decay constant k in Horton model is fitted in order to achieve
the same final cumulative infiltration volume in both models at a time T .
Following these steps, a set of parameters (Table 5.1) for each infiltration model
has been obtained corresponding to a sandy soil type. In order to illustrate the
calibration results, Figure 5.1 shows the infiltration rate and cumulative infiltration
curves for the infiltration parameters considered.
The relative differences in f and F between infiltration models are also presented








Infiltration model Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3
Horton k = 2.43 · 10−3s−1 fc = 3.272 · 10−5m/s f0 = 1.977 · 10−4m/s
Green-Ampt K = 3.272 · 10−5m/s Ψ = 0.0495m ∆θ = 0.38m3/m3
Table 5.1: Infiltration parameters sets.

























































Figure 5.1: Infiltration rate and cumulative infiltration curves (upper) and relative
differences between models in f and F (lower) for Case 0.
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5.1.2 Case 1: uniform inclined plane
A uniform slope plane of 0.005 is considered in this case (see Figure 5.11). The
Manning’s roughness coefficient is set to 0.03 s/m1/3. The initial conditions for the
surface water equations are zero water depth and zero discharge everywhere, that
is, dry surface conditions. Water enters the domain only through rainfall, which is
assumed to be constant in space, hence there are not inlet boundaries. The only
open boundary is at the outlet (downslope) and free outflow is assumed. Two studies
are performed with this case: an analysis of the sensitivity to water availability and
a study of the effects of slope and roughness variations.
Figure 5.2: Case 1 topography.
Sensitivity to water availability
The motivation for the tests is to check if the response of the two models is the
same using the chosen parameters. For this purpose, different rain conditions are
considered (see Table 5.2). In Cases 1-1 to 1-3 the rainfall conditions guarantee full
water availability at downslope during the period (0−300min), which matches with
the period used for calibration in Case 0. This enforces the same conditions of water
availability for infiltration as in the calibration process. The results are presented in
Figure 5.3. The results for Cases 1-1 to 1-3 show that, while the outlet hydrographs
for Horton and Green-Ampt models are slightly different, the same runoff volume
(ROV ) is achieved. Hence, the calibration of the infiltration parameters performed
in a flat ponded soil remains applicable in a mild slope if water is available for
infiltration. In addition, neither the storm pattern (Case 1-2, Figure 5.3(b)) nor
the rainfall volume (Case 1-3, Figure 5.3(c)) affect the calibration of the infiltration
parameters.
On the other hand, it is possible that the rainfall pattern is not adequate for the
continuous runoff generation until a time near to the calibration point (t = 300min).
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This situation can be reached in two ways. The first one consists of a short rainfall
duration (Case 1-4, Figure 5.3(d)). In this case, the runoff finishes long before the
calibration point. The second possibility corresponds to Case 1-5 and it is shown in
Figure 5.3(e). In this case, the storm pattern presents a temporal distribution which
generates a discontinuity in the runoff due to a reduction of the water availability
for infiltration in the 0-300min period. As shown in Figures 5.3(d) and 5.3(e), both
cases present differences in the outlet runoff volumes. The reason for this behavior
is that the period of time with available water is less than the one for what the
calibration has been performed (Case 0). Hence, the calibration of the infiltration
parameters is not valid in this kind of situations.
Figure 5.3(f) shows the evolution in time of the relative difference between the





In the light of these results, it is clear that the greater the difference between
water availability time and calibration time, the greater the difference between infil-
tration models (Cases 1-4 and 1-5). From Figure 5.3(f), it is clearly seen that there
are huge differences in outlet hydrographs produced by both models at early times
of the simulation. This is due to the fact that the infiltration rates of both models
differ at this time, since the fitting time for the models has not been yet reached.
When approaching this calibration point (t = 300min) the magnitude ∆ decreases
in general and tends to zero in cases with full water availability during this time
(Cases 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3). The difference for Case 1-4 freezes at t = 100m with a
value > 10%. The process for Case 1-5 is divided into two stages. First, as in Case
1-4, the difference ∆ decreases until the water from the first rainfall period ends.
Then, it remains constant between rainfall periods and decreases again during the
second rainfall event.
In order to analyze in detail Case 1-5, a probe is set at x = 1000m, as a repre-
sentative point. The temporal evolution of infiltration rate and water depth for this
point are plotted in Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) for Horton and Green-Ampt models,
respectively. These plots show that, although both infiltration models present very
similar behavior, the existence of temporal regions with f = 0 implies that the water
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is infiltrating for a period of time shorter than the one considered for the calibration
process and, hence, the calibration is not correct.






Table 5.2: Cases 1-1 to 1-5 rainfall characteristics and rain volume.












































































































































































































































Figure 5.3: Cases 1-1 to 1-5. Outlet hydrographs for sensitivity to rainfall analysis.


































h at x=1000 m
f at x=1000 m


































h at x=1000 m
f at x=1000 m
(b) f and h curves for Green-Ampt model.
Figure 5.4: Case 1-5. Water depth and infiltration rate curves for Horton and
Green-Ampt models.
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Slope and roughness variations
In this section, different slope and roughness combinations are studied in order to
determine their influence in the difference between infiltration models. As in the
previous section, the calibrated parameters under horizontal ponded soil conditions
are used (Table 5.1). The effect of slope and roughness is studied by means of the
mildness fraction of the plane, defined as the ratio between normal water depth hN
and critical water depth hC . A rain discharge of (5m
3/s) and 15000s of duration and
three different values of hN/hC (2.33, 1.40 and 0.61) are set. In all these cases, the
rain duration is such that surface water is available between 0 < t < 300min. Figure
5.5 shows the overall numerical results. Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) clearly show that
the outlet hydrographs and the final cumulative volumes for both infiltration models
do not differ significantly when changing the mildness fraction. Therefore, in the
light of the results, infiltration parameter calibration is not strongly dependent on

























(a) Outlet discharge comparison between Horton




























(b) Runoff volume comparison between Horton and
Green-Ampt infiltration models.
Figure 5.5: Case 1. Flow profile variations.
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5.1.3 Case 2: single storage area
Starting from the same topography used in the previous section, a trapezoidal furrow
is added to the plane (see Figure 5.6) acting as a storage depression. The purpose of
this case is to check the changes in the outlet hydrographs and runoff volume curves
due to the storage under different conditions and to extrapolate them to natural
surfaces on real catchments which have depressions (local minima of the surface).
The same initial and rainfall setup as in Case 1-1 are assumed in order to establish
a comparison with that case of the infiltration calibration and how it is affected by
a volume storage of ≈ 1000m3.
Figure 5.6: Case 2 topography.
Table 5.3 summarizes the numerical cases presented in this section and Figure 5.7
shows the numerical results and the comparison with the no-furrow situation, cor-
responding to Case 1-1.
Case Storage area position
2-100 x=100 m
2-1900 x=1900 m
Table 5.3: Case 2 setups.
In view of the results obtained, it is observed that the storage area does not
generate significant difference between infiltration models in the outlet runoff vol-
ume. On the other hand, the time distribution of the outlet discharge is affected by
the position of the furrow, being more significant the difference between infiltration
models when the furrow is placed downstream (Case 2-1900, Figure 5.7(d)). Hence,
this test shows that the topography features can significantly affect the calibration
of the infiltration parameters.
The evolution of the difference between infiltration models changes depending
on the position of the furrow. In the case of the downstream furrow, a particular






















































































































(d) Comparison between differences for Case 2-
1900.
Figure 5.7: Hydrographs and differences between infiltration models for Case 2.
behavior is observed. Initially (t < 40 s) the outflow is generated only by rainfall
downstream from the furrow, since runoff from upstream areas is stored in the
furrow, filling it. The difference between infiltration models during this time behaves
as in case 2-100 because it is essentially identical. However, at t ≈ 40 s the Green-
Ampt hydrograph shows a sudden rise in outflow, indicating that the furrow has been
filled. The Horton hydrograph rises somewhat later. This lag between the sudden
increase in outflow generates the increase in difference between both infiltration
models seen in figure 5.7(d), which goes almost to 80% (i.e., Green-Ampt produces
a large outflow because the furrow has been filled, but Horton is still filling up
the furrow). As soon as the Horton hydrograph initiates the rising outflow, both
infiltration models are allowing runoff from the entire catchment to flow out, and
therefore, as time advances, they tend to be identical.
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5.1.4 Case 3: several storage areas
Following from the previous cases and working towards real topography, a case with
a very irregular topography is presented and the effect of these terrain irregularities
over the infiltration calibration is analyzed. The domain dimensions are presented
in Figure 5.8 and the bed level is given by:






Figure 5.8: Case 3 topography.
This kind of domain provides a large storage capacity for incoming rainfall water
in which a study of the influence of an irregular topography on the infiltration mod-
els can be carried out. For this particular case, a constant rain pulse of 0.25mm/s
is assumed over all the domain during 125min. This particular rain duration guar-
antees that the local maxima of the domain will not be ponded continuously so the
fitting point (t = 300min) is not reached (i.e., FH 6= FGA). On the other hand, the
local minima are continuously ponded. This allows to observe differences between
both regions. The same initial conditions and infiltration parameters (Table 5.1) as
in previous cases are considered.
Figure 5.9 shows the longitudinal profiles of the water level h+z and cumulative
infiltration F at t = 125min, when rainfall stops, t = 250min and t = 300min. The
relative differences in F between infiltration models are presented in Figure 5.10 in
terms of the magnitude ∆F (%), defined as in Equation (5.1).
As shown in the Figure 5.9 (upper), surface water is available for infiltration
until t = 125min, so the relative difference ∆F (%) remains constant all along the
domain. As stated in the previous cases, this difference is due to the large time
lapse for reaching the time for which the parameters have been fitted in Case 0
(300min). After this time, rainfall stops and the surface water runs downstream
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except for the water stored in the local minima producing ponded and non-ponded
regions (Figure 5.9 (middle)). In this situation, differences appear in the cumula-
tive infiltration profile, since water continues infiltrating in the ponded areas but,
obviously, no infiltration occurs in non-ponded regions. As shown in Figure 5.10,
∆F (%) is minimized for t = 300min, leading to a relative difference less than 0.1%
in the ponded regions. On the other hand, the water available for infiltration in
local maxima has not been enough to reach the fitting point. It is worth to men-
tion that these differences cannot be observed using lumped models, as they do not
have a spatial resolution for considering transient ponded conditions. These kind of
phenomena show the capabilities and the need for distributed models. These results
also bring to light the influence of the topography in the calibration of empirical
infiltration models, again highlighting the need for distributed models.
A similar 1D setup was simulated by [91] to study the effects of microtopogra-
phy in runoff generation and infiltration. Microtopography in [91] is a sinusoidal
variation of terrain surface over a background terrain slope, as in the case presented
here. [91] found that microtopography (i.e., sinusoidal variations) largely increased
infiltration when compared against the slope without microtopography, and such in-
crease was reported as proportional to the amplitude of the microtopography. The
results reported in Figure 5.9 are consistent with the observations by [91] and also
show the cause of such behavior. There is a clear separation of flow by the max-
imum elevations which favors long-residence-time ponding (the so-called regime A
in [91]). Moreover, in the results shown here it can be seen that there is differential
infiltration because of the microtopographic variations which may also be relevant
in particular for parameter calibration, specially for mid-intensity rainfall in which
ponding times are most relevant.





























h+z at t=7500 s, Horton inf
h+z at t=7500 s, Green-Ampt inf
F at t=7500 s, Horton inf































h+z at t=15000 s, Horton inf
h+z at t=15000 s, Green-Ampt inf
F at t=15000 s, Horton inf

































h+z at t=18000 s, Horton inf
h+z at t=18000 s, Green-Ampt inf
F at t=18000 s, Horton inf
F at t=18000 s, Green-Ampt inf
Figure 5.9: Case 3. Longitudinal profiles at t = 125min (upper), t = 250min
(middle) and t = 300min (lower).




























Figure 5.10: Case 3. Relative difference in cumulative infiltration.
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5.2 Overland flow coupled with infiltration laws: FOGA model
5.2.1 Rainfall on a slope
A plane with slope 0.005 is considered in this example and the dimensions of the do-
main are 2000m×20m×10m (see Figure 5.11). The Manning’s roughness coefficient
is set to n = 0.02 sm−1/3. The initial conditions for the surface water equations are
zero water depth and zero discharge everywhere, i.e., dry surface conditions. Water
enters the domain only through rainfall, which is assumed to be constant in space,
hence there are not inlet boundaries. The only open boundary is at the outlet
(downslope) and free outflow is assumed. In order to study how the order of the
Caputo fractional derivative affects the shape of the outlet hydrograph, seven test
cases have been designed (see Table 5.4). The values of the hydraulic conductivity
Kα and the rainfall rate R corresponding to Case 3.1 are taken as reference. In
Cases 3.2 and 3.3, the values of Kα and R are multiplied by 10. In all the cases, the
simulations are performed for the values of α = 0.75, 0.8, . . . , 1.
Figure 5.11: Case topography.
Test case R(mm/s) Kα(m
α/s) Ψ(m) ∆θ(m3/m3)
3.1 0.0825 3.3 · 10−6 0.05 0.38
3.2 0.0825 3.3 · 10−5 0.05 0.38
3.3 0.825 3.3 · 10−5 0.05 0.38
3.4 0.0825 3.3 · 10−6 0.005 0.38
3.5 0.0825 3.3 · 10−6 0.05 0.038
3.6 Unsteady 3.3 · 10−5 0.05 0.38
3.7 Unsteady 3.3 · 10−5 0.05 0.38
Table 5.4: Parameter setting.
Figures 5.12-5.14 show the numerical outlet discharge Q for all the proposed
cases. This value is computed from the integration of the outlet unit discharges
predicted by the surface model at the outlet boundary. In the light of the results,
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several conclusions are reached. For Case 3.1, the lower the order α, the lower
the soil infiltration rate, since the outlet hydrographs are getting higher peak dis-
charge values. The same conclusion is achieved in Case 3.2, where the value of Kα
is increased by a factor of 10. Nevertheless, a change in the trend of the outlet
hydrographs is observed for certain values of α, leading to non-monotonic curves.
This behavior is a consequence of non-monotonic infiltration rate curves, generated
by the FOGA model [96], for certain values of α and the classical parameters set
(Ks,Ψ,∆θ).
In order to test the influence of the rainfall rate on the infiltration rate recovery
predicted by the FOGA model, Case 3.3 is proposed. By maintaining the same Kα
value as in Case 3.2, the rainfall rate is increased by a factor of 10. As seen on Figure
5.12 (e,f), the same trend as in Case 3.2 for the outlet hydrographs is reached. This
shows that this change on the curves trend depends only on the Kα value, not on
the ratio between Kα and R.
The other Green-Ampt parameters, Ψ and ∆θ have been also modified in Cases
3.4 and 3.5 observing the same change in the trend, to a lesser extent, in the outlet
hydrographs (Figure 5.13).
Figure 5.14 shows the results corresponding to Case 3.6 in which an unsteady
rainfall pattern is considered and several values of α have been tested, ranging from
0.35 to 1. As observed in the previous cases, the smaller the value of α, the lower
the soil infiltration capacity and, hence, the higher the peak discharges at the outlet.
In general terms, it seems that, for this particular case, the order of the fractional
derivative has a global effect, rising or lowering the full hydrograph.









































































































































































(f) Case 3.3 (close-up)
Figure 5.12: Rainfall on a slope: Outlet hydrographs for the Cases 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
The figures on the right represent a close-up view.





















































































































(d) Case 3.5 (close-up)
Figure 5.13: Rainfall on a slope: Outlet hydrographs for the Cases 3.4 and 3.5. The









































Figure 5.14: Rainfall on a slope: Outlet hydrographs for the Case 3.6.
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5.2.2 Application to real catchments I: Aragua´s basin
The Aragua´s catchment is located in the Central Pyrenees (Figure 5.15(a)) and it
has an extension of 0.45Km2 [27]. Its altitude ranges from 780 to 1100 m.a.s.l.
and the mean slope varies from 20% to 43%. Due to the small size of the basin, a
constant Manning’s roughness coefficient of n = 0.025sm−1/3 is set. A triangular
unstructured mesh of 7728 cells is used for the spatial discretization of the catchment
(Figure 5.15(b)).
(a) Catchment location and hypsometry map. (b) Computational mesh.
Figure 5.15: Aragua´s catchment characteristics.
In this catchment, a single event (which is referred to as Event 1) is considered.
The flow discharge measurements were acquired at the outlet of the basin (see Figure
5.15(a)) with a 5 minutes frequency. Rainfall was registered by a rain gauge also
with the same frequency. Figure 5.16 shows the observed hyetograph and the outlet
hydrograph for this particular storm event.
The numerical results obtained for the Aragua´s catchment are presented now. An

































Figure 5.16: Experimental hyetograph and hydrograph for Aragua´s basin.
explicit 2D SW scheme (θ = 0) is chosen to capture more precisely the water depth
variations. In order to highlight the capacities of distributed models, Figure 5.17
shows the spatial distribution of the numerical values of water depth, flow velocity
and cumulative infiltration at t = 13500s. It can be seen that the main channel
cumulative infiltration values are significantly different from the ones computed in
the hillsides. This detailed computation of the hydraulic and hydrologic variables
leads to a better prediction of the outlet hydrographs and, therefore, to a better fit
of the observed data.
Table 5.5 summarizes the simulated cases set with a constant distribution of α.
Case 4.1 is considered as the reference case. It corresponds to the parameter set
that provides the best fit using the GA model (α = 1). Cases 4.2 and 4.3 keep the
parameters K, Ψ and ∆θ as in Case 4.1 but the order α of the fractional derivative
is modified. Figure 5.18 shows the outlet hydrographs corresponding to Cases 4.1,
4.2 and 4.3. The effect of decreasing α corresponds to a global reduction of the soil
infiltration capacity predicted by the GA model. Hence, the less the value of α the
more the value of the outlet discharge peak.
It is also interesting to explore the possibility of reproducing the same outlet
hydrograph of Case 4.1 by means of several combinations of the infiltration param-
eters with α 6= 1. As shown in Figure 5.19, Cases 4.4 to 4.9 generate very similar
hydrographs to Case 4.1 by modifying one single parameter each time for two dif-
ferent values of α. In particular, we consider the values of α = 0.7, 0.9. Thus, the
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Figure 5.17: Event 1: Spatial distribution of the water depth (h), flow velocity (u)
and cumulative infiltration (F ) at t = 13500s.
numerical results suggest that the fitting cannot be improved in this event using a
single value for α.
In the light of the previous numerical results, GA model seems to predict an
excessive soil infiltration capacity at the beginning of the storm when the soil is
almost dry.
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Test case α Kα(m
α/s) Ψ(m) ∆θ(m3/m3)
4.1 1 1.37 · 10−7 0.02 3.0
4.2 0.95 1.37 · 10−7 0.02 3.0
4.3 0.9 1.37 · 10−7 0.02 3.0
4.4 0.9 2.2 · 10−7 0.02 3.0
4.5 0.7 7.5 · 10−7 0.02 3.0
4.6 0.9 1.37 · 10−7 0.035 3.0
4.7 0.7 1.37 · 10−7 0.12 3.0
4.8 0.9 1.37 · 10−7 0.02 6.0
4.9 0.7 1.37 · 10−7 0.02 43.0



































Figure 5.18: Aragua´s catchment, cases 4.1 to 4.3.




































Figure 5.19: Aragua´s catchment, cases 4.4 to 4.9.
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Therefore, we propose to use a variable-order α of the fractional derivative which
is given in terms of the cumulative infiltration F and the water depth h. This will
lead to an order of the derivative α variable in time and distributed in space (hori-
zontal plane) with a different value for each computational cell. The dependency on
h is necessary for long and multiple rainfall events. For this reason, and taking into
account that the infiltration rate is also controlled by surface water availability, the
variable α is formulated as a combined function of the cumulative infiltration and
the available surface water as follows:
α(F, h) = min{aF + αmin, ebh + αmin − 1, 1} (5.4)
where a and b are constant values to calibrate and αmin is the minimum value that
the order of the derivative can reach. Then, it holds that αmin ≤ α(F, h) ≤ 1.
The particular function proposed (5.4) discriminates between the presence or
absence of surface water but it depends weakly on the surface water depth as it gets
quickly truncated (Figure 5.20). The main purpose of this essentially phenomeno-
logical fitting model is to provide a way to determine the order of the fractional
derivative at the earlier stages of infiltration. Hence, it does not formulate any
physical process. Once the infiltration depth (F ) and the surface water depth (h)
exceed a threshold, the model reduces to the classical GA formulation. Table 5.6
gives the FOGA model parameters obtained for the storm Event 1 considered in this
catchment, as well as the classical GA model parameters which provide the best fit.







being Qnum and Qexp the computed and experimental discharges, respectively, and
N the number of discharge curve points. The relative difference %dif between the
error produced by both models is also shown.
For this event, the FOGA model fitting error is 29.3% lower than the one pro-
duced by the GA model. Figure 5.21 shows both the numerical hydrograph obtained
with the classical GA and FOGA models while the distributed values of h, F and
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α(F, h) for this event are given in Figure 5.22. The FOGA model reproduces better
the hydrograph. The arrival time is better fitted than with the GA model although
the whole physical process is not correctly simulated because the receding part of


































Figure 5.20: Graphical representations of the two terms of Eq. (5.4): min{aF +
αmin, 1} with αmin = 0.3, a = 50 (left) and min{ebh +αmin− 1, 1} with αmin = 0.3,
b = 375 (right). 3D representation of Eq. (5.4) (lower).
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Model Kα(m
α/s) Ψ(m) ∆θ(m3/m3) a(m−1) b(m−1) αmin Lerror1 %dif
GA 1.37 · 10−7 0.02 3.0 - - - 0.047 -
FOGA 2.75 · 10−7 0.02 3.0 68 250 0.5 0.033 −29.3%































Figure 5.21: Hydrograph fitting for Event 1 (α(h, F )).
Figure 5.22: Water depth h, cumulative infiltration F and α(F, h) for Event 1 in
Aragua´s catchment at t = 15000s.
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5.2.3 Application to real catchments II: Arna´s basin
The Arna´s catchment (2.84Km2, 900-1340 m.a.s.l.) is located in the Northern
Spanish Pyrenees (see Figure 5.23(a)). Geologically, the catchment and its land use
have suffered several changes in recent years which have modified significantly the
vegetation cover. This includes patches of forest, grassland meadows, dense bush
areas and bare land. The soil types and vegetation mapping have been widely studied
in [42, 43, 82]. All these maps conform an accurate hydrological characterization of
the Arna´s watershed.
(a) Catchment location and hypsometry map. (b) Manning’s roughness coefficient map.
(c) Catchment refined mesh.
Figure 5.23: Arna´s catchment characteristics.
Numerical simulations of the Arna´s catchment was carried out in [50] by means
of a 2D diffusion wave model for the surface flow and both the Horton and Green-
Ampt models for water losses due to infiltration. In [18], a combination of the
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2D SWE with SCS-Curve Number model for the precipitation losses was used for
rainfall/runoff simulation in this catchment. In both cases, the numerical results
showed a poor agreement with the observed data.
In this watershed, the catchment topography meshing has been widely studied
in [18], where the authors found the optimal mesh for solving the SW equations in
order to minimize the computational time without losing quality in the numerical
results. All the simulated events for this catchment use this optimal mesh (see
Figure 5.23(c)).
Two events (which are referred to as Event 2 and 3) are simulated and compared
with the observed data. In both cases, discharge measurements were taken at the
outlet (see Figure 5.23(a)) with a frecuency of 5 minutes. On the other hand, rainfall
intensity was registered by a rain gauge with a 5 minute frequency for the Event 2
and 60 minutes for the Event 3. Figure 5.24 shows the observed hyetographs and















































































(b) Storm Event 3: Outlet discharge.
Figure 5.24: Observed hyetographs and hydrographs for Arna´s basin.
As in the Aragua´s basin in the previous section, an explicit 2D SW numerical
scheme (θ = 0) is used for all the simulations of the Arna´s catchment in order to cap-
ture more precisely the transient situations of the surface flow and, thence, predict
more accurately the infiltration losses. As an illustrative example, Figure 5.25 shows
the spatial distribution of the water depth and cumulative infiltration on the whole
catchment at three different times for the Event 3. This points out the relevance of
using a distributed model for surface flow and infiltration computation, since there
are significant differences (∼ 300% in cumulative infiltration) among catchment re-
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gions. Figures 5.26 to 5.29 show the numerical results. Table 5.7 summarizes the
infiltration parameters for the two events and both Horton and Green-Ampt models.
An overall good agreement between numerical and experimental results is observed
for both models. Both reproduce correctly the outflow volume which has been taken
as the most relevant property of the catchment’s response. In the case of Horton
model results, the shape and peak value of the experimental hydrograph are also
achieved with a certain delay in time. This is not so noticeable in the Green-Ampt
results, but the peak value is not correctly reproduced in this case. Hence, despite
the mostly good numerical results, some adjustments seem still to be necessary.
Event Model Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3
2 Horton k = 0.0001s−1 fc = 2.6 · 10−6m/s f0 = 3.3 · 10−6m/s
2 Green-Ampt K = 8.0 · 10−7m/s Ψ = 0.01m ∆θ = 3.5
3 Horton k = 0.0007s−1 fc = 2.0 · 10−6m/s f0 = 3.5 · 10−5m/s
3 Green-Ampt K = 1.4 · 10−6m/s Ψ = 0.025m ∆θ = 2.0
Table 5.7: Infiltration parameter set.
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Figure 5.25: Spatial distribution at catchment level of water depth (left) and cumu-
lative infiltration (right) for the Event 3 at t = 12000s, t = 36000s and t = 50000s.















































































Figure 5.27: Numerical vs. experimental data. Green-Ampt infiltration model.
Storm event 2.





















































































Figure 5.29: Numerical vs. experimental data. Green-Ampt infiltration model.
Storm event 3.
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Infiltration mapping
The Arna´s river catchment has enough soil and vegetation heterogeneity to consider
the development of a mapping with several regions with different infiltration param-
eters. In order to try to improve the agreement between numerical and experimental
results and achieve a better experimental fitting, an infiltration map based on the
catchment soil types has been designed (see Figure 5.30). Three different regions are
considered. The parameters used in the previous section are taken as starting point.
This mapping allows to consider several regions infiltrating at different rates, which
can be determining if the catchment has clearly different soil types, as in the con-
sidered case. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 show the best maps achieved and the infiltration
parameters corresponding to each region. Figures 5.31 to 5.34 show the numeri-
cal results. A considerable improvement in the shape of the outlet hydrographs is
reached by the use of infiltration mapping, specially for the earlier time of the storm.
Furthermore, the delay of the peak discharge in Horton model is partially corrected.
Green-Ampt model also takes benefit from the infiltration mapping, specially in the
storm event 3, in which the first discharge peaks are significantly better reproduced
than when a single infiltration zone is used.
Figure 5.30: Infiltration map based on the soil types.
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Area Model Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3
Map H01 Region 1 H k = 0.0001s−1 fc = 1.0 · 10−6m/s f0 = 3.3 · 10−6m/s
Map H01 Region 2 H k = 0.0001s−1 fc = 4.7 · 10−4m/s f0 = 5.9 · 10−4m/s
Map H01 Region 3 H k = 0.0001s−1 fc = 1.0 · 10−6m/s f0 = 1.9 · 10−6m/s
Map GA01 Region 1 GA K = 3.0 · 10−7m/s Ψ = 0.01m ∆θ = 3.5
Map GA01 Region 2 GA K = 1.0 · 10−6m/s Ψ = 0.06m ∆θ = 3.5
Map GA01 Region 3 GA K = 7.0 · 10−7m/s Ψ = 0.01m ∆θ = 3.5
Table 5.8: Infiltration parameters re-fitting with infiltration map for Event 2.
Area Model Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3
Map H01 Region 1 H k = 0.0007s−1 fc = 2.0 · 10−6m/s f0 = 3.5 · 10−5m/s
Map H01 Region 2 H k = 0.0007s−1 fc = 2.0 · 10−6m/s f0 = 3.5 · 10−5m/s
Map H01 Region 3 H k = 0.0007s−1 fc = 2.0 · 10−6m/s f0 = 2.5 · 10−5m/s
Map GA01 Region 1 GA K = 1.8 · 10−6m/s Ψ = 0.025m ∆θ = 2.0
Map GA01 Region 2 GA K = 1.8 · 10−6m/s Ψ = 0.025m ∆θ = 2.0
Map GA01 Region 3 GA K = 1.0 · 10−6m/s Ψ = 0.025m ∆θ = 2.0




































Q, H inf, Map H01
ROV, experimental data
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Figure 5.31: Event 2 parameter re-fitting with infiltration map. Horton infiltration
model.
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Q, H inf, Map H01
ROV, experimental data
ROV, H inf
ROV, H inf, Map H01
Figure 5.33: Event 3 parameter re-fitting with infiltration map. Horton infiltration
model.








































Q, GA inf, Map GA01
ROV, experimental data
ROV, GA inf
ROV, GA inf, Map GA01
Figure 5.34: Event 3 parameter re-fitting with infiltration map. Green-Ampt infil-
tration model.
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Improvement by means of the FOGA model
The calibrations obtained for Events 2 and 3 using the FOGA are presented in this
section. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 summarize the parameters for all the considered events
in this catchment using the classical GA model and the FOGA infiltration model
based on a variable α(F, h). The hydrograph fittings are shown in Figures 5.35
and 5.36 for Events 2 and 3, respectively. In both cases, significant improvements
over the classical GA model are observed. Hydrograph rising limbs show a better
adjustment to the observed data in both events. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 also presents
the Lerror1 values for both GA and FOGA model and the relative difference %dif
between the error produced by both models. In this catchment, the FOGA model
fitting errors are 16.7% lower than the one produced by the GA model for Event 2
and 25.8% lower for Event 3. The error values obtained for these events (together
with the one obtained for the Event 1) quantify the improvement in the hydrograoh
fitting by the FOGA model. As in the previous section, spatial distributions of h,
F and α(F, h) are presented in Figure 5.37 for Event 2 at t = 15000s.
Inf. model Kα(m
α/s) Ψ(m) ∆θ(m3/m3) a(m−1) b(m−1) αmin Lerror1 %dif
GA 1.26 · 10−6 0.01 3.5 - - - 0.447 -
FOGA 1.8 · 10−6 0.01 3.5 53 90 0.5 0.371 −16.7%
Table 5.10: Event 2: Infiltration parameters for the Arna´s catchment (α(h, F )).
Inf. model Kα(m
α/s) Ψ(m) ∆θ(m3/m3) a(m−1) b(m−1) αmin Lerror1 %dif
GA 1.6 · 10−6 0.025 2.0 - - - 0.361 -
FOGA 2.37 · 10−6 0.025 2.0 70 150 0.5 0.268 −25.8%
Table 5.11: Event 3: Infiltration parameters for the Arna´s catchment (α(h, F )).








































































Figure 5.36: Hydrograph fitting for Event 3 (α(h, F )).
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Figure 5.37: Water depth h, cumulative infiltration F and α(F, h) for Event 2 in
Arna´s catchment at t = 15000s.
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5.3 Simulation of an oil spill
This section presents the simulation of a real oil pipe leakage that took place in
Marshall (Michigan, USA). Figure 5.38 shows the topography of the considered do-
main (left) and the computational triangular mesh (right). The leak is considered
punctual and it occurred in three phases, with the same peak discharge but differ-
ent temporal distribution (see Figure 5.39). The available data por the crude oil
is the density (ρ = 900.3Kg/m3) and the viscosity (µ = 0.0249Pa s), both at a
temperature of 293K. The oil infiltration is taken into account by means of the
Green-Ampt model with the next parameter values: K = 2.1 · 10−8m/s, Ψ = 0.02m
and ∆θ = 0.2.
Figure 5.38: Elevation map and rupture point (left) and computational mesh (right)
for the oil spill case.
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Figure 5.39: Temporal distribution of the oil spill discharge.
Figure 5.40 shows the temporal evolution of the extension of the spill and the
oil depth values at t = 6h, t = 9h, t = 12h, t = 18h, t = 24h and t = 30h. The
comparison between numerical and observed oil extensions at t = 30h is also shown
(pink line). In the light of the results, the model predicts accurately the final oil
extension with a relative difference lower than 5% between numerical and observed
spill region area.
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Figure 5.40: Extension of the spill and oil depth at t = 6h, t = 9h, t = 12h, t = 18h,
t = 24h and t = 30h. Observed oil extension at t = 30h is also shown (pink).
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5.4 Overland and groundwater coupled flows
5.4.1 Synthetic test cases
Case 0: Still water
The purpose of this case is to check if the C-property is fulfilled when both surface
and groundwater flow models are interacting. A 260m× 260m domain with closed
walls is considered. The initial surface water level h + z and phreatic level hs take
a constant value of 5m in every part of the domain (see Figure 5.41). The initial
water discharge is also set to zero. Figure 5.42 shows the initial state (left) and the
numerical results after 3600 s of simulation. As expected, both surface water and
phreatic level conserve the initial values and the water discharge remains null.
Figure 5.41: Sketch of Case 0.
t=0 s t=3600 s
Figure 5.42: Numerical results for Case 0 at t = 0 s (left) and t = 3600 s (right).
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Case 1: Infiltration+exfiltration
Assuming the same domain as in Case 0, a gradual raising of the surface water
level is imposed at the inlet boundary (see Figures 5.43 and 5.44). The rest of the
boundaries remain closed. Figures 5.45 to 5.50 show the initial conditions and the
numerical results for surface water depth and phreatic level at several times. The
results show a smooth evolution of the phreatic surface as the surface water level
changes, keeping the continuity between both level during the whole simulation.
Figure 5.43: Sketch of Case 1.
Figure 5.44: Inlet limnigraph for Case 1.
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Figure 5.45: Case 1: Initial conditions.
Figure 5.46: Case 1: Numerical results at t = 60s.
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Figure 5.47: Case 1: Numerical results at t = 90s.
Figure 5.48: Case 1: Numerical results at t = 150s.
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Figure 5.49: Case 1: Numerical results at t = 260s.
Figure 5.50: Case 1: Numerical results at t = 300s.
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Case 2: Interaction with impervious zone
The existence of subsurface impervious regions is a common situation when dealing
with real world problems. Hence, it is valuable to test the coupled model in this kind
of situations. Figure 5.51 shows the case sketch. As in Case 1, a varying limnigraph
is imposed at the inlet (Figure 5.52). Figures 5.53 and 5.54 show the initial condi-
tions and the numerical results at t = 600s when the phreatic surface reaches the
impervious zone. The model behaves adequately, respecting the impervious zone,
where any kind of groundwater flow should appear.
Figure 5.51: Sketch of Case 2.
Figure 5.52: Inlet limnigraph for Case 2.
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Figure 5.53: Case 2: Initial conditions.
Figure 5.54: Case 2: Numerical results at t = 600s.
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Case 3: Rainfall+soil infiltration+exfiltration
The purpose for this case is to evaluate the capacity of the coupled model to exfiltrate
water which has been previously infiltrated upstream (Figure 5.55). A local unsteady
storm is considered in the headwaters of an irregular domain (Figure 5.56). A rainfall
intensity of 5mm/s is set for t < 1500s and 3000s < t < 5500s. Figure 5.57 shows
the initial conditions for this case, as well as an sketch of the hyetograph together
with the current position in time. Figures 5.58 and 5.59 show the numerical results
at t = 1000s and t = 5750s, respectively.
Figure 5.55: Sketch of Case 3.
Local storm
Figure 5.56: Setup of Case 3.
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R
t(s)
Figure 5.57: Case 3: Initial conditions.
R
t(s)
Figure 5.58: Case 3: Numerical results at t = 1000s.
R
t(s)
Figure 5.59: Case 3: Numerical results at t = 5750s.
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5.4.2 Application to real catchment
In this section, the coupled overlan-groundwater flow model is applied to the Arna´s
basin, described in Section 5.2.3. In this case, a progressive raising of the phreatic
level is simulated in two different point of the basin boundary. The purpose is to
check the capacity of the coupled model to route this change through the subsurface
and generate a streamflow response due to exfiltration in the main channel of the
catchment. Figure 5.60 shows the inicial and boundary conditions and the phreatic
level evolution at several simulation times. It can be seen an smooth progression
and joining of both groundwater fronts. Figure 5.61 shows the temporal evolution
of the surface water depth. Exfiltration begins at t = 4750s. In order to illustrate
more clearly the exfiltration phenomenon, a cross-section view of the catchment soil
is presented in Figure 5.62 for the same simulation times as before. The exfiltration
starts when the phreatic level reachs the bed level position in the main channel.
It is also interesting to develop a performance analysis in term of the computa-
tional cost with several time step values for the groundwater flow model. Table 5.12
and Figure 5.63 shows, for several choices of the groundwater flow model time step,
the CPU time and the speed-up factor, being Nsup the number of surface model
time steps for one single subsurface model time step. The maximum and average
errors relative to a simulation performed with Nsup = 1 are also shown. In the light
of this anaysis, acceptable simulations with average errors below 2% can be reached
using subsurface time steps 25 times larger than the surface flow model. With this
choice, a speed-up value of 8 is reached. As the implicit numerical scheme does not
restrict the time step size and the groundwater flow is expected to be much slower
than the overland flow, it is shown that larger time steps provide faster simulations.
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Figure 5.60: Subsurface phreatic level position hs at t = 0, t = 500s, t = 2500s,
t = 4750s, t = 7500s and t = 10000s.
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Figure 5.61: Surface water depth h at t = 0, t = 500s, t = 2500s, t = 4750s,
t = 7500s and t = 10000s.













































































































Figure 5.62: Cross-section of the subsurface phreatic level position hs at t = 0,
t = 500s, t = 2500s, t = 4750s, t = 7500s and t = 10000s.
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Nsup CPU time Speed-up Maximum error (%) Average error (%)
1 125 1 0 0
2 71.5 1.7 0.29 0.01
3 49.7 2.5 0.43 0.02
10 22.15 5.6 0.82 0.08
17 19.6 6.4 0.97 0.14
25 15.6 8.0 1.22 0.18














































Figure 5.63: CPU time and speed-up values (left). Maximum and average error
values all along the spatial domain at final simulation time (t = 10000s) (right).
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5.5 Overland and drainage system coupled flows
5.5.1 Single sewer/surface flow exchange
This test case was originally presented in [80] where a full range of sewer-to-surface
and surface-to-sewer flow conditions at the exchange zone are experimentally anal-
ysed and, hence, a complete set of observed data is provided. The experimental
facility consists of a physical model of a sewer pipe with no slope connected via a
manhole to a shallow flow flume (Figure 5.64). The sewer pipe has an internal width
of b = 75mm. The flume bed has a slope if S1D0 = 0.001 and is aligned with the top
of the manhole and is 4 m wide and 8 m long. The bed of the flume is H = 0.478m
above the invert level of the pipe. All the facility components (pipe and flume) are
constructed from PVC, so the Manning’s roughness coefficient is set to n1D = 0.009.
This facility allows shallow flow over the surface which interacts with the sewer
flow via the manhole. The boundary condition consists of a surface inlet discharge
Qsup = 11l/s and a sewer inlet discharge Qsewer, which varies depending on the case.
The domain is assumed to be dry as initial condition.
Figure 5.64: Scheme of the laboratory case setup.
Two different cases are considered in this work. They cover all the possible
scenarios depicted in Figure 3.30. Case 1 is configured by setting zero discharge
at the inlet of the sewer, leading to an inflow from the surface to the sewer during
all the case duration. Figure 5.65 (left) shows the comparison between numerical
and experimental surface water depth for several values of Qe, showing a very good
overall agreement is observed. The chosen values of Qe correspond to those in which
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data were available [80]. The relative difference between numerical and experimental
data is plotted in 5.65 (right), where a maximum error of 5% is observed. The
experimental data is measured 460mm before the the center of the manhole for the







































Figure 5.65: Case 1.1. Comparison between numerical and experimental data (a)
and relative difference (%) (b) for the surface water depth.
For Case 2, Qsewer = 9.6l/s is set at the sewer inlet in order to ease the conduit
pressurization. At the beginning of the simulation, water flows from the surface to
the sewer (inflow) but, as the pipe pressure increases, the situation reverses (outflow),
as shown in the profile view of the numerical results in Figure 5.66. At t = 30s, the
surface to sewer situation occurs leading to a depression in the surface water level
at the manhole position (red line). The conduit is filled progressively and becomes
pressurized in a transition situation denoted with a green line in Figure 5.66. When
the pressure head in the sewer is enough, the exchange flow discharge changes sign
and the water overloads the pipe and arises to the surface (blue line). Figure 5.67
shows the comparison between numerical and experimental data for the surface
water depth (left) and pressure head in the sewer (right). The relative differences
for both magnitudes are shown in Figure 5.67 (lower) with a maximum of 15% for
the surface water depth and 5% for the pressure head. A distributed visualization
of the 2D numerical results at three different times is shown in Figure 5.68 with the
water depth displayed in grayscale and the velocity vector field in color scale. The
transition between inflow and outflow situations is clearly shown.
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Figure 5.66: Profile view of the numerical results corresponding to 3 different times.

























































Figure 5.67: Case 1.2. Comparison between numerical and experimental data for
the surface water depth (a) and pressure head (b). Relative difference (%) between
numerical and experimental data for the surface water depth and pressure head (c).




Figure 5.68: Distributed numerical results for the overland flow corresponding to
water depth in m (grayscale) and velocity vectors in m/s (colored) at t = 8s (a),
37s (b) and 50s (c).
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5.5.2 Application to a test case on real topography
The Ginel river is a right bank tributary to the Ebro river in Spain. It is a small
size (77.3km2) river basin, long and narrow in shape with a length of 17.3km and
SW-NW oriented. The upstream and downstream bed levels are 328m and 165m
respectively (see 5.69 (left)) hence leading to an average longitudinal slope of 0.9%.
The case study is focused on an approximately 600m of the urban reach of the
river through the town of Fuentes de Ebro (Zaragoza, Spain). Figure 5.69 (center)
shows the spatial distribution of the Manning roughness coefficient used ranging
from n = 0.04sm−1/3 in the main channel, to n = 0.016sm−1/3 in the urban area and
assuming n = 0.05sm−1/3 on the downstream area where there is more vegetation.
The regions used for infiltration parameters can be seen in Figure 5.69 (right). Table
5.13 includes the Horton model parameters used.
a) b) c)
Figure 5.69: Ginel river at Fuentes de Ebro: Elevations map in m (a), Manning
roughness coefficients in sm1/3 (b) and infiltration regions (c).
Zone k (s−1) f0 (m/s) fc (m/s)
A 0.0001 1.9 · 10−6 1.0 · 10−6
B 0.0001 1.9 · 10−8 1.0 · 10−8
C 0.0001 1.9 · 10−7 1.0 · 10−7
Table 5.13: Horton infiltration model parameters.
The 2D surface domain was discretized using an unstructured triangular flexible
mesh of 29600 cells. The mesh was locally refined near the main channel and in
the area between the buildings. Bed elevations where obtained from a 2m × 2m
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DTM completed with 842 in situ topographical data. Figure 5.70 (left) shows the
2D surface computational mesh.
The drainage network geometry is shown in Figure 5.70 (right). It forms the main
drainage conduit of the town and is located parallel to the main river channel. The
15 culvert connection positions are also shown in Figure 5.70 (right). The section of
the conduit is considered as 0.75m×0.75m squared. Almost all the network is made
of concrete so a Manning roughness coefficient of 0.03sm1/3 is assumed all along the
drainage system. A discretization with a cellsize of ∆x = 1m is set for all the 1D
domain, leading to a 500 cell mesh. As initial condition, a constant water depth
of 7mm is assumed. A constant discharge of 10l/s is set as upstream boundary
condition whereas free flow is assumed downstream.
a) b)
Figure 5.70: Flexible mesh used for the 2D model (a) and sewer network scheme
together with links locations (b).
Two simulations with different initial conditions are performed. First, a heavy
constant rainfall of 0.7mm/s with a duration of 600s is assumed all over the domain,
which is initially dry (Case 2.1). In the second test (Case 2.2), a surface water depth
of 2m is imposed upstream in order to simulate the peak level of an extraordinary
flood situation. The purpose of both tests is to evaluate the sewer system capability
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to drain the surface water excess under these two assumptions. The use of a dis-
tributed surface flow model allows to calculate every hydraulic/hydrologic variables,
as the water depth h, velocities u, v or infiltration rate f , individually for each cell
of the computational mesh. Hence the avalaible information is much larger that the
results provided by a lumped simulation model.
Figure 5.71 shows the simulated water surface at t = 150s (left), 300s (cen-
ter) and 3000s (right) for Case 2.1. The huge intensity and short duration of the
storm modelled generates large water depth values (up to 3m) in the main channel
of the river and at several punctual locations. Figure 5.72 shows the water level
(hp + z) within the drainage system and the instant discharge (Q) for 9 instants
of the simulation. The bottom and top levels of the sewer are also shown. The
contribution from the surface flow through the culverts is clearly seen in the form
of water level peaks where the surface-sewer connection is located Figure 5.72. The
drainage system is able to absorb the excess of surface water for the entire time of
the simulation.
a) b) c)
Figure 5.71: Case 2.1. Water depth values h in m at t = 150s (a), 300s (b) and
3000s (c).
Figure 5.73 shows surface water depth values at t = 60s, 150s, 300s, 750s, 1000s,
2500s for Case 2.2. The figures show the progression of the flood wave along the
urban area, overflowing the main channel in some points with water depth values
of 5m. Figure 5.74 shows the water level (hp + z) within the drainage system and

















































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.72: Case 2.1. Network profile at t = 50s (a), 80s (b), 150s (c), 175s (d),
200s (e), 250s (f), 300s (g), 1000s (h) and 2000s (j).
the instant discharge (Q) for 10 simulation times. As in Case 2.1, the surface water
contributions are clearly seen along the sewer. In this case, the sewer is puntually
pressurized but the coupled model is able to deal with these kind of situation without
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any issues. As there is not actual data to validate model results for this test, it is
not possible to verify their credibility but the examples are useful to demonstrate
that the coupling of the models provides stable tiem evolution of all the the variables
including the exchange discharge.
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 5.73: Case 2.2. Water depth values h in m at t = 60s (a), 150s (b), 300s (c),
750s (d), 1000s (e), 2500s (f).

























































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.74: Case 2.2. Network profile at t = 190s (a), 350s (b), 430s (c), 500s (d),
540s (e), 565s (f), 650s (g), 800s (h), 1000s (i) and 2500s (j).




Computational simulation is nowadays an essential tool in many scientific and engi-
neering areas. The constant innovation in numerical techniques combined with the
high computation power of modern personal computers has made numerical sim-
ulation a reliable and efficient technique to obtain predictive results on a specific
problem. It is clear that numerical models need to be widely validated before they
can be released for research or commercial purposes. In this point, experimental
measurements play an important role in order to provide validation/verification.
In this thesis, the development of a hydraulic/hydrological model have been pre-
sented, considering the coupling of surface-subsurface flows, paying special attention
to the interactions among submodels. The surface flow is simulated by means of 2D
Shallow Water equations and 2D Zero-Inertia model and includes hydrological com-
ponents as rainfall or infiltration. Both models have been discretized using an hybrid
implicit-explicit finite volume scheme. A full comparison is also included, carried
out in terms of accuracy and efficiency in several applications, which have been led
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to the following concluding remarks. For the sake of clearness, the conclusions are
divided in two main groups (single models and coupled models).
6.1.1 Single models
Infiltration laws
The three most common infiltration laws are tested in a set of sinthetic cases which
consider all the possible situation of rainfall and surface ponding one can find in a
real world situation, specially in mountain river catchments.
• SCS-CN model is not able to account for the infiltration of ponded areas when
the rainfall intensity is null. This fact limits the applicabilty of the method
within a distributed surface flow model.
• Both Horton and Green-Ampt infiltration laws show similar behaviours in all
the presented cases, including those with complex storm patterns and indepen-
dently of the surface initial conditions. Therefore, the choice of the infiltration
model could depend mainly on the availability of the soil parameters.
• The FOGA model allows the infiltration rate curve to have a non-monotonic
behavior, leading to a soil infiltration recovery. As reported in previous liter-
ature, this can be useful to model infiltration in heterogeneous soils.
Drainage model
A reasonably good applicability of the Preissmann slot model for an estimation of
the pressure values in unsteady situations between both shallow and pressurized
flows is achieved. This method takes advantage of the similarity of both equation
systems (shallow water and pressurized flow) and provides a simple way to simulate
occasionally pressurized pipes, treating the system as an open channel in the Preiss-
mann slot. This results in an easier implementation of the model because it avoids
the managing of two separate systems of equations (shallow water and water ham-
mer) in order to model separately the pressurized and the free surface flows. The
use of an explicit scheme (θ = 0) implies a limitation on the computational time
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step but allows to capture more adequately the transient phenomelogy, specially
when the pipes are pressurized. It is also remarkable the possibility of adapting
the method to more realistic systems, like pipe networks which can be punctually
pressurized. Some additional internal boundary conditions are necessary in these
cases, in order to represent pipe junctions and storage wells.
2D Shallow Water model
In general terms, all the results presented in this section show a good agreement
with the analytical solution or experimental data, even for large CFL numbers (up
to 300 in some cases) when the implicit numerical scheme is used. A quality loss
in the transient solution due to the high numerical diffusion is also observed when
using large time steps but the steady solution is reached without noticing numerical
issues. Hence, in the light of the results obtained, the overall conclusions can be
summarized in the next points:
• The presented implicit numerical scheme is robust, conservative and preserves
well the C -property regardless of the CFL value in quiescent water cases.
• Steady solutions are perfectly reproduced with large CFL numbers, up to 300
in the MacDonald test case presented in Section 4.3.4. The efficiency of the
implicit numerical scheme is remarkable in this case, leading to an speed-up
value of 12.
• A good agreement between numerical and exact solution is observed in strong
transient cases, as the circular dam break presented in Section 4.3.5. As ex-
pected, the larger the CFL value the more diffusive is the transient solution but
acceptable solutions has been found for CFL up to 25 in this particular case.
The tsunami test case presented also shows a good agreement between numer-
ical solutions and experimental data, even for large CFL numbers. Despite
the inherent diffusivity of the implicit transient solutions, the unconditional
stability of the model is pointed out in this case.
• Despite the fact that an implicit method normally requires less solution steps,
each one demands more computational time than the solutions obtained by
an explicit scheme. This strongly depends on the number of iterations the
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matrix solver needs to do for achieving the convergence. Overall, the larger
the CFL the more diffusive the implicit numerical solution is. Nevertheless, if
the numerical diffusion can be assumable, the possible gain in performance due
to the high CFL choice can be a point in favour of using these kind of numerical
schemes under transient conditions. On the other hand, the steady solutions
are perfectly reached regardless of the CFL value so the implicit methodology
is adequate and recommendable for solving the steady or nearly-steady flows.
2D Zero-Inertia model
The 2D Zero-Inertia scalar equation for surface flow modeling has been applied
to several synthetic test cases, a laboratory experiment for validation and a river
catchment in order to test the performance of the implicit scheme in a real situation.
In the light of the results, several conclusions have been reached:
• Unstructured triangular meshes provide an efficient way to discretize irregular
domains with a moderate number of elements.
• Implicit Zero-Inertia model becomes a very efficient way to simulate steady
flows and smooth transients, which include tidal flows over beach-like terrains
and rainfall/runoff situations over urban areas. Large speed-up factors (> 150)
have been reached, which shows the suitability of the implicit methodology for
solving these kind of problems. When the implicit ZI model is applied to a
real river catchment, its efficiency is affected by the high z gradients combined
with low water depths h.
• In general terms, larger time steps do not necessarily mean lower simulation
times when solving a non-linear problem by means of implicit techniques. The
optimum time step should be found in order to achieve the fastest simulation.
2D Groundwater flow model
The groundwater flow model is able to reproduce the exact solutions in steady
conditions, even when the impervious region presents a slope frontier. On the other
hand, the aquifer modeling test case points out the ability of the model to update
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the phreatic level position via local sources/sinks. The results are coherent with the
ones presented in [38].
Matrix solver performance assessment
An exhaustive analysis of the BiCGStab matrix solver and Thomas algorithm per-
formance has been presented in Section 4.6. The following conclusions have been
reached:
• As expected, maximum and average errors decrease as the grid is refined and
increase as the time step is increased, for both solvers.
• Maximum and average errors produced by the iterative Thomas algorithm are
lower than the ones corresponding to BiCGStab in all the meshes considered
in this section.
• Regarding the solver efficiency, the results show that the speed-up values are
strongly conditioned by the time step choice and it also depends on the grid
size. In the light of the results presented in Table 4.14, BiCGStab becomes
more efficient than Thomas algorithm when choosing large time steps and fine
meshes.
6.1.2 Coupled models
2D surface flow + Infiltration laws
Regarding the simulation of real catchments and the experimental outlet hydrograph
fitting, two examples have been shown, Arna´s and Aragua´s rivers. In both cases, the
infiltration losses have been characterized by the classical Horton and Green-Ampt
laws, using a single infiltration region for the whole catchments and a multi-region
map in the case of the Arna´s basin, leading to good but improvable hydrograph
fittings. In particular, a considerable delay in raising limbs of the numerical hydro-
graphs with respect to the experimental data is observed when classical laws are
used for estimating the infiltration losses. The 2D Shallow Water equations have
been also combined with a Fractional-Order Green-Ampt infiltration model (FOGA)
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for a better modeling of the infiltration process in these complex real catchments.
In the light of the results, it have been proved that the modification of the infil-
tration Green-Ampt method by means of fractional calculus significantly improves
both rising and falling limbs.
2D surface flow + Drainage model
The implementation of a finite volume upwind scheme to solve the 2D shallow water
equations and the 1D shallow water equations as well as their coupling has been
presented in this part of the thesis. The leading interest is the possibility to provide
dynamic simulations of the interaction between free surface flow on the surface and
drainage flow in urban systems.
The coupled model has been validated in both smooth-transient and steady sit-
uations through a test case with laboratory measured data in several configurations
for the inlet discharge. An overall good coincidence with experimental results is
obtained with maximum differences of approximately 5% for the water depth in the
unpressurized case and 5% and 15% in the pressurized situation for the water depth
values and pressured head, respectively.
A real world application has been shown in the last part of this section. An in-
tense and short pulse of rainfall is simulated over the detailed topography of Fuentes
de Ebro (Zaragoza, Spain) in where the main sewer conduit together with 15 man-
holes is also modeled. Several infiltration and roughness regions have been consid-
ered mainly depending on the soil characteristics. A locally-refined triangular mesh
allowed a precise discretization of the surface domain with the optimal number of
cells. The use of a complete 2D dynamic surface distributed model allows the access
to detailed information concerning the spatial distributions and time evolution of
water depth, velocity, infiltration rate or any other hydraulic/hydrologic variable.
Under two different assumptions for the initial conditions (heavy rainfall and flood
event), both surface and sewer flow models predict the instant evolution of the water
depth in both domains (surface and sewer). The overall conclusion from this part of
the thesis is that it is possible to adapt 2D surface flow models to drainage networks
which can become locally pressurized.
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2D surface flow + 2D groundwater flow model
A set of synthetic tests have been presented, collecting all the challenging situations
that can be present in real world applications, including infiltration, exfiltration or
phreatic level updating by means of soil infiltration. A couple of applications in a
river catchment have been also shown. In all the cases, both surface and groundwater
flow submodels behave correctly and the interaction between them is smooth and
coherent.
Overall, the full model presented in this work is able to simulate accurately
and efficiently coupled hydraulic flows, taking into consideration a great variety of
hydrological phenomena. This allows to consider this kind of models as powerful
and reliable tool for predictive simulations in a wide range of real world applications.
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6.2 Conclusiones generales
Hoy en d´ıa, la simulacio´n computacional es una herramienta esencial en muchas dis-
ciplinas cient´ıficas e ingenieriles. La innovacio´n constante en las te´cnicas nume´ricas
combinada con la gran potencia de ca´lculo de los ordenadores personales modernos
ha hecho de la simulacio´n nume´rica una te´cnica muy eficiente para obtener resul-
tados predictivos en un determinado problema. Resulta evidente que los modelos
nume´ricos necesitan ser validados antes de su lanzamiento con propo´sitos comerciales
o de investigacio´n. En ese aspecto, la disponibilidad de medidas experimentales
juega un importante papel a la hora de proveer una validacio´n o verificacio´n.
En esta tesis, se ha presentado el desarrollo de un modelo hidra´ulico/hidrolo´gico,
considerando el acoplamiento de flujos superficiales y sub-superficiales y poniendo
especial atencio´n a las interacciones entre modelos. El flujo superficial se ha simu-
lado mediante las ecuaciones de aguas poco profundas (o modelo de onda dina´mica)
en 2D y el modelo cero-inercia (o modelo de onda difusiva) en 2D. Se han inclu-
ido componentes hidrolo´gicos como la lluvia o la infiltracio´n. Ambos modelos has
sido discretizados empleando un esquema h´ıbrido expl´ıcito-impl´ıcito de volu´menes
finitos. Se incluye tambie´n una comparacio´n entre ambos esquemas, llevada a cabo
en te´rminos de precisio´n y eficiencia en varias aplicaciones. Por claridad, las con-




Los tres modelos de infiltracio´n ma´s usados comunmente has sido comprobados en
una serie de casos sinte´ticos que consideran todas las posibles situaciones de lluvia y
encharcamiento del suelo que se pueden dar en la realidad, especialmente en cuencas
de montan˜a.
• El modelo SCS-CN no puede estimar las pe´rdidas por infiltracio´n de las zonas
encharcadas cuando la intensidad de lluvia es nula. Este hecho limita la apli-
cabilidad del me´todo dentro de un modelo distribuido de flujo superficial.
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• Tanto el modelo de infiltracio´n de Horton como el de Green-Ampt muestran
comportamientos similares en todos los casos presentados, incluyendo aquellos
con patrones de tormenta complejos e independientemente de las condiciones
iniciales en la superficie. Por lo tanto, la eleccio´n del modelo de infiltracio´n
podr´ıa depender principalmente de la disponibilidad de los para´metros del
suelo.
• El modelo FOGA permite que la curva de infiltracio´n tenga un cara´cter no
mono´tono, lo que conlleva a una recuperacio´n de la capacidad de infiltracio´n
del suelo. Tal y como se reporta en la literatura, este factor puede ser de
utilidad a la hora de modelar la infiltracio´n en suelos heteroge´neos.
Modelo de drenaje
Se ha mostrado una buena aplicabilidad del modelo de la rendija de Preissman
para la estimacio´n de los valores de presio´n en situaciones transitorias entre flujo
libre y presurizado. Este me´todo se aprovecha de la similaridad entre los sistemas
de ecuaciones que gobiernan ambos tipos de flujo y provee una forma sencilla de
simular tuber´ıas ocasionalmente presurizadas, tratando el sistema como un canal
en la´mina libre en la rendija de Preissmann. Esto supone una implementacio´n ma´s
sencilla del modelo, ya que evita la implementacio´n y la gestio´n de dos sistemas
de ecuaciones diferentes. El uso de un esquema expl´ıcito (θ = 0) implica una
limitacio´n en el paso de tiempo computacional pero permite capturar de manera
ma´s adecuada todo la fenomenolog´ıa transitoria, especialmente cuando las tuber´ıas
esta´n presurizadas. Tambie´n es remarcable la posibilidad de adaptar el me´todo
a sistemas ma´s realistas, como redes de tuber´ıas que pueden verse puntualmente
presurizadas. En estos casos, se necesitan algunas condiciones de contorno internas
para poder representar de forma adecuada elementos como bifurcaciones o uniones
de tuber´ıas.
Modelo 2D de aguas poco profundas
En te´rminos generales, todos los resultados nume´ricos generados por el esquema
impl´ıcito presentados en esta seccio´n muestran una gran concordancia con las solu-
ciones anal´ıticas o con los datos experimentales, incluso para valores altos de CFL
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(hasta 300 en algunos casos). Se observa una pe´rdida de calidad en soluciones tran-
sitorias debidas a la difusio´n nume´rica cuando se emplean pasos de tiempo largos
pero la solucio´n estacionaria se alcanza sin observar ningu´n tipo de inestabilidad.
Por lo tanto, en base a los resultados obtenidos, las conclusiones de esta parte de la
tesis se pueden resumir en los siguientes puntos:
• El esquema impl´ıcito presentado es robusto, conserativo y preserva bien la
propiedad-C independientemente del valor CFL en casos de agua en reposo.
• Las soluciones estacionarias se reproducen perfectamente con nu´meros CFL
grandes, hasta 300 en el caso test de MacDonald presentado en las Seccio´n
4.3.4. La eficiencia del esquema impl´ıcito es remarcable en este caso, obte-
niendo valores speed-up de 12.
• Se observa una buena concordancia entre las soluciones nume´rica y exacta
en casos transitorios bruscos, como la rotura de presa circular presentada en
las Seccio´n 4.3.5. Como era de esperar, a medida que se aumenta el valor
del CFL, la solucio´n transitoria se vuelve ma´s difusiva. No obstante, en este
caso concreto, se obtienen soluciones aceptables hasta un valor de CFL de
25. El caso correspondiente al tsumani a escala de laboratorio presentado
tambie´n muestra resultados satisfactorios, incluyo para valores de CFL altos.
A pesar de la difusividad inherente a las soluciones transitorias impl´ıcitas, la
estabilidad incondicional del modelo se pone de manifiesto en este caso.
• A pesar del hecho de que un esquema impl´ıcito normalmente requiere menos
pasos de tiempo para obtener la solucio´n, cada uno de ellos requiere un mayor
coste computacional que el correspondiente a un esquema expl´ıcito. Esto de-
pende del nu´mero de iteraciones que el resolvedor lineal de la matriz requiera
para converger a una solucio´n. En general, cuanto mayor sea el valor del
nu´mero CFL, ma´s difusiva sera´ la solucio´n nume´rica proporcionada por un
esquema impl´ıcito. Sin embargo, si la difusio´n nume´rica puede llegar a con-
siderarse asumible, la posible ganancia en eficiencia debida a un valor alto
del CFL puede ser un punto a favor del uso de este tipo de esquemas en
situaciones transitorias. Por otro lado, las soluciones estacionarias se obtienen
sin ningu´n problema independientemente del valor del CFL, por lo que la
metodolog´ıa impl´ıcita resulta muy recomendable para resolver problemas de
flujo estacionario o transitorios suaves.
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Modelo 2D Cero-Inercia
En enta tesis, el modelo escalar 2D Cero-Inercia para el flujo en superficie libre se
ha aplicado a varios casos test sinte´ticos, un caso experimental de laboratorio y una
cuenca de montan˜a con el objetivo de validad y comprobar la eficacia del esquema
impl´ıcito en situaciones reales. En base a los resultados nume´ricos, se han obtenido
las siguientes conclusiones:
• Las mallas triangulares no estructuradas proveen una manera eficiente de dis-
cretizar dominios irregulares con un nu´mero de elementos moderado.
• El esquema impl´ıcito para el modelo Cero-Inercia se muestra como una dis-
cretizacio´n temporal muy eficiente para la simulacio´n de flujos estacionarios
y transitorios suaves, incluyendo oleajes sobre terrenos de tipo playa y situa-
ciones de transformacio´n de lluvia en escorrent´ıa. Se han alcanzado factores
de aceleracio´n mayores de 150, lo que muestra la gran aplicabilidad de la
metodolog´ıa impl´ıcita para la resolucio´n de este tipo de flujos. Cuando el
modelo ZI impl´ıcito se aplica a una cuenca real de montan˜a, su eficiencia se
ve afectada por los grandes pendientes locales en combinacio´n con los calados
de agua pequen˜os.
• En te´rminos generales, cuando se resuelven problemas no lineales mediante
te´cnicas impl´ıcitas, la eleccio´n de un paso de tiempo grande no garantiza nece-
sariamente tiempos de simulacio´n ma´s cortos. Se recomienda la obtencio´n del
paso de tiempo o´ptimo para maximizar la eficiencia de la simulacio´n.
Modelo 2D de flujo subterra´neo
El modelo de flujo subterra´neo es capaz de reproducir satisfactoriamente soluciones
exactas estacionarias, incluso cuando la regio´n impermeable presenta una frontera
no horizontal. Por otro lado, el caso test correspondiente al modelado de un acu´ıfero
con sistemas de bombeo pone de manifiesto la capacidad del modelo para actualizar
la posicio´n del nivel frea´tico v´ıa fuentes o sumideros locales. Los resultados son
coherentes con los presentados en [38].
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Ana´lisis de la eficiencia de los resolvedores de matrices
En la Seccio´n 4.6 se ha presentado un ana´lisis exhaustivo de la eficiencia y calidad
de resultados del me´todo BiCGStab y del algoritmo de Thomas, mediante el cua´l se
han obtenido las siguientes conclusiones:
• Como era de esperar, para ambos me´todos los errores ma´ximos y medios de-
crecen a medida que se refina la malla de ca´lculo y aumentan a medida que se
eligen pasos de tiempo ma´s largos.
• Los errores ma´ximos y medios producidos por el algoritmo de Thomas iterativo
son inferiores a los generados por el me´todo BiCGStab en todas las mallas
consideradas.
• Con resoecto a la eficiencia de los me´todos, los resultados muestran que los
valores de ganancia esta´n fuertemente condicionados por la eleccio´n del paso
de tiempo y tambie´n dependen de la resolucio´n de la malla. En base a los
resultados presetnados en la Tabla 4.14, el me´todo BiCGStab resulta ma´s
eficiente que el algoritmo de Thomas cuando se eligen pasos de tiempo largos
y mallas finas.
6.2.2 Modelos acoplados
Flujo superficial 2D + Modelos de infiltracio´n
Con respecto a la simulacio´n de cuencas reales con suelos permeables, se han mostrado
dos aplicaciones (las cuencas de los r´ıos Arna´s y Aragua´s) en las que se pretende
ajustar los hidrogramas nume´ricos a las medidas experimentales de caudal mediante
la calibracio´n de los para´metros del modelo de infiltracio´n. En ambos casos, las
pe´rdidas de infiltracio´n han sido caracterizadas por las leyes cla´sicas de Horton y
Green-Ampt, usando una u´nica regio´n de infiltracio´n y un mapa con distintas re-
giones en el caso de la cuenca de Arna´s. Los resultados obtenidos para el ajuste
de los hidrogramas son buenos pero mejorables. En particular, un retraso consid-
erable aparece en los picos de caudal de los hidrogramas nume´ricos con respecto a
los datos experimentales. El modelo SW 2D tambie´n ha sido combinado con un
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modelo fraccionario de infiltracio´n de green-Ampt (FOGA) para una mejor mod-
elizacio´n del proceso de infiltracio´n en estas cuencas complejas. En base a los resul-
tados obtenidos, se ha demostrado que la modificacio´n del me´todo de infiltracio´n de
Green-Ampt por medio del ca´lculo fraccionario mejora significativamente el ajuste
de los hidrogramas a la salida de las cuencas.
Flujo superficial 2D + Modelo de drenaje
En esta parte de la tesis, se ha mostrado la implementacio´n de un esquema upwind
de volu´menes finitos para resolver las ecuaciones de aguas poco profundas en 2D
para el flujo superficial y en 1D para el flujo en tuber´ıas, as´ı como su acoplamiento.
El principal intere´s radica en la posibilidad de proveer simulaciones dina´micas de
ka interaccio´n entre el flujo superficial en la superficie y el flujo en una o varias
tuber´ıas, correspondientes a un sistema de drenaje urbano.
El modelo acoplado se ha validado en situaciones transitorias suaves y tambie´n
en situaciones estacionarias mediante un caso test con medidas experimentales en
diversas configuraciones para el caudal de entrada. En general, se observa una
buena concordancia entre los resultados nume´ricos y las medidas observadas, con
diferencias ma´ximas del 5% para el calado superficial en caso de que el flujo en la
tuber´ıa permanezca sin presurizar y entre el 5% y 15% en situaciones presurizadas
para el calado superficial y la altura de presio´n, respectivamente.
En la u´ltima parte de esta seccio´n, se muestra una aplicacio´n realista mediante
la simulacio´n de una tormenta corta pero intensa sobre la topograf´ıa de la local-
idad de Fuentes de Ebro (Zaragoza, Espan˜a) en la que se considera el conducto
principal del sistema de drenaje con 15 alcantarillas. Se han modelizado varias
regiones de rozamiento e infiltracio´n, dependiendo de las caracter´ısticas del suelo
y de la vegetacio´n. Una malla triangular no estructurada y refinada localmente
permite una discretizacio´n precisa del dominio superficial con el nu´mero o´ptimo de
celdas. El uso de un modelo distribuido de onda dina´mica permite obtener resul-
tados nume´ricos muy variados, incluyendo distribuciones espaciales y evoluciones
temporales de calados de agua, velocidad, tasas de infiltracio´n y cualquier otra vari-
abe hidra´ulica/hidrolo´gica. Considerando dos hipo´tesis diferentes para las condi-
ciones iniciales (lluvia intensa y evento de inundacio´n), ambos submodelos predicen
la evolucio´n instanta´nea del calado de agua en ambos dominios (superficie y tu-
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ber´ıa). La conclusio´n fundamental de esta parte de la tesis es el hecho de que es
posible acoplar de manera exitosa modelos de flujo superficial a sistemas de drenaje
subterra´neos que pueden verse localmente presurizados.
Flujo superficial 2D + Flujo subterra´neo 2D
Se ha presentado un conjunto de casos tests sinte´ticos, reuniendo todas las situa-
ciones que se pueden dar en aplicacioens reales, inuyendo infiltracio´n, exfiltracio´n o
cambios en el nivel frea´tico a causa de la infiltracio´n en el suelo. Tambie´n se han
mostrado un par de aplicaciones en cuencas de montan˜a. En todos los casos, ambos
modelos, superficial y subsuperficial, se comportan adecuadamente y la interaccio´n
entre ello es suave y coherente.
En general, el modelo completo presentado en enta tesis es capaz de simular de
forma precisa y eficiente flujos hidra´ulicos acoplados, teniendo en consideracio´n una
gran variedad de feno´menos hidrolo´gicos. Esto permite considerar a este tipo de
modelos como herramientas muy u´tiles para simulaciones predictivas en un amplio
rango de aplicaciones.
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Appendix A: 1D Pressurized flow governing equations
The instant response for changes in a pipe flow is closely related to the elastic
compresibility of both the fluid and the pipe wall material. Unsteady flow in pipes is
























in which H(x, t) = p(x,t)
ρg
+ z(x)=elevation of the hydraulic grade line, being p the
pressure, v(x, t)=local cross-section averaged flow velocity, θ(x, t)=angle between
the pipe and the horizontal level, D=diameter, ρ=fluid density, τ0 is the bound-
ary shear, typically estimated by means of a Manning or Darcy-Weissbach friction







being e the pipe thickness and E, K the elastic modulus of the pipe material and




















These equations conform a hyperbolic system, analogous to the 2D Shallow water
equations, considering the pressure and the velocity as the conserved variables.
Appendix B: Some additional calculations
2D Shallow water equations eigenvalues and eigenvectors
In this section the set of real eigenvalues and eigenvectors for 2D SW equations are







−u(u · n) + c2nx u · n + unx uny
−v(u · n) + c2ny vnx u · n + vny
 (6)
Then, the characteristic polynomial is:
|Jn − λI| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−λ nx ny
−u(u · n) + c2nx u · n + unx − λ uny
−v(u · n) + c2ny vnx u · n + vny − λ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (7)
By solving the above determinant matrix we get:
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− λ [(u · n + unx − λ) (u · n + vny − λ)− uvnxny]−
nx
[(−uu · n + c2nx) (u · n + vny − λ) + uny (vu · n− c2ny)]+
ny
[(−uu · n + c2nx) vnx + (u · n + unx − λ) (vu · n− c2ny)] = 0 (8)
By expanding the parentheses:
− λ [(u · n)2 + u · nvny − λu · n + u · nunx +uvnxny−
−λunx − λu · n− λvny + λ2 −uvnxny
]−
nx
[−u (u · n)2 −(((((uvu · nny + λuu · n + c2nxu · n+






((−uvu · nnx + c2vn2x + vu · n2 − c2u · nny+
((((
(uvu · nnx − c2unxny − λvu · n + λc2ny
]
= 0 (9)
Simplifying and grouping terms:
− λ [2 (u · n)2 − 3λu · n + λ2]+ (u · n)3 − c2u · n− λ (u · n)2 + λc2 =
− λ3 + 3λ2u · n + [c2 − 3 (u · n)2]λ+ u · n [(u · n)2 − c2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(u·n+c)(u·n−c)
= 0 (10)
The equation 10 conforms a third order polynomial in λ. Its zeros will correspond
to the eigenvalues of the shallow water Jacobian and they can be easily obtained
factorizing the indenpendent term (as shown above) and applying Ruffini’s rule:
-1 3u · n c2 − 3 (u · n)2 (u · n) (u · n + c) (u · n− c)
u · n −u · n 2 (u · n)2 c2u · n− (u · n)3
-1 2u · n c2 − (u · n)2 0
-1 3u · n c2 − 3 (u · n)2 (u · n) (u · n + c) (u · n− c)
u · n + c −u · n− c 2 (u · n)2 − c2 + cu · n − (u · n) (u · n + c) (u · n− c)
-1 2u · n− c − (u · n)2 + cu · n 0
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-1 3u · n c2 − 3 (u · n)2 (u · n) (u · n + c) (u · n− c)
u · n− c −u · n + c 2 (u · n)2 − c2 − cu · n − (u · n) (u · n + c) (u · n− c)
-1 2u · n + c − (u · n)2 − cu · n 0
Hence, the set of real eigenvalues of the shallow water system is:
λ1 = u · n + c, λ2 = u · n, λ3 = u · n− c (11)
Wave strenghts and source terms coefficients for 2D Shallow
water equations
In this section, a basic calculation of wave strengths α and source terms coefficientsβ
is presented. For the sake of consistency, it’s important to take into account that
the calculation order of eigenvalues and eigenvectors influences in the order of all of
these coefficients. The next coefficients correspond to 3.121 and 3.122 order. The
α coefficients correspond to the coordinates of the difference in vector U projection
onto the eigenvectors matrix basis:






where Aw = (α
1, α2, α3)Tw is the vector of the wave strenghts.







c˜− u˜ · n nx ny
2(u˜ny − v˜nx) −2ny 2nx









= · · ·
· · · = 1
2c˜w

(c˜− u˜ · n)δh+ δ(hu)nx + δ(hv)ny
2(u˜ny − v˜nx)δh− 2δ(hu)ny + 2δ(hv)nx
(c˜+ u˜ · n)δh− δ(hu)nx − δ(hv)ny

w
= · · ·
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[δ(hu)nx + δ(hv)ny − u˜ · nδh]
1
c˜























[(δ(hv)− v˜δh)nx − (δ(hu)− u˜δh)ny]w (15)
Following the same proceeding, the source term (slope and friction) coefficients

























where Bw = (β








c˜− u˜ · n nx ny
2(u˜ny − v˜nx) −2ny 2nx




























(−S˜2ny + S˜3nx)w (19)
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β˜mw [1− sign(λ˜mw )] (20)



















and Sf,w represents the energy grade line for the bidimensional case:
Sf,w =








(ni + nj) (24)










c˜w (δz + Sfd)w = −β˜3w, β˜2w = 0 (25)














β˜1,3w [1− sign(λ˜1,3w )], β˜2w = 0 (27)
Appendix C: Picard iteration method
Picard iteration is a simple method for dealing with non-linear systems of equations:
A(x)x = b(x) (28)
If the matrix is invertible:
x = A(x)−1b(x) (29)
A starting guess value x0 is chosen and the process start:
x1 = A(x0)−1b(x0), x2 = A(x1)−1b(x1), · · · (30)
Hence the iteration stencil is:
xk+1 = A(xk)−1b(xk) (31)
The linearized system of equations can be written as follows:
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A(xk)xk+1 = b(xk) (32)
The solution of Equation 32 is obtained by means of a linear solver within
the Picard iterations loop until convergence is achieved. The method converges
if ‖A−1B‖ < 1, where Bij = ∂bi/∂xj
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